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KEEP ’EM BOILING

END CAME SUDDENLY

Frigidaires Will Cost More Poor Must Not Suffer F rom James E. Mansfield Expires
After First of the Year,
Lack of Food Or Clothing
While Engaged in a Game

Says John McLoon

—Remember the Kettles

of Cards
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THE CONGRESSIONAL OUTLOOK

permanenj Skating Pond, Running Track, Probably No Primary Opposition For MoranLockers and New Fence Are In Prospect
Several Republicans Canvassing
the Situation
Thirty men who have been out of ] of the field to the eastern end of

This Christmas season, already
“Play out my hand; I am not
made brighter by increased business
i feeling well."
*
during the fall, presents buying opAt
the
headquarters
of the Rockportunities which may never again
__ ,,
! land Owl Club Sunday noon this re employment for a considerable the football field
return, according to John H. McMeantime carpenters are tearing
-!■■■" Loon of A. C. McLoon & Co.. Frigidmark was made by James E. Mans- length of time are bestirring them
Considerable interest is now cen I granted throughout the district thai
down the old rickety bleachers and
aire dealers, who revealed that on
i field, who passed his cards to a selves energetically at Community building a portable structure 30x171 tering upon the Second Maine Con ‘ the Augusta man will file for the
♦
The belfries of all Christendom ♦ Jan. 1 there will be a price increase
' friend, fell forward against the table Park where in the r.ext ten weeks feet to be used as a locker and skate gressional District, where nomina i nomination, when the proper time
on the product of his company.
' cornea.
♦ now roll along the unbroken song
j dying almost instantly.
approximately $5500 will be expend house, to be placed during the win tions will be made ln the June pri
"Frigidaire has delayed this price j
"Mr Viles has made an exceptional
— ot peace on earth, good will to ♦
ter
near
the
permanent
skating
Mr. Mansfield, who was in his 60th ed in beterments. This moneymaries.
, record in the Legislature as a man of
♦ men— Longfellow.
-»■ increase as long as possible,” Mr.
pond.
year, was a former resident of Rock- | was secured for Rockland through
McLoon said, “because of its desire
The concern upon the part of Rep- sound judgment and able leadership
If this appropriation holds out a
NP
••• ••• •••
••• -•
-•* r for this Christmas to be a happy
! port, Mass., but had lived here many I .
resentative Moran's supporters, lest j His advice is sought on all matters
intercession
of
Congressman
running
track
12
feet,
wide
will
be
! years, and had many friends. For a ’
one for everybody. Reports to us
__ lle have GPPOsi’1™ in
Primaries | relating to state affairs, especially
built completely around the park
long time he was employed as wedge- Moran and the men were as and
indicate that a large proportion of
a wooden**(en'ce'will be built. I appears tc have no foundation in fact j financial affairs, and his advice has
maker by the Livingston Manufac- , signed to Community Park by Mayor along the southern end of the field Carls opponent, if there was to be almost Invariably been found to be
holiday
buying
is
of
goods
of
a
use

ONE YEAR AGO
turing Co., being an expert, at that j Richardson.
ful nature.
’ ‘ The government allows $650 for
was expected to be Mayor Wise- | good.
1 vocation.
"Material and labor costs in manu
"If it were not expected that SenaHe is survived by several brothers] A t^P<>rary skating pond is being materials. and wage, will be pro- man ol D-wlston. but a friendI of The
Christmas wdll soon be here and if and sisters The funeral .services will'bullt in one corner of the field for ' vided for 25 laborers, four carpen- Courier-Gazette, wno is politically i tor Viles would be a candidate it Is
From the flies of The Courler-Oa- facturing Frlgidalres have increased
decidedly, but officials of the comp- the Salvation Army is to play the
Sherman J wise on matters pertaining to the ' quite probable that several others
zette we learn that—
any decided this price increase would part of Santa Claus to a large num- be held at 65 Tillson avenue. Tues- immediate use. but when the present | ters and one painter
Second Maine, says that Wiseman , would enter the field.
work
is
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there
will
be
a
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Is
foreman
of
the
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Milton M. Griffin was elected not become effective until after the ber of needv families the kettles on day at 2.30 p. m.
Former Senator Zelma M Dwinal
H. will not enter the fight. Talcing
skating
park
140
feet
long,
100
feet
Principal
Blaisdell,
Thomas
Christmas season, so that everyone the streets will have to boil much
president of Knox Hospital.
wide and two feet deep running Chisholm and A. F McAlary consti- [ notning for granted, however, the ] of Camden has been frequently menwould have the opportunity of | tastier and the response be much
A FATAL ACCIDENT
The Thrift Shop donated $200 to purchasing for Christmas at the | larger. The need is far greater than
along the northerly end of the park, tute the citizens committee in Morans have been building up a lioned as a possibility. Harold N.
large enrollment in Knox County. In- Skelton, former mayor of Lewiston. Is
Miss Helen Corbett, to be used on present low prices.
and extending from the eastern side charge.
j in any other previous years. Al- ,
, _
r>
•
*
1 during quite a number of Republicans supposed to have Congressional as
fhoes and clothing for children.
“There is a long pent-up demand ready quite a number of needy Newcastle Boy Coasting At
1 lo change their enrollment to the pirations and Representative Ralph
The city was up in arms over the for useful articles for the house- . families who are not receiving help j
j Democratic side in order to help the A. Farris of Augusta has had thoughts
Lincolnville Beach Struck
hold
that
is
being
released
this
hollI
have
been
thoroughly
investigated
|
suggestion that it might be necessary
j present incumbent in June.
ln that direction, but with Mi. Viles
day
season.
This
is
noted
particular|
and
received
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ticket,
for
a
basto suspend the city schools.
By Friendship Car
Now what about the Republican in the offing, it is understood that
ly in the household equipment field I get.
nominee?
neither will enter the field.
The Boys and Girls Club of Tillson where the seasonal demand is sharp. | There are families in Rockland
Earl Willis
Fx-Corgressman Donald B. Part"So as It looks now, the nomina
avenue elected Hector McDonald Hundreds of ‘Christmas package' | which would die of starvation and
ridge is of course out of the race for tion in the Second District is cared
president.
orders are coming in with instruc- ] hunger if men and women of our and Mrs. John Albert Siegars of [ ““
for if the Augusta man carries out
' community whose fortunate circum- Newcastle, was instantly killed at
Mrs. Mary Berry. 86, died at her tions for delivery on Christmas.
what is said to be his present inten"A study of this trend in buying stances enable them to live happily Lincolnville Beach Saturday when
home on Rankin street. She was the
I represents, is no longer a part of the j tion of going Into thc primaries for
widow of Turner Berry, who had been Indicates that household equipment and comfortably were to take for the sled on which he was coasting
Second Maine.
i the nomination.”
a prominent wholesale produce has been more or less neglected dur their motto. “I must look out for with a sister was struck by an auto- j Mftr.y ponds in Knox. Lincoln and biiity when the surplus equals the i pred r Owen. who has been dealSenator Dwinal lost the nomination
ing
the
past
several
years
and
there
number
one"
too.
Quite
a
number
of
mobile
operated
by
F.
Simmons
of
dealer.
ing the cards from Maine's political by a small margin when Mr. Partnow is a definite move toward re- , families in Rockland will suffer this Friendship. The sister escaped with I Waldo Counties have been opened up amount of outstanding liabilities.
I
iKhm. «S the result of rcDealine a
Anlong major development, meas- deck lo lhest, many years. had this rldge was nominated, and slnce then
placement- Old-fashioned means of Christmas season and probably the a few scratches.
qre* passed was one to permit tht
aboUt the Second District in has been repeatedly urged to enter
NOTED AUTHORS DIF.
refrigeration are being replaced wi‘h I rest of the winter if not given the i state PoUc€ investigated the ac- i to ful ng ashv th„
Leei<iipe
ature
the contest again. Friends say that
electric refrigeration.
necessities of life that will enable cldent. whlch is believed to have1 a 1*““
thc
. Federal Oovemment to purchase land the gun<jay Telegram .
“Senator Blaine S. Viles has never he is making a careful survey of the
“All of this means, of course, that them to keep bodv and soul together. been unavoidable.
I Hare 15 what you are Permitt^d t0 near Mount Katahdin for Nation*!
Robert W. Chambers. 68. author of
Park purposes: another to see
- <said t0 anyone tSO far as j am aware Held, and may yet file for the nomi
The Siegars family came recently catch: Pickerel yellow perch, eels, nal
many thrilling historical fiction the wheels of industry are being kept These conditions are due to sickness
funds for the building of a huge thftt he
a candidate for the ' natlon
works, died in a New York Hospital moving, that work is being given to very often and unemployment, and ](rom Newcastle, the father being Rmelts and hornpouts.
NauSnalVark
at
Bar
Harbor
and
.v
n<,n,ination
to
run
against Mr. MoA decision will be reached by somemore persons, resulting in a freeing come through no fault of their own. employed on aCivil Works Adminis„ , h , vo„
- , takp 5eeal.
Saturday
is what you cannot taice »egai
ran. Nevertheless it is taken fpr body before many weeks have passed.
Louis Joseph Vance, author of up of the buying that has been so shall we turn them away? Shall we tratiOn projecthere. There are two ly:Here
third
to
create
the
Baxter
State
Park
Trout, salmon, perch and bass.
___
give them a few words of sympathy other ChUdren.
popular fiction was burned to death long held back.’
And here is a list of the ponds | Commission and provide a systematic
and send them on their way hopeless
Saturday in New York. He was 54.
I where such tishir.g is net prohibited: development of roads and trails
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
way. No, we must help them. Will
TEN MILLION TREES
around Katahdin.
you not give as liberally as you can? j
Knox County
STEAMBOAT CO.
Another measure renews and
Your generosity will make possible Cut Annually In United States For
Crystai Lake, Washington, Fish broadens the charter of the Dexte.'j
Steamer leaves Swans Island at 5.30 much happiness.
Christmas—Four Million In Maine Pond. Hope; Grassy Pond, Rockport; P Cooper tide power project at
i. m . Stonington 6 25. North Haven 7 25
Make al! checks payable to Sal-:
J Marys Pond. Rockport; Mansfield Eastport and this Is expected to re
Vinalhaven 8 15: due^.rrue at Rock- ygUon Army
Donations of food
TONIGHT
land about 9 30.
Cf the ten million Christmas trees pond. Hope; North Pend. Warren; sult in Federal funds being advanced
‘
“ stuffs, canned goods, potatoes, etc., cut annually ln the United States, ap South Pond. Warren; Chickawaukie for its development for a huge Feder
Rockland at 130 p. m.. —
Vinalhaven
2.45
South Thoma$lon
North Haven~J30. Stonington 4 40:_ due will be thankfully received; also as
power project,
to arrive at Swan'. Island about 4 p.
much warm clothing as possible. proximately four million come from Pend, Rockland and Rockport; Sen- ] al Among
BH. STINSON
measures of lesser im
Grange Hall
Call or send to the Salvation Army, Maine. The largest proportion of the nebec Lake, Union and Appleton; portance but of widesDread interest
117-tf
General Aeent
Maine trees come from Washington Seven Tiee Pond. Hope; Lily Pond.
151‘lt
477 Main street Phone 514.
was
a measure restricting
___________
_ marathon i So many letters addressed to Santa ; dren, oldest 14 (a fine little chapi
and Aroostook Counties, says A D. Hope; Hobbs' Pond. Hope.
Thomas H. Hand, Ensign.
dances and walkat.hon contests, and j Claus, North Pole, somehow find their orphans. They will have no ChristNutting, forestry specialist for the
Lincoln County
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSEone transferring control of hairdres- way into a certain box in Rockland mas unless someone plays the part of
Magazines make wonderful gifts. Extension Service.
Burns' Pond, North Waldoboro; eers to the State Department of : pettoffice. One arrived at The Cou- Santa. A relative took the children
Balsam
fir.
he
says,
is
by
far
the
I have every magazine in publica
Luck-puddle Pond, Waldoboro; Ka- Health with the aid of a civilian rier-Gazette.
i rather than have them placed in an
tion except the "Geographic." Sher most popular of our Maine trees be !ers Pond, Waldoboro; Longfellow commission to be appointed by the
me letters this year are especially institution. He is a working man and
cause
of
its
pungent
odor
and
the
wood Frost, phone Rockland 717-R
Pend, Whitefield (Also Kennebec Governor.
pathetic, and one thing is very no- has a small family of his own, but he
or Thomaston. 147—reverse charge. j fact that the needles remain longer Cc i; Flood Pond, Jefferson; Three
A measure to open all the lakes and tict-able. the unselfishness of the re- has been out of work and Is still out.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 25
151*153 ] than on most other trees. Spruce is Cornered. Jefferson; Pleasant Pond. ] ponds of the State to ice-fishing quests.
(Someone might like to help the three
i used in this state but few are
This Affair Will Be the Highlight of the Christmas Season
Jefferson and Whitefield; Duinari- also was enacted. The measure
One boy wants Santa to bring his 'boys, 14. 9. 5. and a little girl of 3
shipped out
It It THE Danrr
As loaded freight cars pass by. we ] -cotta Lake, Jefferson; Dyer's Pend, opened every known pickerel pond mother something that will stop her who wants a dolly One little fellow
In the State effective at 7.30 a.nt. cough and make her well. Another , asks Santa to send him and his
wonder how many trees they contain ' Jefferson.
LADIES' NIGHT AT THE
Sunday and there is no limit to boy asks Santa to bring his mother brother some warm stockings and
Nutting says a good guess is between ]
Waldo County
1500
1500 and
and 4000
46 depending on the size ] Star Pond. Palermo; Beech Pond the fi^ing^of^h’e iwnds'in’The Fall seme shoes or overshoes. She has mitts. Their feet are always cold,
none and the boy ends his plea with poor little- tykes.
of the trees. Most trees are cut from Palermo; Caines Pond. Searsport; J until their opening in the Spring.
the requeit that if Santa can spar?
tolss Corbett, the city matron will
:hree to six feet tall.
Cargell Pond. Liberty; Carlton Bog.
anything, he would just love a base- gladly furnish the names and ad
MONDAY, JANUARY 1
The stumpage received by land Troy; Chisholm Pond. Palermo; Cor
PROJECTS RECOMMENDED
oall mitt. Nearly all the requests are dresses to anyone who sincerely de
owners varies considerably with the son Pond. Brooks; Cross Pond. Mor
Dancing Until 1 o'clock—Mate h for Further Announcement
for someone other than themselves.
sires to help Plenty of opportunity
^location of the areas growing the rill; Dutton Por.d, Brooks; Drake!
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 20
There Is one little group of chil- this winter to do some real good.
I trees. The average price is about ten_____________
_____
_____
________
Pond.
Jackson;
Ellis
Pond.
Brooks;
j
Representative
Moran
was
notified
DON’T FORGET THIS WEEK’S DANCE—FRIDAY EVG„ DEC. 2?
cents per bundle, while in southern poster Pond. Palermo; Lawry Pond, Saturday by 8tillman Evans, fourth
Ladio Admitted Free To
MUSIC FOR AU. THESE DANCES
Maine owners sometimes receive Belmont; Levenseller Pond. Lincoln- assistant postmaster general, that he WALDOBORO COMBED
Southenders learned with regret
Admits on and Ska’es
nearly as much as this per tree. vme; Lillie Pond, Searsmont; Me- had recommended to the Public Works
yesterday morning that the Flint
EDDIE WHALEN’S PRIVATEERS
These
trees
retail
to
the
user
from
50
ciure
Pond,
Searsport;
Moody
Pond.
Administration
construction
of
a
Bakery had closed its doors, the proSkating from 7 to 11.30
cents*
***** The market
■ ' supply
****** Lincolnville; Nights Pond. Lincoln- ..Federal
.....................
—— a post- by Burglars W ho V isit Light prietor, Frank C Flint, having decidBeautiful Hall
Excellent Floor
Popular Prices
5 to $4 each.
building at* Boothbay.
lol’lt
] and demand varies so much that vlne; Northern Pond, Monroe; Quan- office at Farmington and an addition
pi_._a
nPn-.rt
In *’d to
retire from that business af’-r
rwrc are
or., very
verv uncertain
nnnortotn of their tabacook
,_______ „ Pond,
.
_________________
_____ _ _____ I •„
• IdCCS
ailU
UCIJiUl
111
_ ___________
| shippers
Searemont; Sanborn!
to IV.
the„ Rockland nnctnfOno
postofflce. Thru,
These
a long career on the street.
return. Some years trees sell at ex- po,id. Brooks; Sandy Pond. Freedom; W** included in a general list of proiStolen Auto
COMIQUE THEATRE
trcmely nigh prices, as $10, while Steven's Pond. Liberty; Sucker Pond. fcts ent to PW.A. last summer by
CAMDEN
other years whole carloads have to Brooks; Tilden Pond. Belmont; the Treasury and Postofflce. P.W.A
Burglary on a wholesale plan was YOUR FAVORITE POEM
be dumped and burned.
Fiis -Run Attraction
Iruels Por.d, Liberty; Unity Pond. l ejected most of the list and told thc practiced in Waldoboro Sunday night,
TODAY—TUESDAY
Unity and Burnham; Shcepscot Lake Pe =toffice and Treasury to trim the thefts aggregating $400 being made in
If I had to live my me agaiR I would
SOULLESS
have made a rule to read some poetry
or Bradstreet Pond . Palermo and list down to absolutely meritorious
eight
places,
and
an
automobile
and
listen to some music at least once a
projects.
This
recommendation
to

Somerville.
week The loss of these tastes Is a lo®a
• • • »
day lor Maine is presumably a per stolen. The motor car was recovered of
happiness-Charles Darwin.
The man who boasts he is without
Legislature passed the double manent recommendation this time.
at Windsor- in damaged condition.
ir K*
an illusion is a pretty empty person
gauge law after 40 years of con-!
JES TORE CHRISTMAS
Breaks were made by forcing rear
to pass an evening with.—Le Baron troversy. This provides that, lob-!
A WORD IOR UNION
c»ll» "><'
windows and breaking locks, and at F*therwmll‘
Cooke, in Epigrams Of The Week.
sters can be taken, beginning 90 days ]
----Rcland Genthncr's oil station on Mother call, me Willie hut the fellers
hence only between the limits of nine Edl;or of yhe Courier-Gazette:—
Give your home a REAL radio for
call me BUI!
and 13 and three-quarters inches. gemecne said that the Union folks Jeffercon street, the safe was un Mighty glad I ain't a girl -ruther be a
Christmas — a new PHILCO — the
The
House
had
turned
this
down
Friwere
a
-smar
^
Well
that
someone
boy
locked. $12 taken.
radio that outsells all others! Get it
ANOTHER
Without them sashes curls an things
day by a vote of 56 to 42. but after was right. They are faithful workers.
now—while the selection is complete
The
largest
sums
of
money
were
that's
worn by Fontleroy!
an intensive drive by its supporters and n(A on]
lhey arp
KOod
Love to chawnk green apples an' go
—on the easiest terms we have ever
taken
at
tile
confectionery
and
maga

Saturday
the
House
reversed
its
stand
«,,
marltaM
.
when
know
of
swlmmln'
lu the lake
offered! Unexcelled tone and supreme
take the caster-lle they give i r
and enact^d 11 78
'those who need help and those who zine store of Mrs. Ethel Ludwig, Hate to
RHILCO 60B
performance!
bellyache!
AT
The session also produced a numpr
Most all the time the hull year roun'
Only PHILCO eonld
ber of important, banking measures.
gunshlne where $200 in change and bills were
FHILCOSthere alnt no flies on ine
yoa such ' value ae thia
OCEAN VIEW
found, and at S. H. Weston & Son's But Jes' -fore Christmas I’m as good as I
startling
new
Baby
two of them emergency matters rec- \ ’
,
,„lb. u,,(
kin be!
ommended
by
the
Homeowners
Loan,™
1
*
not
talk
bul
tn
f
Grand. Outperform! aeta
hardware store, where between $150
at much higher prices!
A. M.
Corporation, three others to permit
AVrlnndav and Tnurs.fay
Oot
a
yaller dog named Sport—alck tm
and $175 was stolen. Some of the
$29.50
"MYRT AND MARGE"
savings banks, trust companies, and Rockland, Dec 18.
ELECTRICIANS
money in the Ludwig store had been I Fust thing Jbe’knows. she doesn't know
with
loan and building associations to take
where she Is at!
hidden by the proprietor behind I
ROCKLAND,
ME.
Oot i clipper sled, an’ when us boys eoes
AL AND HIS SEVEN
advantage of Federal Reserve and WITH THE BOWLERS magazines.
out to slide.
RFC
funds,
another
to
relieve
trust,
SHOOTING MATCH
SYNCOPATORS
A revolver and holster were also | Long comes a grocery cart an' we all
company stockholders of double 11aThis Week's Games
hook a ride!
taken at the hardware store.
AT
when the groeeryman Is
Tonight — Clerks vs Merchants;
At Harold Clark's drug store $25 But. sometimes,
worrited an' cross.
J. D. Pease’s Farm, Hope, Me
Telephone Company vs. Perry's was stolen from the cash register and | He reaches at me with his whip and
■
larups ills boss;
Market.
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
the dial was knocked from the safe
I laf and holler. Oh. you never
Christmas Afternoon
Wednesday — Kent's Service vs. with -t sledge hammer, which was left An' then
teched
me!"
of the
CHICKENS. DUCKS, GEESE
I Lions.
j beh.
A ladder was left standing j But Jes’ fore Christmas I'm as good as
NOW FORMING
151*153
*
’
j at the rear window.
1 kln **!
KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY | Sims Shop continued
ts victorious p,ve dollars were uken (rom a desk Gram ms SBy, she h
th
E-ee.L^SLn,1?c!’ defeatlng lhe Bar‘ drawer in the public library and a I‘° * a man
get
as shown by its books
I'll be a mlsslonerer like her oldes'
bers 1402 to 1363.
: quarter of a dollar was the extent of ;
brother Dan.
HEAR
OCTOBER 9, 1933
I the loot at the Waldoboro Garage, j As wuz et' up by the cannibals that lit
THOMASTON, MAINE
The Three Crows have their
MORRIS B. PERRY, President
EARLE McINTOSH, Treasurer
Two safes were not molested The I — ln
151-153
A
11 Ceylon's Isle
.. .
Where every prospeck plea . - an only
M. R. PILLSBURY, Vice President
ELMER ('. DAVIS, A».t. Treasurer and downs. In their last match with I cash register was opened at tha Wal

man Is vile!
DIRECTORS—Charles II. Berry, J. C. < reighton, William T. Hocking, E. K. Snow's Snags it was a case of ups, doboro Garage filling station on Main But gram'ina she had never been to see
as
Leighton, John J. Median, A. S. Peterson, Freeman F. Brown. Elmer B. for they won by 45 pins. Snow had street, $1.50 was taken.
a Wild West show.
Or read the life of Daniel Boone, or else
Crockett, J. A. Jameson, A, C. McLoon. Morris B. Perry, Charles E. Starrett. high total, and King Henry narrow
--------------------------------------------- 497T"
The sedan which was stolen be
I guess she’d know
u
ly escaped landing in the 500-class.
Organized July 17, 1933
longed to J. V. Benner, garage pro- That Buffalo Bill an' cowboys Is good
Horrocks
had
high
single
(112)
beatDr
i
etor
enough
fr me-ASSETS
Excep' Jes’ fore Christmas, when I’m
Ixians and Discounts ......................................................................... $254,507 45 ing Mason out by two points. The [ p Sheriff Greenleaf and deputies are
good as I kin be!
DAILY TRIPS BY BUS
Mortgage Loans .....................................................................................
55,973 80 summary;
investigating.
7.30 A. M. and 1.40 P. M.
. Then ol' Sport he hangs around, so
Three Crows—Mason. 548; Cum
Overdrafts ................................ $.............................................................
536 #6
$1.00 One Way; $7.20 Round Trip
solemn like an’ still—
mings, 508; Horrocks, 575; total, 1631
United
States
Securities
...........................
...............................
,"30,843
76
I
His eyes they seem a sayin' What s er
WIIEEK CREDIT IS DUE
Railroad Responsibility
Snow's
Snags
—
Wall.
498;
Jordan.
matter, little Bill?’
Other
Bonds
and
Stocks
.....................................................................
106,195
73
And Every Tuesday Here
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
I The cat sneaks down off her perch.
Specialize en Chimes and Frenen
Cash and due from Banks
211,902 74 505; 6now, 583; total, 1586.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I
a-wonderln’ what’s become
Chisholm Bros., Hotel Rockland,
Clocks
after at the Same Hour
Organization and -Deferred Expense ...............................
5,161 56
Uv them two enemies uv hern that use
I would
and Thorndike Hotel, Rockland;
Howard’s Hustlers hustled in vain
.
alike
. - to make . a t statement
t ,
ter make things hum!
All Work Guaranteed
.
...........................
5,57$
84
Accrued
Interest
on
Securities
Purchased
B. L. Davis. Warren, and McDon
against the Old Timers at the Star i !tea>'d‘nR the ferry as stated in last But I'm so perlite and stick so earnest
NBC NETWORK
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
like to blsc.
ald's Drug Stole, Thomaston.
Allow
lsridav
installment
of
Deer
Isles
History
$970,691 94 Alleys Friday night, and one reason
Jeweler
mother says to father
How im
About thc middle of November a man That proved
our Willie is!"
20,475
(Hl
|
for
their
defeat
was
"the
grand
old
Now Located at
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
Trust Investments
lelt Boston by auto, the latter part of But father, havin' been a boy himself,
--------------1
mail"
Thomas
who
had
high
total.
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
TEl. 92
99-tf
suspicions me
404 Main Street
Rockland
991,166 94) Trask bad high single (115). Only an afternoon, called to Deer Isle to a When Jes' 'fore Christmas I ni as good as
dying
father
’
s
bedside.
Much
de

I kin be!
one of the Hustlers succeeded in getLIABILITIES
100,000 0(1 ting Into the century class. The sum- pended on his arriving that night to For Christmas, with Its lota an’ lota uv
Capital ......................................................................
see his father alive.
candles, cakes an' toys.
49,655 98 ; mary:
Surplus and Reserve ...................................................
I inquired as to whether they would Wuz made, they sav. f r proper kids an’
448,972 71 Old Timers—Economy, 242; Healey,
Savings Deposits ...........................................................
not f’r naughty boys!
make
a
late
trip
and
found
the
ferry

368,024 28 1 257; Winslow, 264; Trask, 300;
Demand Deposits ............
your face and bresh yer hair,
man very courteous, and more than So wash
and mind ver p's and q’s.
These broadcasts are made from Trca-urer Chec ks Outstanding and Tax Withheld
2,721 33 Thomas, 313; total, 1377.
willing
to
make
an
extra
trip
up
to
12
An’ don't bust out yer pantaloons, an’
1,317 61
Howard Hustlers—Rose-, 285; Fredthe after cabin of the famous Other Liabilities
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
don’t wear out yer shoes;
------------- 'crick, 228; Simmons, 251; Nate, 247; o'clock that night, in spite of the in Say yessum to the ladles and yessir to
world-girdling ship "Seth Parker"
clement weather, and the boats were
the men
$970,691 94 Howard, 248; total, 1259.
CLEAN BURNING
PROMPT DELIVERY
up. Consequently the son ar An' when they’s company don’t pass yer
under sporsorship of
Trust Department
20,115 00 - WHEN IN BOSTON-Tou can ouj icing
plate f’r pie again;
rived in time.

ICE FISHING IS LEGAL

Tn of Mr, In the Ponds Of Three Counties Herein Listed—
But Game Fish Cannot Be Taken

SUCH PLEAS AS THESE

TEN CENT DANCE

Tug At the Heartstrings Of Every Thinking
Citizen—Maybe You Can Assist

CHRISTMAS BALL

NEW YEAR’S BALL

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

on any new 1934

PHILCO

DANCING PARTY

Thursday, Dec. 21

House-Sherman, Inc.

t

5

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB

*

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

PHILLIPS LORD

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

BOSTON

SETH PARKER
Tonight at 10

C. F. SMITH
ECONOMICAL

FRIGIDAIRE

Phone Camden 2560—Rockland 1251
139-tf

148Ttf

copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the

But. thlnkln* of the things you’d like to

I most heartily believe in giving
see upon that tree.
$ 991,166 94 home news, at the Old South New.*
Agency Washington St., next Old South people their just dues.
Jes’ before Christmas be ns good as you
THOMAS A. COOPER,
Church- also Rt m Anrieimnn’a 2H*
kin be!
An interested observer
Bank Commissioner Tremout St.
--Eugene Field*

Every-Other-Day
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 18-21—Pruning and thinning
demonstrations ln Knox and Lincoln
Counties.
Dec. 21 (4 40 p. m.)— Winter begins.
Dec. 22—Rubinstein Club guest eve
ning, "The Music of Spain."
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec. 27—Fales Circle has a Christmas
party at home of Mrs Bernice Jackson.
Dec 27—Christmas party given by
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
Dec 28—Diligent Dames meet with Mrs.
A. C. Jones.
,
Jan. 1—New Year's Day.
Jan 1—Organization of new City Gov
ernment.
Jan. 6—Naval Academy examinations
at Rockland postoBlce.
Jan. 5 (7.15)—Gov. Brann addresses
Woman's Educational Club at G. A. R
hall.
Jan. 10—Unlversallst Mission Circle
meets with Mrs Etta Stoddard
Jan. 18—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men's League.

And the angel said unto them, fear
not: for. behold, I bring you good
tidings of great joy. which shall be
to all people. For unto you is born
this day, ln t.he city of David, a
Saviour, which IS Christ the Lord.—
Luke 2:10.11.

A remarkably worthwhile page is
number nine of this issue. It carries
a half column article on the Methebescc Club's Christmas tree, an in
teresting article on the city schools,
a column by a local woman, Our
Homemakers,” a Christmas story, a
discussion on the proper packing of
holiday packages by Rodney Brazier,
local agent of the Railway Express
Co., an article on Christmas trees by
A. D. Nutting and some town corre
spondence,
Four
advertisements
even more interesting than the news
items are found there. Under title of
•'Glad Tidings" Fuller-Cobb-Davis
pay their respects to Conservator
Ctis and invite the public to use their
store facilities O. W. Palmer & Son
tell of "Jewelry the memorable gift"
with many hints. L. E. Blackington
tells of practical gifts for men, wom
en and children with suggestions and
attractive prices. Studley Furniture
Co. carry one of the mo6t original gift
suggestion ads to be seen in these
columns in years.
KMlllMlMlliMlSiMlkkXMlMOikdiS)'

A POPULAR PESENT
The chances are two to one
that somebody has not veil
decided what to buy for an
absent friend. What better,
or more reasonable in price
than a year's subscription to
The Courier-Gazette, or even
half a year. It goes into that
home three times a week, full
of news from cover to cover
and we do the wrapping and
pay the postage. Give us the
address, plus $3 or SI.50 and
the trick is done.

Winners in the Statewide kitchen
improvement contest were recently
announced, and while Knox County
did not land a prize lightning struck
on both sides of it. Mrs. Madeline
Black of Dedham (Hancock County)
won first prize, and Mrs. Hattie
Hausen of Whitefield (Lincoln Coun
ty) won second prize. In placing the
awards, the judges took into consid
eration both the number of changes
and low cast of the improvements,
the general appearance of the
kitchen, labor involved, and the storywritten by the contestant describing
the improvements. The story, how
ever was of minor consideration.
The contest was sponsored by the
Maine Farm Bureau Federation and
conducted by the Extension Service.

The benefit dinner dance for Knox
Hospital at The Thorndike NewYear's night is to be sponsored by the
Monday Contract Club whose mem
bers are Mesdames John H McLoon,
Cleveland L Sleeper. Jr.. E. L. Scarlott. Donald Leach, W. Seymour
Cameron. O. E. Wishman. Wilbur F
Senter. Jr., and R. C Perry, and Miss
Agnes Flanagan. Al Rougiers Or
chestra has been engaged. Reserva
tions may be arranged with Mrs. Mc
Loon, Mrs. Sleeper or Mrs. Cameron.
The tickets are $1.25 each.
The Roving Reporter motored
through Knox and Lincoln counties
Sunday afternoon and was impressed
by the large numbers of young folks
deriving enjoyment from three of the
most popular winter sports—skating,
sliding and skiing. Thc three S's may
not be quite so essential to ytfung
lolks as the three Rs, but they are
decidedly more popular Fastened to
most of the automobiles was a Christ
mas tree. Yet there are folks who
say there's no Santa Claus.

Christmas

WE

ARE

DOING

OUR

PART

may Be

iticrry

Senter Crane helps to keep alive the charming custom of Christmas Giving

LAWRENCE TIBBETT
The radio world is all agog over
the return to the air last night of
the outstanding rharaeter in
music today—Lawrence Tibbett—
bringing a new series of pro
grams, each with ‘a song for
everybody.” He will sing at 8.30
Pl m. over the WEAF network,
Monday nights, accompanied by
William Daly's famous symphonic
orchestra.
The Carborundum Band is again
delighting lovers of band music,
playing Saturday nights at Ni
agara Falls.

Babe Ruth, idol of American
youth, will sponsor one of the
largest prize contests in radio his
tory and will make his debut as
a regular broadcaster, Jan. 3, in
the first program of a series of
broadcasts which are to be heard
subsequently every Monday, Wed
nesday and Friday. The program
on which Babe will appear will be
the hub around which will be
formed Babe Ruth's Boys' Clubs.
The members of the clubs will
be eligible to share in the award
of 200 autographed baseballs and
100 fielder's mitts each week. For
the first ten weeks of the program
the club members will participate
in a contest for a trip to Ruth's
training ramp. Fifty bovs will be
chosen for this trip.

WEATHER

That inescapable nuisance "increas
ing cloudiness," was again the key
note of the morning broadcast, and
with it the wind will become light
and variable, with the temperature
not quite so comfy as yesterday, when
the sap was running in all of the
streets. Barometer this morning
30.41 and falling; Boston temperature
30. Rockland temperature, 22.

Winter arrives at 1.58a. m. next Fri
day. but there is a strong suspicion
that it has been "just around the cor
ner" for quite a spell.

At the meeting of Huntley-Hill
Auxiliary’ Friday night it was voted to
send Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson of
Tillson avenue. $5 for her charity
work.

A rather unusual opportunity for
a limited number of Rockland men
is described in an advertisement in
the classified columns of this news
paper. The corporation sponsoring
the offer is a large and progressive
one, entirely reliable.

The Rockland High basketball
lassies should not feel too sad about
the trouncing they received last
week at the hands of Lawrence High
of Fairfield. That team defeated
Westbrook High next night 34 to 27.

Please dont wait until next Satur
day to do your Christmas shopping.
It may storm Saturday, and by that
time the stocks will have been well
picked over. It you shop today the
matter will be off your mind and thc
New and lovely articles have just clerks will not be too busy lo wait
arrived for the Gift Shop at 30 High upon you.
street. Come in and see the display,
As you come up by the Hoboken
gifts for all ages, reasonably priced.—
schoolhouse in Rockport, headed to
adv.
150-151
ward Rockland, your attention is
bound to be attracted by the house
BORN
CRIE—At Knox Hospital. Rockland. Dec. over on the side road whose windows
19. to Mr and Mr< Ernest K Crie. a are illuminated by six large red lights.
daughter. Alice MacKay
What a contrast they present fo the
BROWN-At Boston. Dec. 14. to Mr and
Mrs £ Crockett Brown of Rye, N Y surrounding darkness What a mes
sage they convey.
a son, Allen Crockett

The Rebekahs will serve fishchowder dinner 11 to 1 and baked
bean supper 5 to 7 tomorrow (Wed
nesday) in I.O.O.F. hall. All the fix
ings and only 25 cents.—adv.

OFFICE OF TIIE COMPTROLLER OF

wear.
At home In heaven!
Union, Dec. 16.

THE CURRENCY,

CARD OF THANKS

We desire to extend our sincere thanks
to all who so kindly helped us at the
time of P. A. Tower s Illness and death.
Special mention should be made of Dr.
Frohock. Mr. Russell and the bearers;
also for the use of ears.

Belle

McCallums

Washington. D. C„ Dec. 19. 1933
NOTICE ls hereby given to all persons
who may have claims against •’The
Rockland National Bank of Rockland,
Maine." that the same must be pre
sented to Edward C. Payson, receiver,
with the legal proof thereof, within
three months from this date, or they
may be disallowed.
J F. T. O'CONNOR.
Comptroller of jhe Currency.

151-34

WEEK

ONLY

Christmas Sale of 300 Pairs

with cross-over track

Semi-Service,
long transporting truek with three
small cars—all rtlbbe: tires

Passenger train, steam type engine with
tender and three coaches and electric
lights.

In Gift Boxes

Other McCallum’s
No-Mends, at

ERECTOR SETS

BABY DOLLS

Gordon's, at

25 inches high
Organdy Dress

Val Doree, at

Christmas Gloves
New Capeskins

POOL TABLES

An

Black with White,
'Javy and Grey, plain,

by Walt Disaey

The annual Christmas tree of the
Littlefield Memorial Sunday Schoo!
will be held in the vestry at 7 o'clock
Friday night. A program will be
given and parents and friends are
invited.

Thc annual broadcast of the
choir of the National Memorial
Unlversallst Church of Washing
ton, I). C. will take place Satur
day at 1.30 p. m. The broadcast
will go over an international

Ixm

By keeping the prices down where you like them

Mechanical Trains

AUTO TRANSPORT

Beware of thin ice. The ponds are
not frozen over so idly yet. We want
none of those tragedies such as we
read about so frequently in other
parts of the State.

The Kickapoo smashed lots of
Penobscot river ice last, week enabling
Gulf tankers to discharge their car
goes at Bangor and Brewer. Up-river
way they are just as fond of the
Kickapoo as we are down here.

Jackson.

•

THIS

The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday at
the Home for Aged Women. Subject
"Christmas Thoughts;" leader. Mrs
Clive Wilson. There will be a Christ
mas tree.

A drama of the sea. replete
with eerie mystery, will be the
basis of the third broadcast at 10
tonight in the series of 13 pro
grams that Seth Parker is giving
for Frigidalre. From the after
cabin of the picturesque ! chooner
Seth Parker, tied up at Provi
dence, will come a fascinating
story of the Sargasso Sea, that
place of lost ships where, for cen
turies. ships have bem carried
round and round by slrange tides
and currents.

Whitney

By providing adequate quantities of high grade me rchandise

TOYLAND

Other Talk of the Town on Page 12

Probably you tuned in Saturday
night on the broadcast presented
by Byrd's Antarctic Expedition
now well along on its voyage to
the South Pole. The reception
was rated by the Columbia Broad
casting Co. as 70 per cent and
listeners were able to get consid
erable satisfaction out of it—
marveling anew at the wonders
of radio which could make such a
thing possible.

Delta

•

A Christmas Brainstorm

Knox Lodge. I.O.O.F.. conferred the
first degree upon Carroll L. Boardman at last night's meeting, after
which the Lodge entertained with a
joke Christmas tree. Every brother
received a very nice present. Music,
speeches by the prominent brothers
and festivities were enjoyed. After
the business meeting Jan. 1st the
lodge will confer thc second degree
MARRIED
A considerable number of local
upon Carroll L. Boardman.
GGILVIE-BAROUR—At Stonlnton. Dec. women can have immediate employ
12. by Elder Edward Robertson. Arthur ment in sewing, knitting and cleaning
Ogilvie and Miss Laura Barbour.
under the C W A. by registering at
The Knox County Trust Company
the Re-employment office, 447 Main
has made quite a remarkable trans
street. Those whese husbands are
formation in its Warren branch. Thc
now employed on C.W.A projects
interior of the banking quarters has
should not apply. A word on signing
been entirely rearranged, new desks
government checks. Sign on thc line
being installed, together with new
At St. Petersburg. Fla . Nov in ink or indelible pencil on the back
windows for the receiving and paying SKINNER28. Aleck L Skinner, formerly of exactly as the name is on the front
tellers. Redecoration has also taken
Rockland, aged 82 years.
—At Rockland, Dec. 18. Larry of the check.
place, and the result is one of which SMITH
Smith, aged 92 years. 7 months. 23
the tenants may well feel proud. C.
days. Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock Other
from 9 Rockland street. Burial ln
E. Starrett was boss of the job.
Thomaston.
SEIGARS—At Lincolnville Beach. Dec.
Tne Auiliary of Sons of Union Vet
16, Eari Willis, son of Mr and Mrs
Mickey Mouse, Santa Claus & Co.,
John A. Selgars. aged 11 years Burla) erans holds its Christmas party to
are on t.he job daily at thc Senter
morrow night, children of members
at Newcastle.
Crane store and are doing an un JACKSON—At Waldoboro. Dec. 11, Fred being invited, with the Grand Army
E. Jackson, aged 76 years.
precedented business in the way of
veterans as special guests There will
receiving letters and bringing happy
be a card party in the afternoon,
CARD OF THANKS
smiles to youthful faces. They make
We wish to thank our friends and with Miss Maryon Keller as hostess,
their appearance at 10.30 and 4 neighbors for their kindness shown ln play to begin at 2, and circle supper
tho
loss of pur mother, for the beau
o'clock and it is a sight to behold
flowers, especially the thought be at 6 will be under thc direction of
the throngs of excited youngsters. tiful
hind the gift, and our pastor. Rev. R. Mrs. Carrie Winchenbaugh and Mrs.
The afternoon gatherings are spe H. Moyle for his tender words. We also
wish to extend thanks to Harold W. Gussie Chase.
cially large.
Flanders for his conscientious service
rendered while in the home.
Sherwood E. Frost, 158 North Main
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Moody and fam*’’
Charles S. Small. R. M Packard
and Mrs. E. L. Moody and family, street has moved to Thomaston, ad
and Fred H. Smallwood, three of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moody and family.
dress Box A. He would like your
Rockland's best known hur
new subscriptions or renewals for
“
One
less
at
home
returned from a down
Tin charmed circle broken—a dear face magazines. Phone 147 and reverse
empty-handed. Tney were
Missed day by day from its usual place. the charge ordering. Now is the time
But cleansed, saved, perfected by grace. to order and each donee will receive
three days, and Bob's verac
One
more in heaven.”
panions ray that he had
a Christmas card.
151‘lt
"One less on earth!
escape from being tun o
Its pain, its sorrow and its toll to share
One less the pilgrim's dally cross to bear.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
large buck.
One more the crown of the blessed to

The Forty Club’s Christmas meet
ing yesterday proved eminently suc
cessful with several of the former
members returning for the festivities.
Cleveland L. Sleeper Jr. made an im
pressive St. Nick and handed out
fonte formidable
remembrances
Christmas songs and old-time fav
orites were sung.

SANTA CLAUS AND
MICKEY MOUSE
Santa is here every day, 10.39
A. M. and 4 P. M.
•Miekey at 4 P. M. On’y

QQ

Have Fun
This
Winter!

HATHAWAYS

SKI
SUITS

Hathaways are cut fuller
Hathaway Collars fit bet-

rown

Green

Hathaway Patterns are

smarter
Hathaways are made in

Maine

SENTER CRANE
The "Thomas boys.” Jenness anti
John L., are still in the some predica
ment as Alexander, who sighed for
more worlds to conquer. Their chal
lenge to any couple of bowlers has
failed to evoke a response and they
now extend it to any pair in Knox
and Lincoln Counties, for a five or ten
string match on the Star alleys. They
are especially Interested to know if
there is anv more sand in Waldoboro
bowling circles than there appears to
he ln Rockland.
Tomorrow night thc Rockland
High basketball team goes to battle
Morse High in Bath. Rockland has
suffered two defeats to date, at the
Yiands of two very capable teams—the
Alumni and Fairfield who, by the way
took the court of Waterville in the
same week. Both local games were
lost by a very small margin and the
boys will be fighting to secure the
initial win of the season. Those mak
ing the trip are: Yeager. Allen, cen
ters; Lord, Carroll. Newman and
Dondls. forwards; Karl, Thomas. Ru
benstein, Peterson, Hellier and Ellis,
guards.

ALECK L. SKINNER

Aleck L. Skinnerv formerly of this
city, who has resided ln St. Peters
burg, Fla., for the last eight years
died at Mound Park Hospital of that
city. Nov. 28 after a brief illness, aged
82. Besldckhis wife, who was former
ly Sarah A Whitten of Steuben, and
now re Ides in St. Petersburg, other
surviving relatives are. five sons and
and two daughters—William A. Skin
ner of St. Petersburg. Mrs. Carrie
Pierce and Mrs. Effie Rawley of St.
Petersburg, G. R. Skinner, J. H. Skin
ner and Walter Skinner of this city,
and C. L. Skinner of Steuben.

Levi L. Walker. World War veteran
who died in Belfast Sunday, at thc
age of 42, was a brother of Mrs. Mary
Staples of Rockland and .Mrs, Lottie
Gray of Camden. The early part oi
his life was spent in Rockland, going
to Belfast about 28 years ago. The
funeral services will be held on Wed
nesday at 2 o’clock.

Ladles’ Night at the Spanish Villa
skating rink tomorrow night, admis
sion and skates being free to the fair
Originally, the term was applied to eex.
a shed or roof with a single slope af
fixed by its upper edge to the wall of
When doing your Christmas shop
a building. In time the word came ping, call at Gregory's Picture &
to refer to any and all protective Framing Shop at 406 Main St., over
structures. In modern use, however, Crie Hardware Co. and see our large
it usually refers to a bungalow, etc., assortment of Pictures. Mottoes, and
built on a roof of a large building.
Swing Frames. Tel. 254,—adv. *
WHAT IS A PENT HOUSE?

Special Christinas Offer
$10.00 Automobile Vacuum Cleaners

$4.95
Guaranteed for a Lifetime!
No Parts to Wear Out!
More Suction Than Electric Cleaners!
Stop and clean your car anywhere on the road Best Automobile
Cleaner we’ve seen. Originally sold for $10.00. Special Clean
out Price for, $4.95.

HURRY! LIMITED SUPPLY!
BICKNELL BLOCK

ROCKLAND, ME,

✓
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ANOTHER CHRISTMAS
t£t<Another occasion when we can ex
press publicly the good will we feel to a
community that has bestowed upon us so
fully its faith, interest and patronage‘s'^
PERRY’S MARKET

n
tgt£And here’s hoping Santa Claus brings you “just what you want.” There is nothing quite so satis
factory as a bountiful Christmas Dinner .. . For that occasion we have everything you will need—from
the first course to the last—Jams and Jellies, Candy and Nuts, Sweets and all the “Fixin’s” . . . Here
you will find the best of everything; here you will have the choicest the market affords .. . All offered
to you under the most sanitary conditions, and all accompanied by our usual prompt and courteous
service*§*€

LITTLiE PIG PORK

13c

CUT FROM SMALL MG PORK LOINS

TO ROAST

POUND

MARKET
jfte Jriertdli

sw

FRUITS and VEGETABLES >'
FANCY FRESH CRISP CELERY......................................................................... 2 Bunches
EXTRA QUALITY CRANBERRIES....................................................... '.................... 3 Quarts
NEW SWEET POTATOES......................................................................................... 5 Pounds
FANCY NEW ONIONS....................................................................................... io Pound Bag
FANCY JUICY GRAPEFRUIT............................................................................
6 For
LARGE TANGERINES.................................................
Dozen

WE WILL HAVE A FINE LOT OF STRICTLY FANCY FRESH KILLED BIRDS-SELECT YOURS EARLY

TURKEYS

fr* '

/ 2%

CHICKENS

ci

DUCKS
GEESE lb.
FOWL ’

CHRISTMAS

OUR

STOCK

IS

COMPLETE

-

WE

INSPECTION

YOUR

INVITE

THE CHRISTMAS
R.&R. FIG OR PLUM

1r

PUDDINGS
BIG BUSTER

CORN

POP CORN
VERY
DELICIOUS

FRUIT PUDDING

OCEAN SPRAY CRANBERRY

CAN

q t,ns

in
131

NUTS

“Good To The Last Drop”

4^*9

COFFEE,

lb.

“FOR THE FRUIT DISH”
FANCY DELICIOUS APPLES,.................. 5 for 25c
GOLDEN RIPE BANANAS,
FANCY EMPEROR GRAPES,
FANCY WHITE GRAPES,

EATING PEARS,

FIGS

ITALIAN CHESTNUTS,

SUNSHINE

r>

CLICQUOT

Wv, ■

CHRISTMAS CANDY
2 lbs.
Peanut Brittle,
pkg.
Stuffed Dates,
2 lb. box
Hard Candy,
Choc. Covered Dates,
lb.
Marshmallows,
2 pkgs.
Old English Toffee,
lb.
Hard Candy,
1-2 lb. bag
FRED'S HI
HOME MADE
ALL
KINDS
EA.

CANDY

FILLED

2 for 10c

CREMO CIGARS
Potato Chips
Lb. 55c

CHEESE

29c
' lb 18c
35c MILD CHEESE,
lb 29c
29c SAGE CHEESE,
lb 39c
29c GENUINE COON,
2 pkg 15c
19c PHILA. CREAM,
lb 89c
29c ROQUEFORT,
lb 59c
10c SWISS CHEESE,
TASTY CHEESE,
lb 33c
YOUNG AMERICAN,
Ib 29c
KRAFT XMAS BOX,
1.49

29c

CHRISTMAS STOCKINGS

3 lbs. 25c
3 lbs. 29c Christmas Wrapped
2 lbs. 29c
6 for 25c

Extra High Quality
Pkg., 15c, 29c, 35c, 45c

2 OZ. BOTTLES

GINGER ALE

Z/C PIES

—Serve it on the Christmas Table

n

COMMON CRACKERS

OA

A Complete Variety
MIXED NUTS,
Lb.
WALNUTS,
Lb.
Diamond Walnuts, Paper Shell Pecans, Castana Nuts,
Almonds, Fresh Roasted Peanuts, Walnut Meats,
Spanish Salted Peanuts, Salted Cashews.

MAXWELL HOUSE

EXTRACTS

t^Let us thank you most cordially for
your kind patronage during the year
now ending and may the New Year
bring you all the blessings you de
serve^

&

SAUCE

3tinsZ9c

VANILLA OR LEMON

POUNDS

FANCY

on

FANCY MAINE GOLDEN BANTAM

A
jk

CANS

CLUSTER RAISINS, pkg
COMB HONEY,
comb
DATES,
2 lb pkg

CONTENTS

Z

lb
BOTS.

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS
POULTRY SEASONING, pkg 9c
CITRON,
lb 29c
SWEET PICKLES,
qt jar 29c
POPCORN,
2 pkgs 15c
SOUR PICKLES,
qt jar 25c
CRYSTALIZED GINGER, Ib 49c
DATES,
2 lbs 25c

•FRESH WESTERN,
FROZEN-

MAYONNAISE
SALAD DRESSING
Without question one of the finest on our shelves

MAYONNAISE
SALAD DRESSING
PINT 8 OZ. JAIIS
QUART
PINT K OZ JAKs
39c 21c 12c 25c 15c 9c

QUART

THE NEW STYLE

SkP 5 JELL-0. Pk«
oun« juvS,

ALL FLAVORS

doz 25c

pinl 25c

STRAWBERRIES

FLORIDA ORANGES
Dozen, 18c, 39c
SUNKIST ORANGES
Dozen 25c, 33c, 49c

25c

SUPER-MIX

FRESH NATIVE

EGGS
2
31c
29c

I C7 C
-a zn
IBc

MAINE MAID MINCEMEAT
TWO NUMBER THREE CANS,
TWO NUMBER TWO CANS,
TWO NUMBER ONE CANS,

Sky

__

'»./ WALTERSAKERICOINf

THE FAMOUS
BAKER’S

1
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AMERICA’S

SMARTEST

WINTER

RESORT

Because it values the enviable

the bright outlook for better

position it enjoys in the play

times

to

influence its tariff

life of those who cherish a

schedule.

Rates this year at

taste for good living and have

the Roney remain the same,

the means to indulge it . . .

while many physical improve

because

it appreciates that

kee n sense of values is in

ments

have been made to

enhance the high standards

of

of guest comfort, extraordi

the Roney

nary service and brilliant social

Plaza has declined to permit

life which have made it famous.

variably

good

the

companion

taste -

Open from November 15th to May let. For
lit > rat are, information and r, *, rvationt
unit or *r»'r« dirt ft to the hotel or eta
pour traiel agent.

raey
TENANTS HARBOR
For: Fairfield had a 44 below tem
perature one day last week. In this
village it was 2 below.
Many people are attending the Ad
vent Church meetings in Port Clyde
Sunday mornings and evenings.
Walter Barter and Frank Harris of
Glenmere were in the village Satur-

dajr.
The days now are 8 hours 51
minutes long In one month they will

plaza

be 28 minutes longer Tuesday. Dec
19 we are supposed to have a very
ht<*h tide, and very low tides on the
26th.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Meservey are
ir. B lmont. Mass., for a few weeks.
Mr. Meservey has a painting job to
keep him busy for a while..
Mr and Mrs. Samuel Davis of Red
stone. N H . have been spending a
week at their cottage here. They
staited home Sunday.
j Alter a period of 90 days the lobster

Who wants to

Jehu Anderson recently spent a few
days in Rockland.
H. D. Crie is having extensive re
pairs made on one of his houses. ,
Mrs H J McClure spent several
days in Rccklana with relatives re
cently.
Mrs Max Young has returned
home after a few days in Rockland
Mrs Evelyn Scribner recently
spent the weekend at Matinlcus.
Catherine Young recently speni a
lew days with her grandparen.'s
Mr and Mrs. Peter MiicheU.
L. A. Maker is laying the keel for
a 45 toot boat.
M. irl; and Wilbert White arc spc"di::g
Chri tmas vacation with M
Irene Raynes in Vinalhaven.
Mary Maker is spending the vaca
tion w'lth her grandfather in Rock
land.
Lamcnd "White has returned front
a visit tn Boston
Mrs. Jennie Maker entertained
Wednesday afternoon at. an old
fashioned tacking bee.
Miss Leoline Wilson entertained at
a surprise birthday observance for
Maty Maker last Monday night
Sandwiches, ice cream and cake were
served.
Irvin Oamage has returned home
after a few days in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Tupper are re
ceiving congratulations on the blr.h
of a son.
An interesting program was given
the last dav of school, with 22 visitors
present: Song, Home to Santa,
grades five and six; Welcome. Bar
bara Blom; Merrv Christmas. Joan
Guptill; Signs of Christmas. Virginia
Guptill; piav. Giving Gifts, grade*
two and three; Now and Then,
Arthur Hupper: He Comes in the
Night Mary Make--; song. Santa's on
his wav. girls; A present for Santa.
Vera Guptilf: The same old San: i.
Wilbert Whit.?; Santa Claus. Helen
Hupper: Mouser Toiri'i Christmis.
Mark White; song. In Santa Land
Mark and Wilbert White; Another
C.iii.'.mas Day. Norma Biarn; It's
Almost Christmas. Barbara Blom:
When Daddy lights the tree. Mary
Wiggin: Christmas Gifts. Carolee
Wilson: Old Santa Nick. Marilyn
Hupper; Christmas Melody. Leoline
Wilson; Santa's Reindeer. Elizabeth
Hupper: song. Here we go around
the Christmas tree, grades one, two
and three; play. Elana and S:n.
grades three, five and six; Good
afternoon. Mark White.
Santa
Claus arrived in time to give pres
ents from a prettily decorated tree
after which refreshments were
served.
Pupils on the school honor roll for
November
were
Mary
Maker.
Barbara Blcm and Elizabeth Hupper,
five; Marv Wiggin. grade six
For December. Mary Maker Barbara
Bicm and Wilbert White, grade five

fishermen can catch and sell lobsters
hem 9 to 13'. inches. This correrpendent makes the prediction that
this will be a better law for the fish
erman than the 1O'S inch one has
beer... Sc.r.e will like it and some
wer’t.
Charier Morris and Levi Ha'hcrr.
were in the town of Knox one day las;
we k after a load of pressed hay.
Mrs Reid R Pierson has eor."' tc tc go la'cr to New York city tc spend
Mii^'achusetts for a visit with her the remainder of the winter with her
daughter Mrs. Feme Rice. She plans dautiater Ruth.

be a MOTHER HUBBARD?

ld Mother Hi bbard found her cup
board bare, but that isn’t true of New England women if the experience
of one large grocer in Boston is any guide.

This grocer reports that bis customers purchased 30,000 more grocery
articles last month than during the same month a year ago.

That means more orders for the factories, more wheels turning, more
farm products consumed, more jobs. All of which lead to better times.
The perfect housekeeper ha- a well-stocked pantry shelf. Canned good*
for example. The new packs are in, and many emergency shelf foods—
always available in your home.
It’s no longer clever to boast of having'so little—money or things about
the house. There’s a surge of pride in the modern woman as she shows
her well-stocked pantry—her new breakfast set—her new refrigerator—
her newly painted bathroom, etc.
/f's all in good taste to boast of helping recovery.

YOUR BI YING IS DOING ITS PART!

CONSUMERS' COUNCIL
of

CR1EHAVEN

New Encland

80 FEDER AL STREET - Headquarters — BOSTON, MASS.
Representative Women's Organizations and Women Civic Leaders
Organized to Present FACTS of Business, Industry and Products to
" 7/ow Consumers to show "How Their Buying is Doing its Part
toward Recovery”/

Looks Like
Recovery
to us
Hoary conntruction Is being
maintained nt a high level by
continual activity in the award of
road contracts says Engineering
News Record, and in the week
ended November 20 the value of
heavy contracts was $37,190,000,
the second highest weekly total
this year.

Bank clearings In leading Ameri
can cities for the week ended
November 22 showed nn increase
of 22.5 per cent over the same
period of last year.
Wholesale prices during the week
ended November 18 reacted a new
high and were at the best level
since August, 1931, according to
the U. 8. Commissioner of Labor
Statistics.
Reports from more than 1500
J. (’. Penney Co. stores for the first
10 days or November show that
the company has enjoyed one of
the greatest period increases in
business of the year, volume con
tinuing substantially ahead of last
year. It was stated by Carl C.
Sims, president of the company.
Three greater Boston firms have
been awarded contracts for 75.1,OOO yards of flnnnel shirting for
the quartermaster’s department of
the U. S. Army.
Dollar sales of Continental Can
<'<•. in the ith quarter up to No
vember 10 were 30% grenter than
in the same period last year.

Such Progress Insures
Your Success

The World Q Moves Qn!

AMUSEMENT PARKS
LURE MANY PEOPLE

FAVORITES — Kate
Smith, th< *ongbird of
the South watches the
frosted jnoon coming
over the chocolate
mountain.

America and Europe De
light in Roller Coasters.
Washington. — Merry-go-rounds,
roller coasters, old mills, ferrls
wheels, pop corn stands, and swim
ming pools are ln store for Ethiopia
(Abyssinia), in the heart of north
eastern Africa. So delighted was
a prince ot the royal house of Ethi
opia with the thrills ulTorded by a
New Jersey amusement park during
his recent visit to this country, that
he announced his decision to build
a similar playground ln his nutive
land.
“Amusement parks, In one form or
another, have long enlivened the
outskirts of great metropolitan cen
ters ln both Europe and America,
and the sales of amusement devices,
confections, and souvenirs has been
an Important Item of trade.” says
a bulletin from the Nutloual Geo
graphic society. .
Coney Island Most Noted.
“During the latter part of the last
century and early in this century,
amusement parks sprang up all over
the United States. Nearly all of
them were reproductions, big and
small, of Coney Island. Today,
practically every large city In this
country has a ferrls-wheel-land
where thrills are built to order and
frivolity ls king.
“Coney, a small Island ln the
borough of Brooklyn, about five
miles long and from one-half to
three-quarters of a mile wide, is the
most famous amusement resort in
the United States. The Island, at
the entrance to New York hay, was
one of the first landing places of the
early Dutch explorers of New Am
sterdam.
“Steamboats began making trips
to Couey Island's beach from Man
hattan ln 1S40, the steam railroad
ln 1875, and since the city's sub
way system and modern highways
were extended from the heart of
New York city to the seashore.
Coney Island has become the world's
busiest resort. As many as a million
merrymakers, equivalent to the en
tire population of a city the size of
Rome, Italy, have thronged Coney
on a single summer's day. Most
of them came to swim or walk the
boardwalk, but hundreds of thou
sands patronized the various amuse
ment booths and concessions.
“Other hundreds of thousands of
New Yorkers In search of pleasure
go to Rye Beach on the Sound, and
to Palisade park whose amusement
devices flash their myriad lights
across the Hudson from the New
Jersey shore.
“Washingtonians are not sur
prised when diplomats and govern
ment clerks Join the nightly throngs
at Glen Echo, the glittering realm
of escape for the nation's Capital.
Baltimore has its Carlin's Park,
Philadelphia its Willow Grove, while
busy Pittsburghers manage time for
a jaunt to near-by Kennywood park
or to Westview.
Chicago Fair's Midway.
“Chicagoans, In addition to their
other popular attractions, this year
have had the Century of Progress
‘midway,' with two of the most ex
citing roller coasters ever built. St.
Louis has several amusement parks,
one of them being Forest Park High
lands.
“In the Far West, Ocean beach In
San Francisco dispels the occasional
gloom of sunny California, and Ven
ice and Ocean park render the same
service for teeming Los Angeles.
“Paris and Berlin both have their
Luna parks, where circuses, shoot
ing galleries and sideshows demon
strate their perennial appeal. Vien
nese plebeian life relies on the
Volksprater for its happiness. Lon
don's Kursaal, at Southend-on-Sea,
ls a cockney paradise, and gives
many types of recreation to tired
Londoners In search of a Iwliday.
In Moscow, the Park of Cultine and
Rest draws dally throngs.
"The Tivoli in Copenhagen ls one
of the most historic amusement
parks in Europe. This ‘state with
in a state,' with Its mid-city loca
tion, entertains from a million and
a halt to two million pleasure seek
ers a season. It was first opened
In 1843, and has been constantly
changed and modernized since that
time. Besides the usual midway at
tractions It offers splendid musical
programs to Its visitors, excellent
dramatic entertainment and re
nowned eating places."

Hi* Painting* So Small
20 Fit on Postage Stamp
London.—Painter of miniatures so
small that 20 of them will fit on
a postage stamp, Stanley A. Burch
ett of London, formerly of the Gren
adier guards, claims that they are
the smallest pictures In the world.
Two, about one-eighth of a post
age stamp In size, have been pur
chased by the queen. One ls a sea
scape showing a sailing vessel at
dawn and the other a still life of
marigolds ln a blue vase. To ap
preciate the pictures fully lt Is nec
essary to use a microscope. Many
find lt difficult to believe that the
miniatures are real water colors
painted with a brush.
Killed Trying to Save Pet

Urbana, Ill.—While attempting to
rescue a pet dog which had wan
dered on a state road, Allen Busey
was struck by an automobile and
killed.

SKIN IRRITATIONS
Itching of eczema, ringworm, chafing,
pimples, minor burns, etc., quickly
relieved by soothing
flm

Resmol

nem ployed men of
TOBACCO—Un.
.h rai*< and
Wayne County,
cure own tobac<
sn •ng founh
bit'll
h.ui been •pent
$30 mm
tbc poor
aiinuidl
PI'I
hold show some
I he count
of the fine crop being curcr’.
Eight acres were planted, which
Melded 10.000 pounds of fine
hurley tobacco. Agrico fertilizer
was used, which not only insured

BLKMIDA—Cordell Hull, Secretary of State,
(right), chatting with S. S. Spurting, leader of
the Bermuda House of Assembly, on a recent
visit to Bermuda.
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BE-EMPLOY MENT — Ac.
cording to J. E. Pennybacker (right). Managing
Director of the Asphalt
Institute, the release by
the Public Works Admin
istration of an additional
$90,000,000 for low cost
local roads is a recogni
tion of the fact that some
two and a half times as
many workers are re
quired on low cost high
way types for each dollar
spent as are employed on
trunk
line
pavements.
“More all-weather low
cost roads mean more
men taken from the dole
and given work. At the
same time more farmers
bine a road to market."
NUDISM—David Living'ton, *ociologi»llecturer (left), who
made the statement at
the first annual con
tention of the Inter
national Nudist Con
ference, at Town llall
Club, New York —
“We are entering a
new dark age* of ar
tificiality. Only nudi«m can wipe out the
repressions and de
spair
of machinem a d e civilization.”
The Nudist Magazine,
official publication of
the I.N.C., sponsored
the niching.

CHALK—Natural arch in Virginia, formed of
blue limestone. Chemist* now make preeipila«
ted chalk from the limestone of the Shenan
doah Valley which is used in toothpaste, paper,
etc. The process was perfected by experts of
the Industrial Chemical Co., New York City.
Before that company started the manufacture
of chalk, the U. S. wa* dependent upon Europe
for it* supph. Inset shows chalk particles
magnified 700 times. *

Looks Like a New Erajn Kail Transportation a

Trials of a new type of rubber-tired vehicle,
the Railmobile, are being watched with the
keenest interest by transportation experts and
railroad executives. Speeding over tracks of
the Chicago C&, Western Railroad, the unique
outfit shown above carried 31 passengers at
speeds reaching the maximun of 70 miles an
hour. The front vehicle, acting as combination

The Ideal Gift For
Christmas
ARVIN
HOT WATER
CAR HEATERS
AS LOW AS

$1250
A GLORIOUS COMFpRT
AT SMAtL COST ’

"MNow there f* no reason why you
nhoulfi drirc about in a cold automo
bile, when you can get a genuine
Arvin Ilot Water Heater for an little
an 112.50. Il nimply in not reasonable
for you to rink your health and that
of your family with the price of Arvin
Hot Water llentern so low. Come in
and get your Arvin now. Then you
will always he warm in your car, re
gardless of outside weather.

engine and passenger car, was built on a Dodge
1 ^2-ton six-wheel truck chassis said to be giving
an excellent account of itself in pulling the weight
of 17 passengers seated in the hooked-on tractor
in addition to its own 14 occupants. The tire*
are of epecial construction and the wheels are
flanged and provided with an interior safety ring
on which the rim drops in case of a puncture.

I!

SPECIAL BARGAINS

i?

FOR CHRISTMAS

J- Prices Never So Low. We Offer the Largest and Best
Assortment of Merchandise This Year Than
Any Time in Our History
y

GAMES
TOYS
DOLLS
BOOKS
TREE DECORATIONS, HANDKERCHIEFS

TREE LIGHT SETS AND BULBS
NECKTIES
TOILET SETS
$
WRAPPING CORDS AND TISSUE
E

M SEALS AND TAGS
SMOKING SETS
M
BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CARDS, LAMPS
Stf
GIFT BOXES
HOSIERY
W
CANDY
STATIONERY
y UNDERWEAR
TOWELS AND TOWEL SETS
At Prices Within Reach Of All!

|

E. B. CROCKETT

Fireproof Garage Co. & 5&10c to $1.00 STORE
Specialized Lubrication
Day and Night Service
Warm Storage
Plenty of Heat

, S'S'S'C'm’S'S'S'C’E'S'S'S

ROCKLAND

I

F.very-Otlier-Day

*««c<«,c.T-T«;wa«<ccx'cc'c«x«xr«'csv-r«’Wivexpw,i»%’6'K«,««esrcs,t^

GIFT JEWELRY
THE IDEAL SOLUTION
OF THE CHRISTMAS PROBLEM

SUGGESTIONS

Diamond Rings
Alwayi the I tv*Mi

Wrist Watches
Ovi I. ocked cn High Gtadr Waltham,
Keaia-kable Values

Pencil and Pen Sets
l ull Svpplv of Waterman's

Toilet Sets
Cigarette Lighters lUld
Pendants and Chains * jJ
p I Sg=\

In Sphndid A: sirlment

Pewter
ONE-THIRD OFF

Old Gold Accepted in Place of Cash.

Now is the

time to d:spose of your old gold for the price is al!

leady starting to drop.

C. E. MORSE
JEWELER

Rockland, Me.

Oppocite Strand Theatre,
X. I!.

The iunrt way to hurt a friend Is to pe-.eat low padCo ume Jewelry

Fnuih, Priscilla Ha-tlngs; Santa.1.
Coming, song by Richard Butler and
Alfred Nickles; Preparation. Minnie
The crew of 17 men went to work
Watts; song. Beautiful Thoughts for
Monday morning on the CWA proj
Christmas, Ann Noiwccd, Marie
ect, which is graveling the 4000 feet
Crockett, Irma Pietela; Getting
of road from the concrete on U S. 1
Ready for Santa, Ruth Wing; Some
highway to Warren railroad station.
thing Wrong, Richard Butler; song.
The overseer is George Starrett. and
Christmas Day. Irma Pietela; Wail
two trucks are also being used on i
the job. The underpinning of the Slirtt hr i,r ylab. nooil proplr ing for the Bell, a dialogue, princi
pal parts taken by Priscilla Hastings
town house will be started this week
as grandma. Ann Norwood as mother
At thin time of tlir year
to employ the other six men al
lotted to Warren, there being a total Anil liyht ye up your Canities children, Henry Marr, Cynthia Smith
and Richard Butler; Christmas, a
quota of 24.
,
3fur Sis star it Bhincth rlear chorus by the school.
Pour inches of ice was reported
"The Old Woman in the Shoe,"' a
last week on the river, and men
musical play given bv the Malcolm
were seen eeling as early as last
discussion was held, with Richard J. Comer pupils was very prettily done
Tuesday.
Libby rural agent from the State A large shoe actually with a door in
A tax meeting sponsored by the Department of Education explaining it was a centre of interest on the
extension service of the University the federal offer and the need of
of Maine, Ccunty Agent Ralph such a building, and Arthur Savage stage. Mother Goose rhymes set to
Wentworth of Rcckland present, will from the firm of Bunker k Savage music were sung by Miss Marguerite
be held at Olover hall Saturday of Augusta, architects, who expliined Haskell before each character came
forenoon from 10 to 12. Charts giv- plans and equipment for such a on the stage. Eacn one had a Christ
■ amount of Ihe State tax and building that Warren would need. mas gift for the children of the poor
how tax money is apportioned in Glover hall was crowded with voters, old woman in the shoe. Ethola
Stimpson was the old woman, and
spending will be shown.
and several were standing. A spe . the children Agnes Tracy, Glcr.ice
Primary children o{ the Baptist cial town meeting for the true vote Harrington. Betty Moore, Faye MarChurch school will hold their Christ will be called Tuesday, Dec. 26, at
i tin. All Lampinen, Lilja Ohtonen.
mas tree Thursday at 2.30. Children, 1.30 at Olover hall.
I Eleanor Fales, ard Jeannette Perry
of the upper classes of the school
Milton Robinson was drawn Sat I After Ute children had had their
will have their tree Thursday eve- 1 urday for the traverse Jury at the
'panking and were fast asleep in bed
nlng at 7 ln the vestry.
February term of court.
Goose characters stepped
The Baptist ladles circle will serve i Walter Perry who attends school 1 Mother
forward with their gifts which were
supper Thursday at 6 o'clock. Mrs. In Portland, is spending the holidays i placed at the door of the shoe after
Nelson Moore ls chairman of the. with his parents Mr. and Mrs. a bit of rhyme. They were all in cos
supper committee assisted by Mrs Arthur L. Perry.
tume: Theiesa Huntley as Little Mis«
Edith Wvlie and Miss Tena Mac
Josef Vinal and Vernon Packard
Callum.
are home for the two weeks' recess Muffett. Robert Martin as Humpty
I Dunrpty, Charles Overlook Jr. a'
There will be an entertainment from University of Maine.
Mrs. Flora Peabody accompanied Little Jack Horner, Ethel Wiley a'
and Christmas tree at the Congre
1 Pa' Peep. Russell Fales as Pig. Leona
gational chapel Saturday at 3 by her cousin Miss Alice White of |Sid?:inger as Mntress Mary, Phyllis
o'clock, for the children nf the Sun .East Orlary left Mbnday for St. . H.nith as Patty Cake, William CliapPetersburg. Fla., for a few wee!:''
day school.
I man and Gloria Haskell as Jack and
A pretty affiliation service was per visit, expecting to return the mid Jill. Leland Tracy as Boy on the
dle
of
January.
formed at the meeting Friday eve
Hcbby Stick. Elizabeth Kcnniston as
ning of Ivy Chapter. O.E.S., Mrs. '
the Queen ol Hearts. Howard Maxey
J. Edith Wylie becoming a member
The Chri-lmax Plays
Joan Smith, and Bev»rly Cogan as
A baked bean supper was served by j An appreciative audience of parents King, Queen, Maid. Arthur Adams a'
the comini:.‘ee. Mrs. Eleanor Bar
i Pov Blue. Of raid Adams ns King Cole
rett. Mrs. Abbie Newbert. Mrs. Emma and friends gathered Friday after 'and hi* Fiddlers Three, Willis Bo.irs
Wyllie. Mrs. Evelyn Robinson. Mrs. noon at Glover hall to witness an ex I troy Harrington, and Leland Tracy
Anna Starrett and Miss Martha ceptionally Interesting Christmas The concluding number was the
Studley.
An entertainment and I program given by the Hinckley Cor
Christmas tree was held after the I ner and Malcolm Corner primary short musical playlet "Santa Claus"
meeting, the committee for the for- j schools, and the intermediate school. in lour acts. A bay and a girl, the
mer being Mrs. Nettie Jameson and 100 pupils taking part. The stage Lay with a tin soldier and the girl
with a well beloved rag doll by her
Mrs. Sadie Barrows and for the lat
ter Mrs. Carrie Butler ana Mrs was decorated with brightly lighted side sat before a fireplace talking ot
Mary Berry. Numbers on the pro Christmas trees, a fire-place i\nd a Christmas until they finally fell
gram were: Piano duet, Mrs. Louie ! bar of the music. "Hark the Herald a kep and dreamed a fantasy of the
Drewett and Mrs. Avis No:-wood; i Angels Sing" high above in the back land of Chri tmas trees, of Santa on
reading. Miss Tena MacCallum: so ground. The shades were drawn to hi-, throne and of toys that came to
life, awakening to the realization that
prano solo. Mrs. Ruby . Kalloch; i nhance the effect of the lighting.
The entire group of children sang Santa waited outside for them to go
reading. Mrs Grace Wyllie; vocal
duet. Mrs. Carrie Butler and Mrs. two chorus numbers by way of intro tc bed All scenes were unusually well
Avis Norwood. At the next stated duction. "Jelly Old Santa Clp.us" and dene both as to the speaking and
-ing.ng numbers, the costumes, and
meeting of the chapter Jan. 5, of- "Up On the House Tops."
Hinckley Corner children gave ir. Jition of the parts. Outstanding
ncers will be elected.
Because of a defective warrant, their part of the program first, pre were the boy and girl, the tin soldier,
cleverly as a radio broadcast, the rag doll. Santa Claus, and the
fj- there was no legal vote taken Sat sented
urday at the special town meeting microphone and all, with Priscilla dar.cing dolls
£ called to see if the people of the Hastings as announcer. The num l.ie audience saw David White as
town would vote to build a new bers Included, song. Gidap. Gidnp. Santa Claus, Madeleine Haskel] as
school building Instead a general Hurry. Richard Butler; Greeting the little girl Betty, Bowdoin Miller
Ictraine Iott; Christmas a Hundred a the little boy, Jimmy; Paul Oxton
Years Ago. Irma Pietela; Toys, Onni is the c'.d rag doll, Edward Wilson as
'.Pietela. Martha Griffin. Merrill he tin soldier; Elsie Yattaw and
Flske, Lois Norwood. Priscilla Nickles; Jeauett? Overlook as the Fairy Fay;
Hcly Night, piano solo, Ann Nor Ruth Starrett. Dorothy Marr, Marie
wood; How I Caught Old Santa. Marr. Chtlstine Jones. Helen Boggs.
Vainum Nickles; A Christinas in th, Iienc Simmons, Elizabeth Oxton. and
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PLANTS
AND FLOWERS
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Make Desirable Christmas
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TURKEYS, GEESE, CAPONS, CHICKENS
AND DUCKS

These Coats Have Been
Marked Down
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Charlotte Moore as fairies; Paul
Lalrymple, Robert Dobbins. Clayton
Fales, Howard Martin, Howard Borneman. Sherman Simmons. Clydp
Saurdei.-. and Harold Moore as clown
dells; Evelyn Smith. Bertha Ander
sen, Kathryn Maxey, Dorothy Lane
as Colonial dolls; Fred Peters. Sulo
Pietela, Raymond Jenkins. Mary

Dcbbins as Dixie dolls; Ernest L.
Stairett, Jr.. Chesley Adams. Harold
Marr, Raymond Keating William
Matzen, and Eugene Cogan as the
Eskimos.
The proceeds were divided among
the three schools to buy something
for school use. Each of the children
itceiv.-d a Chrktmas favor and gift

from the tree after the entertain
ment. The teachers. Mrs. Florence
Eavis, Miss M. Shirley Castncr, and
Mrs Ethel Griffin, and the supervisor
cf music, Mrs. Nettle Vinal wish to
thank those who ln any way helped
whh the presentation, especially the
drivers of the school buses who wait
ed an hour for the children.

CHISHOLM’S

J; frem which you may choose.
4 Japanese Grape Ivy,

FRESH KILLED

for Christmas

GIFT WEEK

£ V e have a good selection

FOR THE CHRISTMAS DINNERS

COAT

Gifts
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75c to S2.0J

a “stylish" trail ng vice for your
mantle
75e
He
1.50 to 2.00
SOr to 4.00

Chi tn.a Ptppjir.
,l( u: akm ( hrrile:.
Cyelamen,
Po'ni.cttla .

the superior quality

ALSO LITTLE PLANT AND
POTTERY NOVELTIES
AND CUT FLOWERS

We have everything to make your dinner complete

Silsby’s Flower Shop

If you buy your poultry from us you will recognize

THE

GIFT

CHISHOLM’S
FRESH CHOCOLATES
CHRISTMAS WRAPPERS

ROCKLA.M
151-153

Please Order Early

OUR OWN HOME-MADE CANDIES
EVERYTHING FOR CHRISTMAS
REMEMBER
Everybody Likes Candy—We Suggest:
Half Pound ......................................
One Pound ......................................
Two Pounds .................................... ]

APOLLO CHOCOLATES

J. A. JAMESON CO.

TEL. 17 OR 18

ROCKLAlfo, ME.

Half Pound .....................................
One Pound ...................................... 1
Two Pounds ................................... I

$

DURAND’S CHRISTMAS

SF

rt

v
When selecting Christmas gifts do not
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one
of the best, because of the great good the
recipient gets from it.

It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
and fifty-six times over.

Then, too. it is welcomed by every
member of the family.

The Courier-Gazette is “Knox County s
Own Newspaper."
Send orders any time.
Subscriptions may be started at once or
we will hold until the day before Christ
mas.

We send a handsome Christmas card
announcing the gift and the donor of it.

rt

Heavy All Wool, \\
proofed Garments

THE GIFT HE WILL

The most attractive gar

NEVER FORGET

ments we ever showed.

fS

£

NEVER

A-

XM
X
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REMINGTON
NOW

X
X
to
to
to
to

to
to
1

colors in two

FORGET

combinations

PCMINGTON SPECIAL.
Lowen
priced, practical typewriter. Standard
4 row keyboard. One size Gothic type.

REMINGTON No. 5. Thousand,
purchased this machine for $60 . . .
now you can have it for just $45,
a $15 saving.

rt
£

£

One Pound................................. 75,
Two Pounds .................................... 1
Two and One-Half Pounds .... 1
Three Pounds ................................ 1
Five Pound Box Assorted Choco
lates, holly wrapped .............. 1

Scientific tests prove how big a help
■ typewriter is to children in schoolwork
Later in life ability to type
write increases earning power. Give
your child this Remington Portable
for Christmas
. a machine the
whole family would be glad to own.
Standard keyboard, small and capi
tal letters ... at half what you
would expert to pay. New, reduced
price only $29.50 cash or unusually
easy terms. Carrying case free. Don’t
delay. Come in and tee it todty!

GREGORY’S

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Rockland

L

REMINGTON RAND MODEL
No. 1.
Last word in a standard
portable. Quiet, fast action. Handy
carrying case.

REMINGTON NOISELESS
De luxe portable. Adds noiseless per
formance to speedy typing.
Smart
carrying case.
A GIFT FOR TIIF ENTIRE FAMILY

What bettor gift for an imaginative,
growing child ... or for father or
mother . . . than a Remington Portable
typewriter.

Hand Made Thin Ribbon Candy,
Clove, Peppermint, Checkerberry, Cinnamon, Molasses, lb .30
2 lb. Box Ribbon Candy, asst............... 35
Candy Canes, 4 kinds ....................
.................................. 05, .10, .15, .20, .25
Free Guesses on Big Cane in Window
Old Fashioned Rock Candy, Ib........... 25

Calfornia Oranges, dozen .35,
Florida Oranges, dozen..............
Large Delicious Apples, 6 for ....
Large Grapefruit, 3 for..............
Bananas, 3 pounds ......................
Red Grapes, 3 pounds.................
Fancy Package Figs ....................
Pitted Dates, package .................
Mixed Nuts, 2 pounds.................
Diamond Walnuts, 1 pound ....

See these famous machines at onr store.
Ask about the easy terms which make it
possible for any one to own a genuine
Remington now.

438 MAIN STREET

15 Other Varieties Hard Candy ....
............................... lb. .25, .30, .35,
Fresh Cream Caramels, lb...............
NEW SALTED

NUTS

Peanuts, pound ..................................
Cashews, pound .................................
Pecans, pound......................................

THOMASTON
The Chatanscw Club met with Mrs. j
William R. Hoffses Friday night.
Cards, sewing and a Christmas tree
filled the evening. A fine lunch
furnished by all the members was
served. It was gentlemen's night,
and those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Aaron Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Knights. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ames,
Miss Blanche Tibbetts. Kenneth
Marshall. Mr. and Mrs. Hoffses.
Guy Roundy who has been guest
of his mother in the family of Mr
and Mrs. Luther A. Clark for several
weeks, has returned to his home in
Winslow.
The Baptist Sunday school will
have a Christmas tree with exercises
Friday evening at 7. There will be
a Santa Claus.
The Crusaders will meet at the
Baptist veitfy Wednesday from 3 to
4 o'clock.
Arthur Henry who was severely in
jured in an automobile accident Sat
urday morning and taken ito Dr.
Hodgkins' hospital, has been re
moved to his home on Beechwoods
street.
The Baptist, ladies circle will meet
Wednesday for welfare work. Sup
per at 6 o'clock, and program in thc
evening in charge of Mrs. Myrtle
Strong.
Douglass Walker was at home from
Bowdoin College over the weekend.
William Manning, student at Uni
versity of Maine, is at home for the
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Felt re
turned Saturday from a visit to their
daughters Misses Alice and Margaret
Felt, in New York city.
Mrs. Lee W. Walker is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Dunn in Port
land.
Mrs. Chester Vose. Mrs. Earl Wood
cock. Mrs. G. Edgar Wilson and Mrs.
Matie Spaulding, and Mrs. Gordon
Spaulding of Rockland with Bernard
Whitten as chauffeur, took a trip to
Portland Friday.
• • • •
The Friendly Club of the Federated
Church will meet with Mrs Edith
Hathorne. Dunn street, Wednesday
evening at. 7.30. As the Christmas
boxes must be packed shortly, will all
who have donations for this work
please take them to this meeting.
Receipt of toys will be much appre
ciated.
The Auxiliary of Wllliams-Brazier
Post. American Legion held its De
cember meeting in the Legion rooms
las* Friday evening. In spite of the
storm there was a good attendance,
and after the meeting the time was
spent in sewing in preparation for
the Christmas boxes which the Aux
iliary is making up.
The American Legion Auxiliary, to
gether with the Legion and the mem
bers of their families, will have a
Christmas tree in the Legion rooms
Thursday evening. All are cordially
invitea. and each person attending is
asked to take a ten cent gift, that
there may be a gift for each guest on
the tree. Refreshments will be served
after the tree. Christmas Carols will
be sung, and it is hoped that there
may be a record attendance.
The Girl Scouts will sing Christmas
cards Thursday evening if pleasant,
leaving the Red Cross rooms at 6.30
o'clock At the last meeting Harriet
ar.d Leah Tillson and Marie Clark
were enrolled as tenderfoot scouts
Each scout was presented with a
Gul Scout diary by their captain.
The next meeting will be Dec. 31.
Miss Thelma Linscott of Lewiston
will arrive Saturday to spend the
Chlirtmas holiday with Mrs. Russeii
Davis. Miss Linscott will assist the
Federated Church choir with the
Christmas music Sunday.

-by “Movie Spotlight”

WESTERN STATES IN
FIGHT OVER RIGHTS

CHISHOLM’S
Headquarters For

tVAS L/ScL’
AAAI SO
O/V THE SHAVryTOW/V
5Er IN "MAN'f CASTtS"
TO SUPPLY 777F HEEDK
OP fHE ENTIRE city op

Boundaries, Water and Oil
Cause of Disputes.
Denver.—The status of disputes
nmong western states surrounding
and Including Colorado has not
quite reached the point where it
may be said that all Is quiet on the
western front.
The quarrels center around such
widely divergent things as water
rights, boundaries, truck licenses
and oil.
A parley among Colorado, Ne
braska and Wyoming over alloca
tion of waters of the North Platte
river adjourned here recently in a
deadlock, with each stnte standing
pat for what it considered Its rights.
Each state wants more water for
new power and irrigation projects.
Colorado Wants to Borrow.
Nebraska’s claim to Platte river
waters comes under the general
heading, “first come, first served.”
The corn and sugar beet growing
state has received some court sup
port to its contention that states
nearer the headwaters of the river
cannot deprive Nebraska of water
after It already had developed Ir
rigation projects.
Colorado wants to borrow some
water from the North Plntte near
the source, which is in Colorado,
then pay It bark later, meaning
down the river farther, to Wyoming
and Nebraska.
After starting ln Colorado, the
North Platte winds through Wyo
ming and that state wants its share
for a big power and irrigation proj
ect near Casper. Nebraska also
wants to expand its use of North
Platte water by building a power
and irrigation project near North
Platte, Neb.
A satisfactory settlement of this
tangle appears difficult.

ANNAPOLIS MARYLAND,
FOR THREE MONTHS I

Boundary Dispute.

AN AUDIENCE
WAS HIRED TO
SEE A SHOW I
IN THE THEATRE SCENE

OF'MANJ CASTLE" 590
PEOPLE WERE PAiD TO
WATCH A PU\y Z

THE MOST ENENilYE^A
SETS IN HOLLYWOOD NAS BUILT/
ENTIRELY QF RECLAIMED LUMBER And
fin — IT IS THE SHANTYTOWN SET
OAP OP

in

MAN'S CASTLE /

Nativity" will be given. Beautiful
LIBERTY
UNION
stereopticon pictures will show the
events accompanied by t.he story
The regular meeting of the
The Civil Works program which is
told entirely in song by the Baptist Women's Community Club was held
Chorale Society: Nazareth. Hofmann; Dec. 12. Brcause cf the stormy being carried out in this town In
'"Annunciation" Quito Reni; sole weathe! there was not so large at cludes putting the school houses in
“Annunciation." Harker. Mr Strout tendance as usual, but the members
tion inside and 00'
"Immaculate Conception
Murillo; who ventured cut were given an en Binding th? school Rrounds. cuttihc
solo "Hail! thou who art highly fav joyable and instructive program by brown tail and gypsy moths Ir®n
ored." Harker. Miss Simmons; “Mary the chairman Mrs. Avis Nichols At shade trees and other projects, f
visiting Elizabeth." Block; chorale the next meeting it is to be decided
Mrs. Adnah Harlow of Middlfboto.
chant. "Magnificat" Beethoven; Ar whether the club shall .meet at t.he Mass, is visiting her aunts Mrs
rival of Joseph and Mary at Bethle members' homes during the winter Charles Abbott and Mrs. B. F. Harri- I
hem." Hofmann; solo. "No Room at months or continue to meet at the man.
the Inn.' Mr Greene; "Bethlehem." cllfb room's The president hope
Clin B Mardln had the gcod for- |
Hofmann; chorale. "O Little Town.” for a good attendance at this meet
Brooks-Neidlinger; "The Nativity." ing. It was voted to send out tun; to shoot a fox last week In front .
Hcfmann; chorale. "Luther's Cradle Christmas baskets to the sick and cf lhe famous fox hcur.d Dixie
Levi Murray died at his home here
Song;" "Field of Shepherds Watch shut-ins and the committee. Carrie
in Bethlehem.” Hunt; chorale. "How Abbot \ Lila Burrill. Agr.es Creigh E;c. 17 after a long illness.
The community was saddened tm I
beautiful upon the mountains." ton and Edith Bowes are requesting
Harker: "Star of Bethlehem appear the members to contribute toward earning of the death of Miss Bridget
ing to Shepherds," Srnurks: chorale. these baskets. Contributions may Whelan Dec. 11 at Pasadena. Calif.. I
“Star of the East;" "Angels ap be left at th? bank in care cf John Ircm pneumonia. She had lived in j
pearing to Shepherds. Plockhurst; Williams, preferably in the early part the Hunt and Walker families for
Albert Oould came over from Bow chorale. "And There Were Shep- of
“t*he"week'
many years, coming to the home cf
doin College to spend the weekend herds." Holton; "Song of the
Friday evening Searspoit and William H Hunt when a young wom
with Mrs. Mabel Creighton and fam Angels." Moran; quartet. "Adeste FiUnion boys and girls basketball an. She had a large circle of friends
ily.
deles." arr. D. Buck. Mrs. Smalley.. teams played two fast and interest who will deeply gncv? at her passing.
Mrs. Isaac Archibald and Mrs. Pat Mr. Strout. Mr. Greene. Mr. Wolf;
Funeral services were held at the
terson left Monday afternoon by "Wise Men arriving at the Khan ing games. Searsport bevs winning Cathclie Churcn ln Pasadena where
34-17 and Union gh
: lg by
train for Miami. Fla.
Jerusalem." Hofmann; trio. "Thc the same score.
- he was a regular attendant.
Walter Hastings and family and Caravan of the Magi." D Buck. Mr.
Veinon Achorn and family spent S'.-out, Mr. Greene. Mr. Wolf;
Sunday in South Waldoboro, guests "Magi guided by the Star. Warren; ....
of Mr. and Mrs Martin Collamore.
trio. “We Three Kings." .Buck; I
Miss Edith Wolf is visiting her Wise Men Consulting Herod." Hof I
patents Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Wolf dur mann; trio. "The questioning of the
1 Magi.” Buck; "Adoration of the I
ing the Christmas holidays.
Mr. and Mrs. F Crockett Brown of Magi," Burne-Jones; solo, "The
Rye. N. Y„ are receiving congratula Adoration." Buck. Mrs. Strout; Holytions on the birth Dec. 14, of a son, Night." Correggio; chorale. "Holy
Night,’ German; illuminated hymn.
Allen Crockett
Miss Elizabeth McCoy of Chicago "Hark the Herald Angels, congrc1
is sjtending the Christmas days with' gation.
her mother and sister.
I
-----------------Chester Vose and family visited
Personal. Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
GLENCOVE
Mr. Blake, an uncle of Mrs. Vose. in
ripple
or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
Camden Sunday.
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
Mrs. Gifford Calderwood has been
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Smalley
paper must be exactly the same.
were recent visitors of Addison caring for Mrs. Mavme Carroll at
Smalley in Camden. Mr. Smalley is the home of her daughter Mrs.
Printed in black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,"
Albert
Rhodes
in
Rockport.
Mrs.
I
ill.
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
Miss Janice Pillsbury of Damaris Calderwood is now clerking at th?
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size 5'sx8!i, 1.50 sheets and 100
cotta spent the weekend with her Senter Crane store in Rockland.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Fuller and
envelopes to match, $1.00
mother Mrs. Maud Pillsbury.
Miss Elizabeth Creighton and daughter Alice Mae will leave for
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use. 150 sheets
friend Miss Ellen Mayo of Smith Florida today.
7'iXlO'/i and 100 envelopes 3’«x7*/4 plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Frank Seavey has the only elec
College arc guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
trically- decorated outdoor Christmas
Charles A. Creighton.
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
Miss Clara Spear. Miss Letitia tree here. Frank has followed this
Creighton. Nathan Farwell and Myles custom for four years now. and alorder, please, cither by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
West.an spent Sunday at "Westacres," i ways has a fine tree.
Cushing.
Mrs. Rose Barrows was able to sit
• • • .
up Sunday for the first time since |
Frank French of Montreal, is in j being ill several weeks. Dr. Frohock |
town to visit his father. While here 1 is attending her.
J
ROCKLAND, MAINE
he is also visiting Mrs. Inez Scho- l LaForcst Smith and Fred Collafleld and Miss Anna French.
' more are hauling out their firewood.
Frank Jacobs has gone to Gray to 1 assisted by Forest s faithful dog
spend some time with his sister Mrs. l Ted. who makes each trip as regular-I
ly as they do.
Earl Wilson.
Merton Taylor was home over Sun
Mrs. Katherine Seaver who has
been guest of her sister Mrs. Marga day. Mr. Tavlor has been working in
ret Stewart has returned to Med the western division of the Central
Maine Power Co. His position as
ford. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson and meter engineer requires him to go
daughter Lois are at their Main over all parts of the C. M. P. Co.
street home for t.he Christmas va system.
Miss Marion Taylor has been con
cation from Castine Normal School.
Basketball at the gymnasium fined to the house the past three
Wednesday. Houlton boys vs. Thom days with a cold.
Capt. Farley has returned from
aston. and Thomaston girls vs.
two weeks visit with relatives in Bos
alumnae.
Talisman roses on the pulpit of ton and Newton.
Mrs Edgar Morse and son of War
the Federated Church Sunday morn
ing were by way of observing the ren were callers at. Mrs. Rcse BarOur equipment, best ma
beginning of the fifth year of Mr. rows' recently.
Penobscot View Grange held a sup
Leach's ministry here and in token
terials, great care and at
of the high regard in which the peo per and election of officers Thurs
day
night.
Norman
Crockett
was
re

tention,
and the rigid tests
ple hold him and his family. The
morning sermon was on "The Basis elected master. Charles L. Gregory
to
which
all work is sub
of Christian Thinking," and “Abid overseer, Mrs Nellie Hall lecturer.
Edward
Risteen
steward.
John
jected,
makes
every job
ing Foundations" was the evening
theme. "Eye Hath Not. Seen" was Thomas assistant steward. Inez
we do satisfactory. It has
t.he morning anthem sung bv the Packard chaplain, C. E. Gregory,
to be.
vested choir.
Henry van Dyke's treasurer. Miss Helen Merry secre
Christmas story "The Other Wise tary. LaPorest Smith gate keeper.
Man" was told in the senior room of Mrs. Lizzie Smith Ceres. Mrs. Ristccn
Call On Us
Pomona. Mrs. Minnie Miles Flora.
the church school
For Estimates
Al Mi - Baptist Chureh Sunday eve Mia: I lorence Philbrook lady .i. 1sning at 7 o'clock the "Story of the tanl steward.

....FOR CHRISTMAS....

Distinctive Stationery

$

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

1
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lATIfFACTION
Is Assured with
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JOB PRINTING

Colorado and New Mexico still
have a boundary dispute inherited
from pioneer times. Gov. Edwin C.
Johnson of Colorado gave economy
as a reason for refusing to permit
an appropriation to complete a sur
vey which would, perhaps, make It
clear to some residents along the
Colorado-New Mexico border just
where they stood.
Fort Morgan, Colo., and Scotts
bluff, Neb., were hot spots earlier
this year ln the Nebraska-Colorado
truck license war. Arrests were
made at both places of truckers of
the other state who did not carry
licenses of both states. Peace was
declared when Colorado passed a
reciprocal truck license law to con
form with Nebraska's.
The difficulty over oil developed
after Governor Johnson of Colorado
assured Gov. Leslie A. Miller his
state would use Wyoming oil, in
preference to all other, for improv
ing its roads. The Standard Oil
Company of California, however,
claimed it offered oil to Colorado
cheaper than Wyoming oil could be
obtained. Wyoming believes that
Colorado should prove ys loyalty
to its sister state by using its prodducts. Coloradoans are divided on
that question.

Dry Dock for Big Liners
Is Completed at London
London.—The largest dry dock In
the world Is completed. Character,zed as one of the greatest feats of
engineering, the dock has been unJer construction for the Southern
railway for two and a half years,
its cost Is $8,000,000.
Originally it was Intended to pro
ride accommodatloa for the project
ed 70,000-ton Cunard liner. This untompleted vessel, however, still is In
.he docks at Clydebank, while the
”unard company and the British
{ovprnment discuss various ways of
•alsing the necessary funds for its
tompletion.
Meanwhile the railway company
las gone ahead with the dry dock,
which is 1,200 feet long and 135
!eet wide at the entrance, and will
save adjoining it a 7,000-foot quay
'well capable of berthing seven of
'.lie largest liners, as well as eight
arge passenger and cargo sheds.
The dock was constructed under
•xtreme physical handicaps, for unler the site a bed of sand charged
with artesian water at considerable
pressure was discovered. It became
■ pparent that unless preventive
measures were taken quickly the
water would force Its way through
nto the dock excavations. The en
gineers solved fhe problem by sink
ing tube wells down to the sand.

In Everybody’s Column ♦

It***********'****

SMOKES

WANTED

Genuine English Pipe,
$2.00
12 styles,
B. B. B. Pices,
1.00
Frank Medico,
1.00
Assorted Pices,
.50
Asrorted Pipes,
.25

CIGARS
Blackstones, 25 pack$2.25
J. A.
25 pack 2.25
Robt. Burns, 25 pack 2.25
7-20-4,
25 pack 2.25
Overland,
25 pack 2.50
White Owls, 25 pack 1.25
Pippins,
25 pack 1.25
ALL BRANDS OF

CIGARS ON SALE

SMOKING TOBACCO
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

lb. Edgeworth,
lb. Velvet,
lb. Prince Albert,
lb. Briggs,
lb. Dills,
lb. Granger,
lb. Luxury,

$1.25
1.10
1.10
1.50
1.00
.90
.90

CIGAR and CIGARETTE

HOLDERS

«

£

«

TO LET

POUCHES

REAL ESTATE

CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

■

PAJAMAS

FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
cation. price right. This property is a
good Investment. Its location is on a
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS, Real
Estate Agency.
_______ 144-tf
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
St., Rockland for sale Hardwood floors,
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
Apply to M M. GRIFFIN, Rockland. Me
97-tf

$l.*E0 to $6.50

Sells 9oodA

Very attractive garments

MISCELLANEOUS

in plain or fancy patterns
Broadcloth, Pongee, Silk

AN IDEA!

LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
________________________144-tf

CHRISTMAS
SHOES

RADIO COATS
$5.00 to $7.50

LOUNGING ROBES
Silk or Flannel

I.ondon.—Forty vessels of the
British home fleet in full panoply of
war did not frighten the sharks of
Scapa Flow, Orkney Islands. Per
haps they had often attneked the
German warships sunk in those wa
ters without suffering any cas
ualties. At any rate, they attacked
the Invading ships. One of the
sharks picked a small vessel as Its
prey and was killed only after a stiff
battlfe. Another shark, measuring
about 27 feet, was struck and in
jured by the drifter Muriel.
Thc vessel lurched from the force
of the impact, and the shark imme
diately wheeled about and launched
Itself against the hull. The bangs
sounded like gunshots and were
plainly heard on Scapa pier.

CHILDREN’S
SNOW SUITS
in all colors

PATIENTS given thc best of care ln
1 private home with private nurse NORA
M. WRIGHT. 80 Crescent 8t
140*151
NOTICE—I have moved my office to 362
Main St., over Newberry's 5 & 10c store.
I Come up. Telephone 415-W. Work by
appointment. DR.
J. II. DAMON.
I dentist._____________ _ __________ 144-tf
AUTOMOBILE repairing
Open evci nlngs and Sunday. Slmonlzlng done
, reasonably. G. L. BLACK. 3 Rockland
St Tel 233-J.___________
144-tf
' KEYS! KEYS! KEYS I Keys made to
order. Keys made to fit locks when
original keys arc lost. House. Office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. Stissors and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO..
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 781.
,__________________________________ 144-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
144-tf

$6.00

Gregory’s
Severai new styles just
received
For Her and Him

$3 95

pair

EXCHANGEABLE AFTER
CHRISTMAS FOR SIZES

THEY RE NEWS

FOR SALE—Toy dogs. Four pure white
French terriers. STOVER FEED MFC.
i CO.. 86 Park St.. Rockland. Tel. 1200.
, _______________________________150-152

| ONE HUNDRED thoroughbred R I.
' Red pullets, all laying. A. A TOWLE.
KITTEN lost, small male, black and Appleton Ridge. Tel. West Appleton 4-24,
150*152
white shag Reward. MAUDE FULLER,
Union. Me Tel. West Appleton. 4-31
A FEW Christmas articles for sale at
148*150
30 JEFFERSON ST.
151-153
LADY'S brown fur lined kid glove
KOHI-ER 110 volt D.C. automatic
lost in the city. Return to THIS
OFFICE.
151-lt UghtlnR plant (or sale: Radlola Radio 45;
Incubator 46. C. R. WALLACE. Warren.
IN VICINITY of Jefferson, black and Tel 1-34._________
150*152
tan female rabbit dog lost, license num
ONE HUNDRED laying pullets. Barred
ber 354 on collar JOHN PETERSON, J
Granite St. Tel. 169-W_________ 148*150 Rocks, lor sale. A. T. BERRY, 20 Pros
RUBBER lnrrlgan found on Main St. pect St.. Rockland. Me.__________ 151*153
Apply COURIER-GAZETTE
151-lt
FIFTY R. I. Red pullets for sale, lay
ing. O. W. CARROLL. Rockville Tel.
352-13.___________________________ 150*152
FOR SALE—Beacon Feeds: Beacon
Breeder's Mash. Beacon Egg Mash. Beacon
Special Scratch Grains. Beacon Special
Coccldlosls Mash. Beacon Fleshing and
Crate fattener. Beacon Cayuga Scratch
Feed. Beacon Cayuga Laying Mash.
POSITION as chef or order cook want Beacon
Starttng Ration STOVER FEED
ed. Best of references. HORACE PbRRY MFC. CO
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Grace 8t.. City.
*tl DISTRIBUTORS
on track at 86 Park St..
PURE WHITE full shaggy female kit Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200. 149-151
ten with blue eyes, three, four or five ]
hound, male, one of the best.
months old Wlil pay good price BAY I RABBIT
guarantee him or no sale. DR SHER
VIEW FARM, North Haven._______150-155 j MAN.
Rockland Tel 598-W
150*152
WANTED We pay the highest prices)
soft lump coal lor sale,
for fresh nearby hennery eggs, graded or 49.SCREENED
ton. 44 50; hard coal. 414.
ungraded. Native potatoes, native kid J. B.one-hall
PAULSEN. Tel. 84-2 Thomaston
ney. Johnson, yellow eye or pea beans. __________________________________
149-tf
Used sacks free from holes any amount
CANARIES for sale, guaranteed sing,
Laying pullet3. any breed
STOVER
FEED MFC CO. 86 Park St. Tel. 1200 ers. RENA CROWELL. Waldoboro.
_________________________________ 151-156 _________________________________ 149-151
BABY Carriage for sale, with runners
GIRL wanted at once, for general
housework, hours 830 a m. to 5 p m and fur robe. 410. practically new
Apply In person.
MRS EMERY B Baby's play yard with floor also nearly
HOW ARD. 77 Rankin St_________ 151-153 t new. 42 50 Vlctrola with 15 good rec
ords. 46. Write I W L.. care this offlee.
TWO or three room furnished or part- , _________________________________ 149-151
ly furnished apartment with bath ’
BUY lor Christmas for a companion
wanted Not on Main St. Write F F ,
care" The Courier-Gazette
149-151 for the children. Fox terriers or spaniel
pups DR SHERMAN. Rockland. Tel.
LIVE poultry wanted, highest prices 598-W.___________________________ 150*152
paid. E C. FRYE. Cumberland Center.,
SMELT BOXES for sale a few hun
Me Tel. 114.
142*153
dred 30 lbs. size, new; also 2000 ft dry
AN UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
lne boards. H. L. TIBBETTS. WaldoIs now being presented to a limited ' oro, Me. R 3__________________ 149*151
number of reliable men to start In busl- 1
STEAM
heating
plant,
American
ness without capital or experience ln
Rockland and surrounding towns, by a boiler and 33 radiators lor sale, low
priced.
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
283
Main St.
company that has astonished the busl- |
144-tf
ness world with Its achievements In Tel. 1154.
spite of depression, whose record over a
SMALL HOUSE at Pleasant Gardens,
period of years, and particularly the last $275. for sale on rent plan. V. F. STUD
two years, prove that there Is oppor LEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
144-tf
tunity lu these times for an Industrious.
ALL KINDS of dry hard wood, and
Intelligent man to earn between 42,800T. J. CARROLL.
00 and 44.500 00 per year, conservatively soft wood, for sale
speaking, because many have doubled Tel. 263-21 Rockland. Thomaston. R F. D.
130-tf
these figures
The organization sponsoring this ad
has grown from a small beginning to a »t • powerful
national corporation wlth|
large reserves They are offering to suit
able men their backing and co-operatton j *
to develop a profitable business along I
lines which have been thoroughly test-1
ed and proven Expert Instruction and j
training are furnished free and no ln-J ROOMS to let. large, warm, pleasant;
vestment of money Is required. The1 one with running water, near postofflce.
man selected must devote his entire I MRS. VIVIAN HEWETT 30 High St
tune to the business. References will __________________________________ 144-tf
be expected as to character and ability.
UPSTAIRS
rent.
three furnished
Apply at once by letter for persona! rooms to let. hot and cold water, elec
appointment.
stating
age.
previous tric lights and bath 17 CRESCENT ST
earnings, experience, number of de- J _________________________________ 151*153
!.t.-. etc. Write "ELECTRO." care’ UPPER apartment to let, bath, bot
The Courier-Gazette.
151-153 I water, at 750 Main St.. opposite Crock
ett Block C A HAMILTON. 29 Chestnut St Tel 986-J______________ 149-151
MODERN four room apartment wtth
garage to let at 48 Grace St. V. A.
LEACH__ Tel. 133________________ 142-rf
SIX room house with bath, lights ga-.
to let MRS E C ORANT. 184 South
Main St. Tel 526-M_____________ 147-tf
TO 1 ET
SIX room hou»e to let. with lights,
flush toilet, cellar, centrally located.
TEL 709-M______________________ 150-152
FOR $16 50. heated apt . three rooms
and bath; also five room house and
toilet, 41150. MEN S SHOP. Park St.
_________________________________ 146*151
VERY attractive apartment 4o let. five
rooms and bath, hot water and heat the
vear around. Call 91 NORTH MAIN ST.
Tel .180-J________________________ 137-*f
FOUR furnished rooms with bath to
let. Inquire MRS W S. KENNISTON.
176 Malli St Tel 874-W__________ 144-tf
EIGHT room apartment to let. all
modern, garage, over West End Market.
Thomaston. 412 month. V. F. STUDLEY.
283 Main St. Tel 1154___________144-tf
MODERN tenement to let at 157 Talbot
Ave. OVERNESS SARKESIAN
128-tf
MODERN four and six room rents with
garage. Partly furnished If desired. 17
Grove St R W BICKFORD Tel. 611-M.
__________________________________ las-tf
WELL furnished apartment to let.
?
/1’ three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
ST Tel 156-W___________________ 144-tf
HEATED apartments, al: modern, tour
/>
\
rooms apply at CAMDEN & ROCK
LAND WATER CO. Tel 634.
144-tf

$6.00 to $10.00

\0dcMtfc/ne/ifa.

D

: LOST AND FOUND ;

PIPES

FOR SALE

a
I
«

Advertisements ln this column not to ' *
4
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 4
■M
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- R
tlonal lines five cents each for one time
WHEN you are planning to sell your
10 cents for three times. Six word* , chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
make a line.
WARDS Tel 806-J, Rockland
144-tt

Sharks Attack British
Squadron in Scapa Flow

READ THE

11

Every-Other-Day
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Rage Six

McLain’s Shoe Store
GOOD SHOES
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

COMPLETE,.
FUNERALS

nr Modera rrf.osi
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

The Courier-Gazette
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Christmas Bells

In addition to personal notes regard-1 Students
arriving home from'
ing departures and arrivals, this depart____... ,
ment especially desires information oi University of Maine Friday for the i
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc,1 holiday recess were Almon B. Cooper
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be Jr Ciiflord Ladd, Richard Stoddard. [
TFi
PPHoNP
TELEPHONE

Studeni.i home frcm Farmington
j Norman School for the holiday re
cess are Carol Gardener, Charlotte ,
Dyer, Beulah Crockett. Alice Gay.' ‘
Ruth Barter, Mildred Sweeney, Ar- i I
lene Makinen and Marion Rackliffe.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Comins are on a
| motor trip to Key West, Fla. for the
i holiday season.

twxx’cxwx-rc’rwx’rcwcc’rrq'c’e’c*
A

OPEN EVERY
EVENING THIS WEEK
UNTIL 9.30

There’s never any doubt about Silk Hosiery being the right gift.

j Green Jr., Francis McAlary, Nelson
| U. Rokes. Robert Allen, Merton
I Sumner, Thelma Lee Blackington,
Cynthia Wasgatt, Avis Lovejoy.

Fuller - Cobb ' Davis

The One Safe Bet! Silk Hosiery!t

V Marsh.
Frederick
Hall. Charles
................................. t-o
550 or
or iai
501 Henr
B1(.kneU
Jerome
Comins
Luclen

A boy and a Drum,

Page Seven
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Every-Other-Day

She

I heard the bells on Christmas Day,

inay receive a dozen pairs, yet one more will be just as welcome, espe

Their old, familiar carols play,

cially if it’s the Flawlessly Clear, Standard Makes that are our best
sellers.

And wild and sweet
The words repeat,
Of peace on earth, good will to men!

Either in Chiffon or Service weights,

of which

among the finest.
Fancy Mesh Hose, pair,

$1.00, $1-25, $1.65

And thought how, as the day had come,

Hayward Service and Chiffon, pair,

1.25

The belfries of all Christendom

Phoenix Service and Chiffon, pair,

1.00

Gordon Chiffon Hose, pair,

1-00

Had rolled along

The unbroken song

ours are

Mrs. Lena K. Sargent leaves toAll
Dainty Dot, Service and Chiffon, pair,
88c
Only once a year does Christmas
Of peace on earth, good will to men!
■ morrow for Penns Grove, Pa . where
Come.
Shades
______________
1 she will spend the h^idavs with Mr.
Gordon, Service and Chiffon, pair,
88c
------------------------------------------------ and Mrs. Newton Svickland.
All
Serve-W'ell Pure Silk Chiffon, pair,
59c
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy plan ;
Till, ringing, singing on its way,
to go to Montclair. N. J„ tomorrow to , The clever three-act comedy “The
Sizes
The world revolved from night to day,
Gordon Silk and Wool, pair,
68c and 88c
spend the holidays with Mr. and Rpai patsy" presented in the Under- j
Out
Mrs_ Wilson B. Keene and Mrs. Ruth croft, op gt. Peter’s church Thurs- j
A voice, a chime,
Phoenix Silk and Wool, pair,
1.00
°’ Blrd
_____
I day night brought out an apprecla- j
Sizes
A chant sublime,
! tive audience, to add their bit to.
Hayward Silk and Wool, pair,
1.25
The T Club meeting Thursday 1 carrying on the good work of the ]
Of
peace
on
earth,
good
will
to
men!
evening at the home of Mrs. Rhama senior choir which sponsored thc
K. T. C. Wool Mesh, pair,
1.65
Philbrick observed the birthday of! activity. In the cast were Louise
•
Mrs Ednah Robbins. A decorated McIntosh. Wilma Ainsworth, BeaWhen pealed the bells more loud and deep:
birthday cake featured the refresh- trice Haynes. Gertrude Philips,
menu.
Margery Hawkes. Mary Dinsmore,
"God is not dead, nor doth He sleep,
-------Jennie Haskell, Mary and Margaret
Miss Margaret Hellier went to Buttomer. Albert Huntley gave song
The wrong shall fail,
Boston Monday for a few days’ stay. I selections between acts. Mr. and j
The right prevail.
------. Mrs. Lawrence Barbour acted as 1
Miss Lucy Rhodes is spending the stage managers.
With peace on earth, good will to men!’
winter with Miss Caroline Little
field. Llmerock street.
—Henry W. Longfellow.
The Rubinstein Club w-lll have its;
on
i
second guest evening Friday-when
Mxwcwcce’c’wc’ex-weiecwex a program based on "The Music
Spain" will be presented under the
direction of Mrs Ethel Thomas
Sezak. Each member may invite one [
..........
___ „
APPLETON MILLS
! guest, those .on
the program
or _a Adrlel U. Bird spent the weekend at
■I ■ ■
►
committee being privileged to invite his Rockland home, making the trip
19c, 25c, 35c each
SEND SOCIAL ITEMS
Sherman Ames shot a fox last week.
two.
Mrs. Helen Wentworth In from Boston and return in his own
charge of decorations will be assist airplane
Because of sickness among the
ed by Mrs. Kathleen Marston, Miss
children there will be no Christmas
This is the holiday season
And not too blatant.
Clemice Blackington and Mrs Edna
when many readers of The
Mr and Mrs Charles H Berry and tree at the Baptist Church, but
French.
Courier - Oazette are coming
Miss Rase O Nell are spending a few Christmas wll be observed by a
They’re the kind any
n
Christmas message given Sunday
and going, and when there
days in Boston.
man would choose
morning by the pastor and by the
are all sorts of indoor festivi
Miss Mina E. Tower of the high
singing of carols Sunday evening.
ties. This newspaper, publish
school faculty is spending the
for himself at
Providing they're pot the bar
ing one of the most complete
Christmas vacation at her home in Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Cummings of
Miss Ruth Arrington and Mrs.
gain kind which shrink up
Vinalhaven
were
in
the
city
yestersocial pages in the State, is
Fuller’s
North Adams. Mass.
Elizabeth Sprowl who are teaching ln
the first time laundered.
, day. enroute for San Luis Obispo. Hope are having a Christmas vacaanxious to extend that de
Miss Mabel Stover is spending the | Calif., where they will spend the win- tion of two weeks.
partment to its utmost use
Ritz
Stripes
Dozens of new pat
holiday recess with relatives in Saco ter wtth their daughter Mrs. Gwendefulness. and to that end asks
The Christmas tree with its many I
____
lyn
Marshall.
The
Western
journey
Genuine
Fine
Checks
that readers possessed of
terns just arrived this
The Congregational Missionary will be a sightseeing tour, made by colored lights erected in the square (
social news call Mrs. Gladys
here at "The Mills" Is a thing ot j
Broadcloths
Plain
Colors
week to assure you
Society holds its December meeting bus through the Southern tier of
Morgan and pass it on to her.
beauty.
tomorrow
at
3
p.
m
.
at
the
parsonj
States
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
Cummings
The phone number is 794.
of an entirely new
$1.25, $1.35, $1.50
Eulalia Fish is til with grippe at j,
age. with Mrs. Walter Rounds and will probably return by the Northern
assortment for your
wwwmTmwgmwex Mrs Charles Merritt as hostesses, route.
her home here.
$1.65, $1.95
Leonard Fish lias been appointed j
____________
Christmas selection.
Mrs. Harriet Orberton and Mrs. Miss Annie Frye will be leader of a
Plain White Ritz Shirts
i tree surgeon and Frank Hart is emEarl Ludwlck entertained Thimble. Christmas program, thc musical
Mail and Telephone
See Our Window
WHAT IS DRY ICE?
, ployed picking brown tail moths by
Club at a covered dish supper last features directed by Mrs John m.
$1.25,
$1.45,
$1.50
Orders Filled
Display
55c
each
the Rockland offic.als They started
night.
Pomeroy, and Mrs. Maude Blodget.
Commercial dry ice is carbon diox- j work Monday morning.
_____
«I will be guest speaker.
Mrs. Gordon Spaulding in com- j .
------1lde 8^ which has been solidified unBecause of whooping cough and
pany with Mrs Chester A. Vose and
Mr. and Mrs. Van B Hagerman of dn- pressure. Dry ice does not melt | grippe colds the primary and gramson. Mrs. Earl Woodcock. Mrs. G. Waldoboro announce the engage- ln tpe true £ense op the word but j mar pupils have an enforced vaca>»>l3i9i3i3;%MiZ>St3i9i
Edgar Wilson and Mrs A. J. Spauld- ment of their daughter Lois, to evaporates to a non-corrosive gas ! tion at “The Mills."
Ing. of Thomaston, motored to Port- Charles A. Godroe
Milo. Miss without leaving any moisture. It is j Saturday night the Grange held
Hagerman through frequent visits dar.gcr0u3 to handle with the bare nomination and election of officers
land Friday.
with Miss Eleanor Bird has ma* hands or t0 ]et it touch any part Q. A program was given followed by a
Mrs. John O Stavens motored to many friends in this city who hasten th? b;xh, as lts temperature is around treat of home made fudge made and
vellously well. One heard greetings the holidays Ht their respective
SEARSMONT
110 degrees below zero “
This
APPLETON RIDGE
" congratulations.
............
' products presented by Edith Gurney. These
Portland yesterday, accompanied by to offer
Irom Lord Braeburn. vocal and in-1 homes, Island Falls and Oakland,
weighs less than water ice and is officers were elected: Master. May
Miss Esther Nickerson on her way
Mrs. Lucius York has been in about 20 times as effective.
Mrs. Lucy A. Beall observed her 93d strumental music and newsboys cry-1
nard M. Brown; chaplain, Mrs Orace
h. C. Stanley, steward of thc yacht
to be arouse guest of ^r. and Mrs.
ing their evening papers about thc ■
I Brown; secretary, Mrs. Edith Gur- starling. City Island. N. Y.. is spend birthday Dec. 10. Mrs. Bean is in | railroad station; 7 06 evening in
J. Harry Boynton in Lexington, Swan's Island called by the serious
illness
of
her
mother.
Mrs.
Eugene
I
vacation
with
his
|
lairly
good
health
for
one
at
that
age
t-ney;
treasurer.
B.
L.
Mitchell;
l*cmg
a
Jew
any
Mass., for the holidays.
EVENING REVERIE
Bombay was 7 36 morning in Nqftli
Turn That Vacant Room
Rowe.
and does nearly all her own work.
I turer. Mrs. Elizabeth Sprowl; lady family.
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Haven.
assistant
steward.
Mrs
Inez
Arring(
A
G.
Pitman
and
A.
H.
Moody,
two
she
has
been
knitting
of
late,
and
Oh well do I remember.
Into Cash With a
A special meeting of Junior Har
Mr.
Jcy
of
Addison
was
guest
of
Friday evening in all the snow and
And plainly. I can see.
ton; assistant steward. Z. L. Gurney; of Appleton's selectmen, macie a busi- her hands are always busy. She had his sister Mrs. Emery Wooster last
mony Club has been called for to sleet the Ash Point stags found their , The
“
To
Rent” Advertisement
vine covered cottage
ness
trip
to
Augusta
Monday.
many
cards
and
gifts,
calls
and
con! steward. Will Brown; overseer. Hugh
morrow evening at 6.30 at Legion way to the home of Lawson Smail.'
That once sheltered me.
Mrs. Hazle Perry and daughter j gratulations from friends, and many week.
1 McCorrison; outside guard, Will Ar
in The Courier-Gazette
hall to rehearse Christmas carols.
Mr
Danforth
and
family
left.
Sat

As the clock chinfed six eight of them
It set by the roadside
rington: Pomona. Mrs. Cassie Paul; were Sunday guests of Edna Griffin more would have called had the day urday for Castine.
Telephone 770
At the foot ot the hill.
were stated before a dinner that
Flora. Mrs. Carrie Sherman; Ceres, and family.
I not been so stormy and blustering
Miss Nyc and Mbs Buzzell spent i
Thc bridge party at Hotel Rock could be compared only as a hotel j Where my playmates and I
Mrs. E.izabeth Newbert called on
Mrs.
Carrie
Cummings.
Played,
near
the
old
mill.
land Friday evening for the benefit feast. After spending the evening in !
Mr'. Ermina Hawrs ln Thoma ton
of St Bernards church, with Mr.- their usual custom, they departed at
Today we are scattered.
Miss Mary S. McFarland
Friday afternoon.
NOW Wfc KNOW WIIY
Many have passed on.
Streeter Webster and Mrs. John a late hour. "We can never tell in
Miss
Mary S. McFarland died Dec.
At
seventy-eight,
at
the
cross
roads.
Thompson in charge, had 12 tables, which direction thc Stags will go j
I am still plodding on
5 at the home of her niece Mrs. Hattie
a gratifying return considering the [ next," writes a correspondent.
Belief that cold weather m white.'
Wing, where she had made her home
How soon will my lourney end?
stbrm. Prizes were won by Mrs.
WEDNESDAY
is caused by the sun being at a greater
for nearly two years. Had she lived
That we cannot tell.
Henry Jordan. John Moulaison,
distance from the earth Lx all wrong.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Trim were
Leaving all to my Heavenly Father
1 until April 4 she would have reached
Joseph Adams. Mrs. George Phil dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Who doeth all things well.
As a matter of fact, the sun is some
j the age of 90 years. She had been
Mrs Clara E. Carey.
lips. Dick Reed. Miss Margaret Han- Atwood Monday night at their apart
33.000.000 miles closer to the earth in
Brunswick. Me
in good health until about three
negan. Patrick Sweeney, Miss Anna ment in "The Bicknell," the eccas'on
January than in July. It is colder in
weeks ago.
,
UCTIUUIl,
vsiUiilll, iVlId,
__
..
j _..
Gordon, Uvlllllo
Dennis Cronin,
Mrs. X-/.
D. L. , ,
The
the
winter
because
the
sun
is
farther
Mbs McFarland was a dressmaker j
McCarty. Miss Rose Adams. Alme
“r A, n tre
south
in
the
sky
and
its
rays
strike
_
.
................................. . ~
■ table
tahlp decorations
were
svmbc
decorations were symbolic of
| lirre for many years until her eye- j
/%
BV1I1 UJL1UL Mill/
the earth more obliquely than in thc
sight failed her. Though quiet and I
There will be no further parties un thc Christmas season.
summer, when it is almost directly
reserved
in
nature,
she
will
be
missed
1
til the holidays are over.
Mrs. Mattie Packard, president of ]
overhead —The Pathfinder.
by many frlnas. She was the oldest I
Kalloch Class, has appointed these
member of the M E. Chureh. She ,
Mrs. H I. Hix leaves today to committees: Relief. Mrs. Millie John- ,
was the last of a family of lour sisters I
visit her daughter. Mrs. Emily Faber son, Mrs. F M. Kittrldge and Mrs.
cut"’’"’*, and two brothers, and is survived by
Snappy Raincoat
in Peoria. Ill.
Mabel Wiley; visiting, Mrs. Flora
nieces, Mrs. Clara Severance of Big
Timber. Montana, and Mrs. Agnes
Miss Alice Hellier went to Augusta Maxey, Mrs Mary Ulmer and Mrs. ;
Padham of Madison, Me.; grand- ;
Sunday and has entered upon her Etta Thompson.
nieces, Mrs Helen Oilchrest of Chi- i
new duties With the New England
Mrs. Rita Calderwood is employed in 1
ADDED
cago, Mrs. Edith Cook of Madison, j
Telephone Company, in the com.
the Senter Crane store during the
"TARZAN THE FEARLESS" No. 11
W;s„ and Miss Florence Dunton of
mercial department.
f.\V
holidays.
Manitowoc, Wis.
THURSDAY
WE SI’GGENT—
Miss Relief Nidhols is spending
Funeral services were held from the
Miss Helen York who has been very
the holiday vacation with relatives
residence Thursday of last week. Rev.
I* FOR TIIE FAMILY
ill, is reported as gaining rapidly. I
in North Brooksville.
C. (I. Barnard officiating The bear
A New Philco, Maje ti?, Grunow or ( io ley Radio
and able to sit up in bed.
ers weie Charles Ripley, Joseph Pack
A Maje: tie or Grur-ow Elr< trie Refrigerator
Mrs. William Sharpe of New York,
ard. William Wood and Trueman
A YYill'am.' Oil-O-Ma'.i.' Rower Oil Burner
Miss
Muriel
Redman
of
Auburn
is
and her daughter. Miss Gail Sharpe,
Moody. The many floral offerings
of the House in the Pines school, spending thc Christmas vacation with
testified to the esteem felt for the
I/P FOR MOTHER
are spending the holidays with Mrs. her grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Al
deceased. Burial was ln the family
Sharpe’s mother, Mrs. E. D. Spear. fred Cates. Brewster, street.
A Maytag Electric Washer
lot in Oak Orove cemetery.
Maple street. Dr. Sharpe and son
A Universal Vacuum ( leaner
Mr. and Mrs. Howard K. Hagar of
William, who attends the Fessenden
NORTH HAVEN
School, are in the South for the Bingham, formerly of Union, were
fag FOR FATHER OR BROTHER IfF
visitors in Rockland this week on their
holiday season.
A
Mlke-A-Lite Cigar or Cigarette Lighter
way to St. Petersburg. Fla., for the
A notice in thc postofflce is to this
Reading or Desk Lamp
Miss Rose Adams and brother. winter.
effect: Before 7.30 in the morning and
Oeorge Adams, of the faculty of the
, after 4 in the afternoon no postofflce
Tubular
Mr. and Mrs. George B Smith of
Wassookeag School, Dexter, are home
LSZ FOR SISTER )g
orders will be made out. nor parcel
Long Cove arc visiting their daugh
for thc holiday recess.
post packages received unless they
An Electric Curing iron or Ccsk lamp
Shoe Skates
ter Mrs. G. C. Coltart, 3 Broadway
have been weighed and stamped.
The December meeting of the place, for the winter.
From twe above Friday morning to
An Electric Flatiron or a Toa ter or a Healing I'al
Woman's Foreign Missionary Socie
i 40 above Saturday morning is conA Fcod Mixer YY'ould Be Great; a Waffle Iron
ty g>f thc Methodist) ehilrch 'took
Lawrence Crane is home from Phil
| siderable change in the tempera
would be used constantly; and thi c are oily a
place Thursday at the parsonage, lips-Exeter for the holiday recess.
ture. The extreme cold weather
portion of our stock of Incxp neivc Fit trie Gifts.
with Mrs. C. E. Brooks as hostess.
made impractical work at Widows
New Rcreo'afors arc in • to k—Our Colored DccoMrs. H. V. Tweedie was in charge of
Mrs. Lucius York has gone to
Island.
Her life was all career—and r.o
lativc Lights. ( Inf tira Tree s’ct- , I'asil’rthe devotional period, having as her Swan’s Island called by the death of
The
Sisterhood
gave
a
fine
dinner
.
caresses!
Wruthr, Starr, all itrve to make your home
topic "The Christmas Story". Several her motner, Mrs. Bradford Eugene
Enjoy Healthful out-door
1
Friday
night.
Later
there
was
an
old
with
Chtnry and at Small Cost.
Christmas hymns intierspcraed 'the Rowe.
fashioned dance.
exercise with a pair of
All our Merchandise is of American Manu'adurj
lesson. A splendid report of the
Maureen O’Sullivan
Men at work op Widow’s Islana
and by Shopping Here you are helping your Coun
missionary home work was presen
Shoe Skates.
Unique golden wedding cards have
'
had
a
hard
dav
of
it
last.
Tuesday.
Alice Brady
try to Prosperity.
ted. Mrs. Ella Lurvey was chairman been received by Rockland friends
| The cold and wind were bitter and
Kew York-Paris Fashions
of the program which opened with from Mr and Mrs Dion E. Woolley,
Franchot Tone
1 penetrating. Russell Crabtree and'
new rubberized waterproof fab
roll call, each member presenting an who were married Dec. 29, 1883. and
1 Charlie Hendricks have been put i
ric in natural piggraln and
item pertaining to China and sub who will be "at home" Saturday aft
NCW Pl AYIN3
I on this Job
color fashions this youthful rain
AT THE BROOK
ROCKLAND, MAINE
mitting the same for general dis ernoon. 3 to 6. at 153 Chester street,
“MORNING GLORY"
Tho-e who listened in to the:
"The Hillable Ele tri.- Srrvire Store”
eoat. This new fabric Is made from
cussion. The observance of the Mourn Vernon. N. Y. The Woolleys
with
i Oolumbia broadcasting Wednesday
lal-133
“mystery box" was incorporated in have a summer home at Pleasant
the same formula as Cavaltex but
KATHERINE HEPBURN
morning at 7 o'clock had the thrill
is softer and lighter In weight, be
tie program in an unusually to- j Beach, where their annual coming
j
of
hearing
voices
and
music
from
ROCKLAND,
ME.
teresting manner.
Mrs Thelma
p tQ
ing crack-proof and scuff proof and
Bombay. India, 12000 miles away. It
Stanley sang as a solo “Star in the brings much pleasure
having a soft fleece at the back for
was a historic broadcast, for It was
“
colonists,"
and
friends
elsewhere
In
East", and Mr. Brooks gave a strohg
^armth. Styled with big patch
^he first time that thc Columbia
this vicinity. Mrs. Woolley was for
talk on “World Service".
1 Company In co-operation with the
pockets, mannish strapped cuffs
merly Minnie K. Thomas. The Cou
Shows; 2, 6.3b. R..TO; font. Satur
British Broadcasting service brought
and wide buckled belt, the deslgb
Dancing tonight at Orange hall. rier-Gazette feels authorized to ex
' '.hings over the air from the other
day. 2. to 10 30
should have an appeal to the colSouth Cushing. Kirk's band.—adv. tend the hearty felicitations of Knox
side of the world. It came in marlege girl.
151'lt County friends.

“Hankies, tooinitialed or
Bordered

“Ties?-Sure, if they’re the
right kind”—

“Shirts?--1 can do
with lots of them!

‘— — Fuller ' Cobb - Davis

z.

PRACTICAL GIFTS
WHICH WILL BE A
CONSTANT REMINDER
W
OF THE GIVER

->

SHOE

SKATES

ig

*3.95

McLAIN
SHOE STORE

A

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

DAUGHTER TO SEEK
DAD’S LOST RICHES

jflu

;

Millions in Jewels to
Hunted in India.

HOLI DAY SPECIAL

See Our Fine Display of

Guaranteed Apex Electric
Appliances (Main Floor)
Apex Cleaners from
$14.30 to $49. SO

Apox Washers from

$49.30 to $163.00

$69.30 to $99.50

1 Fr.

Ask About the Double Dashe
— An Exclusive Apex Feature
The exclusive Double
Dasher makes the Apex a
Double Duty Washer Filled
to the family line, the Double
Dasher washes a tubful of
clothes quickly, safely. To
wash a few dainty garments,
merely 611 tuh to the silk
line. For the first time you
can now get the Double
Dasher on Apex Washers
selling as low as $89 50.

Apex Refrigerators

from $99.30 to $199.30

Terms as Jou as

*5

addition to the regularly scheduled
program of educational activities
for park visitors, lectures and field
trips especially planned to meet
their needs are being arranged by
the naturalist staff.
Highly trained range-naturalists
are employed by the government to
assist visitors in learning about wild
life, geological formations and kin
dred subjects. Many of the parks
have fine museums equipped with
libraries and reading rooms.
The emergency workers are "alert
to their unusual advantages." and
many special field trips and lec
tures have been arranged at their
request, Ickes said, adding:
“They are keenly interested In
forestry, soil erosion, fire preven
tion. insect control methods and
ottier subjects encountered in their
daily work, and every opportunity
will be provided for them to in
crease their knowledge of these sub
jects."

DOWN

Small Carrying Charge Added
Then \o!d on Terms

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Rockland, Maine

503 Main Street

Christmas Gifts

will reflect your good taste as they do our reputation for selling the Best of Every
thing.

THE STORE FOR MEN WHERE WOMEN LIKE TO SHOP

s

CUT RATE GROCERY DEPT.

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
xr
y
y
y
y
y
y
«M
y
y
y
y

NUTS
lb
Brazils,
lb
Mixed,
Walnuts, lb
lb
Pecans,

BELL'S

lb 18c

Coffee,

12c
lb 23c
19c Tea,
CAKE
19c
FRESH DAILY
15c
Full Assortment
________
FANCY FORMOSA
FANCY

§

fi

9c
Seasoning,
pints 10c fi
fi
9c GRAPE JUICE,
Mincemeat,
Pop Corn, 1 lb 9c Cranberry Sauce, 2 tall cans 25c; 7 oz. 6c
MARASCHINO—LGE BOT.
CHEESE,
lb 19c
10c
Cherries,
Citron, Lemon, Orange Peel, 3 pkgs 25c
STIFFED OK PLAIN
STUFFED
Olives, lge bot 10c FRUIT PUDDING,
can 10c
ALL KINDS
10c BLUE RIBBON MALT, large can 59c
Pickles,
large can 15c
MARROW SQUASH,
DOLE’S SLICED Olt CRUSHED
CANNED FOOD PINEAPPLE,
large can
SALE
SWEET MIXED
1 CAN PEARS
quart jar
PkCKLES,
WITH YOUR CHOICE
1 CAN PEACHES
OK

1 CAN APRICOTS

2 for 19c

VANILLA OK LEMON

EXTRACTS,
BEETS,
B. & M. MINCEMEAT,

4 oz. 10c
glass jar 10c
large can 21c

Il ha. been a slogan amongst Shoppers for

many years—

FOR MEN
A Pre-Shrunk Eroadc'otii, designs of neat
figutes and silk stripes, t'ol'ar attached.

$1.50

“Have You Seen the Beautiful Ties
at Bur per a Lamb's"

$4.50 to S 10.00

Xmas Boxed with Greeting Card

MUFFLERS

A most useful gif^ for aiy man. Pigskin,
Mocha, and Cape; I nrd and unlined. For
bovs as welt at men.

y
yOf!
if

fhis year we are featuring thc “Monito"

y

Brand.

HOSIERY
Fancy Wool, neat patterns, EOc, 75c

y

y
y

w
y
y

v
y
y
y
y
y

In attractive Xmas box, 2 Dair $1.
SPECIAL
Purr Silk, Black. Blue, Tan, Gray

35c

PAJAMAS

50c, $1.00, $1.50

Philip Jonre Broadcloth. two-tone, plain col
or** and checks; styles, slip-on. button, tuxedo.

Every Tie in a Christmas Pox

$1.00, $1.50, $1.95
Sealpak Pajamas

White Broadcloth, satin trim, $2.50
Col. Broadcloth, velvet ttim, $3.00

With separate or attachrd buckle, in a Gift
Tox tliat can be used for Cigarette Box or
Ash Tray.

75c to $2.50
Next Door To

Burpee Furniture Co.
BUY USEFUL GIFTS

xfi
fifi
ft
fi

The “Arrow Line” of co orc J borders is the
be t ever

ifot

Single Handkerchiefs,

25c

Two Handkerchiefs, fco:;ed,

EOc

Three Handkerchiefs, boxed, $1.00

SWEATERS
Turtle Neck style in wh'te. blue and tan.
Crew Neck, Button Front and V Neck

$3.00 to $7.50
WOOL JACKETS
The moot popular coat of thc season, with
the Zipper

ft
ft

ft<
ft

fi
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

Boys’, $4.00. Men’s, $5.00 ft
SUSPENDERS

This year', patterns are mpre beautiful and
exclusive than ever. Perca'es. Madras and
Rroad(k,:li.
Neckband, ro’Ur attached.
Plain i o ors in Binadriolh, blue, tan and
white.

A needful item to every man's wardrobe. The

Fur Lined Gloves
53.95
$4.95

fi
fi
fi

§

Hathaway Shirts
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $1.95_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

BELTS

X

HANDKERCHIEFS

Dt igr.rd with a beautiful blending of rich
coloring., to make the Hit of 1933 In Smart
Neckwear.

Hundreds of other tics in rich co’ors and
beautiful Stripe* and figure*. that w'lll suit
the most particular man.
%

S

line this year is mojt co-npicte

50c to $1.50
A Gift Suggestion

Jl

FOR THE YOUNG MAN
While Rayon Shirt, athletic. Colored Broad- Jff
cloth short, velvet trim
£•

$1.75 per set

BURPEE & LAMB
—The Store For Men Where Women Like To Shop—

fi

Next Door To

Foley’s Restaurant

BUY USEFUL GIFTS
148&151

Mr. and Mrs Clifford Swar.son whe
|wcre called to town by the death o’.
Ftcd Jackson, have returned to Wal
tham. Mass.

George V, first of the House of
Windsor, ls the ruling sovereign of
Grgat Britain and her dominions.
He is the second son of Edward VII
The family name was changed from
Saxe-Coburg to Windsor during the
1 World War.

"Persian Design” Ties

65c and $1.00

Other ltaian and Rayon and Wool

j

TIIE RULING HOUSE: OE ENGAND

This yrar we offer a* a Special—

50c pair

WALDOBORO

Paris.—A million two hundred
thousand francs ls what there
was in a name that has just been
sold here.
The name that brought this
amount with the state taxes and
expenses is the “Leon Chandon”
champagne mark. The price is be
lieved to be the highest paid for
a trade name in the history of
the champagne business.
The firm of Leon Chandon was
created ln 1892 and at that time
sold annually about 10,000 bottles
of champagne. By 1910 the out
put had reached beyond tlje mil
lion-bottle amount, and the new
purchasers of the name are mak
ing extensive plans to promote
the sale of their wares through
out the world.

$1.25 to $5.00

$1.00 to $3.00

y

What’s in a Name?
A Fortune in This

I

Every man is in need of one. For lounging
in the rvening, or to slip on fold mornings.
ELinnrS. Baums and Silks. With and with
out Slippers. Ric h colors, and unusual de
signs.

An idea! GifV'to match h's ovcrcoa*. Silk,
in the popular Reefer Shape. Flain colors
and beautiful Pers'an de. igns.

y
y

Dover, England.—Capt. George
Morris gave up an attempt to swim
the English channel after a fivehour battle through rough seas,
thereby losing £1,000. A friend bet
him 1,000 to 1 he couldn't do It.

fi

TIES

GLOVES

y
y

Loses 1,000 to 1 Bet

fi
fi

BEST WON SHIRTS

ROBES

r

Uencliam, England.—Eclides of a
three-century-old bit of romantic
history were revived the other day
when a monument to Pocahontas
was unveiled here. The Indian
princess who was credited with sav
ing the life of Capt. John Smith,
married John Rolfe and died In
England as she was about to re
turn to this country. Descendants
of the Rolfe family and interested
Americans made possible the memo
rial.

fi

Something to wear is al

Men and Young Men, as well as Boys, will like these Gifts, for the/

ways desirable

in Honor of Pocahontas

1

FOR MEN
and BOYS

This is the Year when Useful Gifts are most appropriate.

England Raises Stone

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

BURPEE & LAMB ’1CI
5"" For "
Men’s Gifts
Suggests

yV
y
y
y
y
y
Study Being Provided
for Conservation Army y
Washington.—Men enrolled in the y
civilian conservation corps camps y
located in the national parks have *».
been given exceptional oportunltie*
for study and recreation during their y
leisure hours. Secretary of the In y
terior Ickes declares.
y
Facilities of the national park
y
service educational branch have
been placed at the disposal of the y
emergency conservation workers. In uw
l

T

Apex Ironers from

The Christmas Store
For Men’s Gifts

Be

Mice.—Over sixty years njjl, Mrs.
Helene Gardner Botha of Nice,
daughter of one of America's most
colorful soldier* of fortune. In or
ganizing an expedition to India in
search of treasure valued at mil
lions of dollars.
Mrs. Botha, divorced wife of a
Judge ln South Africa, is the only
known offspring of Alexander Gard
ner, native of what is now Wiscon
sin, who served as artillery colonel
under the Maharajah RanJIt Singh
and died in Kashmir In 1877 at
the reputed age of ninety-two, leav
ing a two-year-old daughter.
Gardner's father was a Scottish
surgeon, who fought with Wash
ington and Lafayette.
At his death, Gardner was living
In Srinagar, capital of Kashmir,
and wus virtually king of an ex
tensive territory bestowed upon him
by the maharajah of Kashmir. His
Immense fortune, mostly ln pre
cious stones, which he had taken
as tribute, was willed to his daugh
ter. but disappeared before site was
old enough to claim it, according
to the story.
Sirs. Botha made a serious, but
vain, effort to find the gems 33
years ago. "It didn’t matter then,"
she said, “but now I am thinking
of my children. I ant sure the
precious stones are still in Kash
mir.
"I never have received more than
$300 a year from my father's es
tate. and 33 years ago I gathered
a party and went to Kashmir In
an effort to recover my fortune, but
my friends lost their courage and
I had to give up the search. At
the Ijthore bank I found only a
package containing my father's
will.
“This time I am determined to
find the gems and money because I
am convinced the treasure does ex
ist. In any ease. I consider I have
the Inherited right to claim revenue
from the Tillages over which my
father ruled.”

tub. Loveil Wringer with big,
HE LOWEST PRICE that m l
have ever quoted for an electric
soft rubber rolls. Heavy duty
washer with motor-driven pump. motor. Large, easy rolling casters.
Many other important advantages.
And this is a genuine No. 56 Apex.
An unprecedented value — with
And this is important! The surpris
ing, low price can be guaranteed
all the quality Apex always builds
only ’till Christmas. So buy NOW.
into washers/Glistening porcelain

y
y
y

Every-Other-Day
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S. H Weston. Kenneth Weston. A
O. Pratt and Forrest Eaton attended
the hearing by the Taxation Ccmmittte at the State Hou=e last week.

Ail ichttfls in town close friciay for
thc heiiday recess.

The stores in the village arc at
tractively decorated tor Christmas.
A display that is receiving unusual
attention is that at the bakery, a
miniature house in the window, light
ed with electric lights. It was made
by Mr. Prat! entirely of bread.
Thc building committee for the new
Hi^h School building is made up of
ester Jameson, chairman. Lawrenc.
Ae.ton. Miss Agnes L. Creamer. ,
Charles Rowe and Ihoma B. Brown

The annual election of officers wa
held at the last meeting of Meenahga
Qtange. Willis H. Crowell, who has
erved two years as master, has been
re-elected and thc other officers are
Cat roll Fuller, overseer; Mildred
Duswald. lecturer; Esther Frees,
chaplain; Ethel Campbell, secretary;
Louise Jackson, treasurer; A. P Jackson. steward; Kathryn Mack, assist
ant steward; Edna Creamer, lady as
sistant steward; Rena Crowell. Ceres;
Lillian Wentworth. Pomona: Hattie
Stevens, Flora. The date of the in
stallation has not been elecidtd. A
oirthday party followed the meeting,
it which eight members were guests.
The refreshments included a large
birthday cake, chocolate «ake, candy,
peanuts and punch.
• • • •

Fred E. Jackson
Frcei E. Jackson, 76. died ar his
home Monday morning, Dec. 11 fol
lowing an illness of several years. Mr.
Jackson came to town as a stone cut
ter in the days of the quarry anel
continued to reside here after its
passing. He served for a number of
years as traffic officer in the four
corners and became known to tour
ists from all over- the United States.
Mr Jackson was married to Nora
Barter who has been dead for several
years, and is survived by two sons.
Dr. Sumner H. Jackson, who is in
France and Daniel C. who made his
home with his father; and by one
daughter, Mrs. Freda Swanson of
Waltham, Mass. Funeral services
were conducted Wednesday and inerment was in the Rural cemetery.

Friends In Council at their home on' Gary Cooper in "One Suneiay AfterElm street. There will be a Christ r.oan;" Saturday, George O'Brien in
“The Leat Trail."
ina'
program and a tree.
H. \V. btevert' leaves this week for
Ctis Dean and Warren Prince arStated meeting of Amity lodge.
Washington. D C. where he will
' rive the last of the week from Cam  F&AM, will be held Dec. 29.
-pend revcral months.
bridge. Mass., where they are attendMrs. Clarence McIntire entertained
L r. and Mrs. Edward L. Evans. Jr lnj the Oxford Business College, to the Monday Club this week.
of Fr' st, Texas, arrive the latter part ■•pend the- holidays with relatives
Little Patricia Stockbridge of Rock
of the week to spend the holidays
At Comique Theatre Tuesday the ! lard is the holiday guest of Mr. and
with her parents, Mr and Mrs. ?'.traction will be Charles Laughton Mr-. Robert W. Jamieson, Elm strett.
Fi x’tiden W. Miller. Jaccbs avenue. in "The Private Life Of Henrv VIET;
Mr . Alice Winslow entertains the
M:. Alice R.ch and Miss Helen Wcdnc'day and Thursday. “Myrt nr.d ladles cf the Methodist society Wed
Rich will be hostesses today »o the Marge." tadio's funsters; Friday. nesday aftarnoon.

CAMDEN
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TROMMER’S
MALT BEER
I

Is Unquestionably

The Outstanding Beer
DRAUGHT

BOTTLES

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
ROCKLAND.

MAINE

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
FOR THE STATE OF MAINE
'djzigrejarejaiBfzjajarenjgj2rejzjziazrzfamzfaraaiai2raaiajajaraiagraj2mar1.fBrazjgrarajaieiaizfaraaizi
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Every-Other-Day
THINGS TO REMEMBER

OUR HOMEMAKERS

In Shipping Christmas Parrels Tills
Week—Advice By Agent Bras'er

“We are preparing for increased
shipping," said R. E. Brasier, agent
of the Railway Express Agency in
this city., “not only the week before
For many this will be a hard Christ ence with the vicissitudes of life. Any Christmas, but very definitely in 1934
mas. For all it may be a merry one. one for whom Christmas seems an In fact, we are now engaged in a
For many the means of making gifts empty day may win back his own business-building campaign we call
joy for a while by making a single
have not been plentiful. Conditions child happy.
'A New Deal in Express Business.’ ”
may require economies not usually
Listen to some Christmas songs.
Evidence that holiday shipping is
practiced. Happily the measure of The radio makes them accessible to expected to be better than last year
the Christmas spirit is not to be com everybody. In an instant by the turn
ls given in the fact that two million
puted by any material standards.
of a switch any remote snowbound
The Christmas spirit is simply the farmhouse may become an auditory special Christmas package address
outward manifestation of all that is for much that is sweetest and noblest labels have been distributed through
most kind and gracious ln the human in the works of the great composers, out the express system for the con
heart, and that manifestation is not and for such familiar carols as “God venience of holiday shippers. A sup
restricted to any single form of ex Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen,” and such ply is available at the local express
pression.
Exuberance and munifi long-time classics as “Adeste Fideles.” office.
cence do not necessarily imply any
Use plenty of good wrapping paper
Read a Christmas story on Christ
very deep understanding of the mas day. You will think inevitably and twine and if the contents are
meaning of the day.
of Irving and Thackeray, and of fragile, so indicate on the package.
Christmas may still be the supreme course of Dickens . But you Special "Fragile" and "Glass" labels
festival of the year, and a very happy might well take down from the shelf are obtainable for shipments with
festival at that, provided only that Du Maurier’s “Trilby” and read how contents of that nature.
The complete and legible address
the heart retains its memories and Taffy and the Laird and Little Blllee
its hopes and the reciprocal sympa-, went to midnight mass at the Made- ing of packages is of vital importance
thies of human friendship.
leine to hear “the finest baritone in as illegible or incorrect “marks" often
cause delays in transit. Owing to
The holiday symbols are most im France" sing a Christmas classic.
portant when Christmas falls in any
Again you might dip into that the growth of so many small towns
period of depression. The heart re pretty story by Judge Robert Grant, which have become sizeable cities,
acts to the candle in the window, the "The Bachelor's Christmas," and you express people urge that the complete
wreath on the door, the holly in the would not go wrong should you play street address of the receiver of a
buttonhole.
The spirit responds to Santa Claus with Bret Harte or O. package be indicated in the address.
Care in writing the names of States,
the singing of the Christmas carols, Henry. Nor will it do you any harm
the chiming of the church bells, the to read or hear a Christmas sermon. especially when abbreviations arc
retelling of the beautiful story of the You would profit finally most of all used, is also important. There are
Christ child.
by turning to Matthew and Luke and dozens of cities and towns of the same
name located in different States. if
We should use to the utmost these reading the account of the Nativity.,-------------By such means, no matter what 1 the State name is abbreviated in such
traditional expressions of this world
holiday. They bring inward smiles to may be your fare at the Christmas I a way as to suggest the wrong State
the face worn with anxiety and they board, and no matter how meagre location, packages may go astray.
renew the faith of the disconsolate.
the day may appear in contrast with
IS IT WASTEFUL?
Above all, the laughter of child the holidays of other years, by such
hood dispels the gloom in the hearts means you can renew your spirit and
of those who have had large experl- obtain some new courage to carry on. t. D. Nutting, Forestry Expert, De
fends the Custom
Christmas Trees

THE MEMORABLE CIFT

G. W. PALMER & SON
COR. MAIN & WINTER STS.,

ROCKLAND

^CThe Friendly Store where you can always find your
Christmas Gifts for the entire family and friends at
the Lowest Price Possible.

DIAMONDS
$10.00 to $350.00

LADIES’ AND MEN’S
WRIST WATCHES
$3.00 to $100.00
Electric or Key Wind, Mantle,
Wall, Kitchen, Alarm CLOCKS
$1.00 to $35.00
Fountain Pen and Pencil Sets,
$1.00 up
Sterling and Plated Flat and Hollow Ware
Toilet Sets, Leather Goods, Novelties

Hints Housewives Should Heed

By Carrie J. Williams, Central ♦
Maine Power Co., Home Service
Department.
+
•*«
>•<•+■{•+<••!•4-+4-4-J-H-++++++4"H"i".'
Of course we all have an idea con
cerning the value of vegetables as a
source of supply for our ever present
vitamins—and as a means for proper
nutrition. But we must remember
that when we go marketing for vege
tables the price value has no connec
tion with the tood value whatsoever.
For instance, the cabbage, which is
one of our cheapest and most com
mon vegetables, has more value than
the mushroom which is one of the
most expensive It is the task of thc J
homemaker to plan to cook these j
cheaper vegetables in novel and ap- i
petizing ways to create appeal to the
family palate. The ordinary cabbage,
turnip, carrot, squash, and onion be
come tiresome when served simply
boiled and mashed. So plan to dress
up these foods in various guises which
will surprise your family.

FOR MEN

Is it wasteful to cut Christmas
I trees? Albert D. Nutting, forestry
| specialist for the Extension Service,
rises to the defence of the practice.
"It is probable." he says, “that more
joy is obtained from the use of these
trees in this way than from any other
and the custom should be encouraged.
5 However, trees should be selected
I where they will improve the growing
timber stands or the farmer's pasture.
[ Most of thc trees used are cut from
{ old field and pasture lands on for' merly clear cut woodlana areas. For
esters are urging thinning of these
[ areas rather than clear cutting and
' are encouraging certification of trees
to show that they may be cut without
doing harm to the forests. For in
stance, all trees cut on the National
( Forest bear this tag—'This is a certi' fied Christmas tree, cut for forestry
j improvement.’
“The
market
demands even
[ branched and well-shaped trees. For
I this reason, it is hard to obtain good
, trees from some of the dense stands
'that really need thinning from a
, pulpwood or lumber standpoint.
"The permanent or growing comI munity Christmas tree is becoming
I quite popular in this State. Hie home
| lawn tree is also being seen more and
more often and it is enjoyed by
neighbors as well as the owners. It is
j unbelievable that people can become
| pirates and cut such trees from
church grounds, cemeteries, and prij vate estates. The low stumpage cost
of Christmas trees should warrant
| anyone desiring a tree to obtain per
mission from the owner before cut! ting."

ance of a brighter outlook for all of us.

The release made possible by the untiring effort, day and night,
of Mr. Otis and his staff, will come to us at an opportune time.

We, whose task and whose privilege it is to make available to

mankind the gifts that express the Good Will of the't uletide Season,
gladly express our appreciation, and congratulate the Conservator and

Bowery Cabbage

his staff upon their successful contribution to the Welfare of our Com
munity.

In anticipating thc benefits derived from this dividend we offer

thc services of our store and will extend to our best ability the co-oper
ation of all our departments to the many friends who may wish to do

their Christmas shopping here, and are depending upon their savings

French Fried Onions

Peel and cut onions in one-quarter
inch slices and separate into circles.
Salt and pepper—dip into milk, then
into flour or bread crumbs. Fry in
pre-heated fat <390 degrees) until a
golden brown <4-6 minutes). Shake
onto a sheet of paper to ahsorb fat.
Variation: Asparagus, cauliflower,
green pepper, or celery. These vege
tables should be pre-cooked for a few
minutes and thoroughly drained.

, at this time.

Fuller - Cobb * Davis

Fluffy Yellow Turnip

Two tablespoons shortening, one
tablespoon chopped onion, three cups
of yellow turnips, mashed, one tea
spoon salt, one tablespoon sugar, oneeighth teaspoon pepper and paprika,
two egg yolks, two egg whites.
Melt shortening, add onion and fry
until a delicate brown. Add turnips,
salt, sugar, pepper, paprika and mix
well. Add beaten egg yolks. Fold in
the stiffly beaten egg whites. Put in
THE METHEBESEC CLUB
a buttered baking dish and bake in a
400 degree oven for 20-25 minutes.
Left over turnips may be used in A Christmas Tree Finds Its Way Into
Afternoon's Interesting Program
this recipe with less seasonings.

THE GRADE SCHOOLS

At Camden Street—Arith
metic Contest Winners
Camden Street School, Addie R.
Rogers and Grace E. Cunningham,
teachers:
These pupils have not been absent
one-half day during the fall term of
12 weeks: Elizabeth Perry, Glennie
Turner, Lunette Gray, Madeline
Grant. Elaine Carroll, Arlene Bart
lett, Leona Flanders, Barbara Mealey,
Marjorie Robinson, Florence Carroll
and Doris Gray.
On the dental honor roll: Dorothy
Day, Kenneth Smith, Jason Thurs
ton, Clara Yorke, Madeline Grant.
Elizabeth Perry, Ronald Packard. Al
bert Smith, Jeannette Carter, Elaine
Carroll, Grace Cayton, Carolyn Candage, Gladys Day, Carlton Thurston.
John Brann, Albert Grant, Earl
Gregory and Marjorie Robinson.
The First Grade arithmetic contest j
was won by John Brann, who had 29
stars; second place by Gilbert Bar- 1
ton and Joseph Hill, each having 27
stars; and third place by Doris Gray [
with 26 stars.
The Second and Third grade spell- :
Ing race was won by "Lightning," j
with Arlene Bartlett as leader. Her
helpers were Betty Drew, Walter
Dodge. Violet Reed, Reginald Drew.
Albert Smith, Elizabeth Perry. Mabel
Richards, Ronald Packard, Lunette
Gray, Joyce Raye and Glennie
3 Turner.
Walter Dodge was winner in the
Third Grade arithmetic contest.
Leona Flanders second and Albert
Smith third. Jason Thurston came
out first in the Second Grade arith
metic contest, Betty Drew second and
Ruth Carter third.
Our visitors this term were Mrs. L.
G. Perry. Mrs. Forrest Brazier, C. L.
Brann. Mrs. Almon Carter, Mrs. Elli
son Metcalf, Supt. E. L Toner, Mrs
Albert Grant, Mrs. Russell Turner.
Mrs J Wesley Thurston, Miss Mar
garet Rogers, Mrs. S. J. Candage, Mrs.
Clyde Robinson, Mrs. C. L. Brann,
Mrs Mae Perry, Mrs. Merita. Mealey.
Miss Elizabeth Gray, Mrs. Young.
Mrs. Martha Hili, Mrs. Fred Carroll.
Mrs. Chester Reed, Mrs. Clarence
Raye.

I and many bore two or three.
A letter from J. C. Perry, secretary
of thc Public Library Association, exI pressed appreciation of the club’s gift
of $10 for the purchase of new books
A letter was received from the new
The Methebesec Club was enter director of the Ninth District, Mrs
Lillian A. Nash of Damariscotta, who
tained Friday afternoon at the Cen succeeds Mrs Ruth Ellingwood; and
tral Maine room, with Mrs. Maude Mrs. Sueilla Sheldon read a letter ad
B odgett as hostess. 31 members and dressed to her as State chairman oi
one guest being present. Christmas thc Educational or Scholarship Fund.
Mrs. Jane Beach was appointed agent
candles and softly shaded lamps pro to receive subscriptions to the State
vided an attractive lighting effect, Federation paper. It was voted to
augmented by the bright lights on a purchase one health bond. Mrs. Sadie
prettily trimmed Christmas tree, un Leach was greeted Into membership.
Mrs. Angelica Glover, president,
der which were spread quantities of opened the formal program by read
gifts designed for distribution among ing two short poems, “The Carpenter
needy children at the holiday time. of Galilee" and "How Far Is It to
No member went without one gift, Bethlehem Town?" then turned the

FOR MEN

L. E. BLACKINGTON

ROCKLAND, ME.

ftft
ftft
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NORTH WARREN
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick was in this
part of the town Friday on official
business.
White Oak Grange conferred the
third and fourth degrees on three
candidates Friday evening. There
was the usual number of members
present even though the weather was
bad. It seemed like a family party
that partook of the harvest feast.
Visitors from Progressive Grange
were present.
Fred Lennox after spending a week
here joined the S 8. Cornish crew
Saturday.

program over to Mrs. Alice Karl, who Mrs. Orissa Merritt and Mrs Eliza
had as her subject "Home Life ln beth Davis as the daughter and son
Russia." Mrs Karl's paper gave a It was replete with merriment, and
comprehensive review of the living the actors found a most responsive
conditions there at the present time, audience. In the final scene- caroi
showing the vivid contrast with the singers are heard outside. "Little
years gone by. Mrs. TTielma Snow I Town of Bethlehem,” "The First
gave a resume of a Russian Christ (Nowell” and "8llent Night
mas A chorus composed of Mrs I sung by the same chorus stationed tn
Vivian Hewett, Mrs. Gladys Morgan, an adjoining room and singing softly.
Mrs. Ruth Palmer. Mrs. Snow. Mrs. A social hour with gay Christmas
Julia Murray, with Mrs Irene Walker stockings filled with candy and pop
at the harmonium, sang two quaint corn was enjoyed as the final feature
Russian Christmas folk songs. “A of a delightful afternoon.
The program of Dec. 29 will bChristmas Greeting” iOreat Russia)
given In the parlors at Orand Army
and “Yuletide Wakes" (Ukraine).
As an extra feature a skit, written hall, with Mrs. Clara Thurston as
by Mrs Karl, representing a picture hostess. Miss Lucy Rhodes will give
of American home life at Christmas current events, and papers will be
time, was presented, the cast includ presented by Mrs TTieresa Mllletl.
ing Mrs. Ellingwood as the husband, Mrs. Louise Ingraham and Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Grace Rollins as the wife, and Overlock.
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STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

The Courier-Gazette

Collar and Tie Clip Sets $1
Overcoats, $15 up
Neckties, 50c and $1.00
Suits, $18 up
Wool Zipper Jackets
Hose, 25c to $1.00
$3.50 and $5.00
Glove3, 50c to $5.00
Driving Gloves, $1.95
Leather
and
Horsehide
Sweaters,
$1.98 to $5.00
Triple-toe Silk Hose, $1.00
<«’«!<•<!««
Jackets, $5.00 to $12.50
Scarfs, silk or wool
MISSES’, BOYS’, GIRLS’
Shoes, $1.98 to $8.75
$2.50 and $3.95
Ski Suits 3.50, 5.95, 7.50 Overshoes, $2.98, $5.00 Dress Shirts $1.00 to $2.00
Leather Top Rubbers
Flannel Shirts $1.50 to $5
(all wool)
K<M1<<1<<<
$3.50 to $5.75
All Rubber Lace Boots
Novelties for Boys
Slippers, 69c to $2.50
$5.75

§ CLOTHING AND SHOE DEALER

Trust Company will declare another dividend, is a most welcome assur

Five tablespoons shortening, six
cups finely shredded cabbage, onefourth cup milk or cream, one fourth
cup of water, one tablespoon sugar,
one-fourth teaspoon of mustard, onesalf tea-spoon salt.
Melt shortening and fry cabbage in
It slowly for 10 or 15 minutes Mix
milk, water, sugar, mustard and salt
together and add to the cabbage.
Mix well and heat thoroughly.

Attendance Has Been Good

Shoes, $2.98 to $12.00
Slippers, 69c to $3.50
Overshoes, $1.50

s

The announcement by Conservator Ensign Otis that the Security

Baked Squash

THE STORE OF PRACTICAL GIFTS %
FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN %
USEFUL GIFTS OF QUALITY
ftft
AT LOW PRICES
ftft
ftft

•£ FOR WOMEN

GLAD TIDINGS

Small Hubbard squash, three table
spoons shortening, two tablespoons
chopped onion, two tablespoons
chopped green pepper, one teaspoon
salt, one-eighth teaspoon pepper, oneetghth teaspoon paprika, one-fourth
cup fine bread crumbs.
Cut squash in pieces, pare and cook
in boiling water until tender. Drain
well and mash. Melt shortening, add
onion and green pepper and cook
slowly about five minutes. Add with
seasonings to the squash. Mix well
and place in buttered baking dish
Of Cutting Sprinkle with crumbs and bake in a
400 degree oven 20 to 30 minutes.

A small deposit holds any article until wanted

CHARLES W. PROCTOR, Prop.

$> ♦ ❖

CHAIRS

ROCKERS

FANCY MIRRORS
BOOK CASES

Christmas
Suggestions

TRICYCLES

CARTS
ROCKING CHAIRS
DOLL CARRIAGES
SKIS

GOV. WINTHROP DESKS

HIGH CHAIRS

SPINET DESKS

TABLE AND CHAIR SETS

FANCY DROP LEAF TABLES

NURSERY CHAIRS

WINDSOR CHAIRS

MAGAZINE RACKS

DESKS AND CHAIRS

CARD TABLES

PHILCO RADIOS

TELEPHONE STANDS

MAJESTIC RADIOS
TEDDY CARS

SMOKING STANDS
SMOKING CABINETS

EASY CHAIRS
CRIBS

FLOOR LAMPS

H. & B. ELECTRIC SWEEPERS

BRIDGE LAMPS
TABLE LAMPS

MEDICINE CABINETS
DAVENPORT TABLES

SEWING CABINETS

NOW

AUTOMOBILES

at the
Old Home
nsv viw asvmv

283 Main Street

GOODS PURCHASED NOW, HELD FOR CHRISTMAS DELIVERY

SLEDS

PICTURES
RUGS

I

I

REBUILDS NATIVE
TOWN OF IL DUCE

CENTER OF THE WINTERTIME WORLD

The Most

A,

1 challenge lo thr future—this audac
ious vacation plan of the Miami Riltmore!
Offering more than sumptuous living in
one of the world’s greatest hotels, the
Miami Biltmore announces a policy of
guest entertainment, privileges and special
courtesies that has NEVER been equalled
ANYWHERE. As a guest of the hotel you
are entitled to a COMPLETE \ ACAT1ON
—whether you spend the winter or a few
weeks. No matter what your tastes in sports
and social diversions, in vacation relax
ation or holiday excitements, you can
indulge them at their best in the Miami
Biltmore plan.
When you register in this “Center of
the Wintertime World" the gates are
opened to you to all the important resort
pleasures of this world-famous playground
. . . many of which can be enjoyed only
at the Miami Biltmore . . . social functions
of national distinction . . . sports events
of nation I and international interest.
For . (ample, as a patron of the hotel,
you are extended full privileges in the
Florida Year Round Clubs . . . three mag
nificent sports centers—the Miami Biltmore
Country Club, the Roney Plaza Cabana
Sun Club at Miami Beach and the Key
Largo Anglers Club down on the Florida
“keys".
An extraordinary economy — and a
service which expands your enjoyment to
the entire Miami resort area—is the trans
portation system operating from the Miami
Biltmore and serving all units of the
Florida Year Round Clubs. Without extra
expense, you ride by aerocar to the races,
dog tracks, downtown shopping and theater
districts. Or fly by autogiro to Miami
Beach! Or scoot by sea-sled down Biscavne
Bay to Key Largo and the celebrated fish

ing grounds — an exhilarating journey
along the quiet inland waters and colorful
tropic shores of southern Florida. Your
saving in local transportation costs alone
will offset a major portion of your hotel
bill. Moreover, this service brings the
Miami Biltmore closer to all resort interests
than any other hotel.
On the hotel estate itself is the 18-hole
golf course . , . completely worked over
for this vear's play . . . with a staff of five
celebrated pros: GENE SARAZEN,
DENNY SHITE. MIKE BRADY. LOl'IS
COSTELLO and NED EVERHART. Also,
two outdoor pools . . . where weekly
aquatic carnivals are held . . . including
National Olympic Stars Meet and Atlantic
Seaboard A. A. V. Meet. On the tennis
courts, brilliant play every day .-. . nat
ional tournaments . . . professional coach.
In the Miami Biltmore stables—mounts for
expert or beginner . . . veterinarian, groom
and blacksmith serv ices . . . guests’ horses
boarded without cost! One of the climaxes
of the season will be the National Horse
Show. And for the fisherman, poloist, race
enthusiast or any other hobby-rider, the
Biltmore program provides plenty of daily
fun.
The social schedule, too elaborate to
enumerate in detail^ varies from such
informal affairs as chowder parties to
sumptuous costume balls , , . with nightly
jollity of dance orchestras and Broadway
entertainers.
Despite its additional services and
privileges, the Miami Biltmore has not
increased its sensible tariff rates!
Acquaint yourself with this amazing
vacation offer, and you will agree with
seasoned travelers that it is the best “buy”
in the whole resort world!

Open October 28th to June 30th
tor information, literature and reeerrat tone
addr,u hotel direct or tee yuur trarei agent

MIAMI BILTMOftF
GABLES

FLORIDA

MIAMI

Tenants Harbor Days';

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

HOTEL

GRALYNN
June to
October
Hotel
.Maselynn
Stamford

Corner Second Street

and First Avesu

Application

MODERATE KATES

May IVe Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BOSTON, MASS.

BEACON STREET,

Located on Beacon
Hill next to the
State House

Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
and shopping centers

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, $2.00

up; with bath, $3.00

up

Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

IN

YOUR

toward a

OLD

"What my father meant to me," by
Oene Strattor.-Porter.
“My first debt to my father—and
the one for which I think I should be
more devoutly thankful than for any
other—is the one I owe for having
been brought into the world bearing
an honorable name. When I say an
•honorable' name. In the case of my
father. I mean a name that was never
touched by any faintest breath of
scandal cf any kind. I mean a name
which stood for love in his family, for ;
fidelity to duty, for kindly considera
tion of his neighbors, for Intelligent
j participation in affairs tending to- j
I ward the betterment of the neighbor| hood.’
i And to above sentiment I say,
I "Amen!” When a man dies the
I natural question is. "What did he
| leave?" Meaning of course stocks, i
I bonds, cash, real estate, etc. How
surprised the questioner would be to ;
receive a reply like this:
!
“My father did not leave much ln
material things. He worked hard for 1
small wages, lived frugally, paid his ,
just debts, owned his own home, and |
not much beyond that, but—he left a
good name. And Proverbs 22:1 reads,
A good, name is rather to be chosen
than great riches, and loving favor
rather than silver and gold."
And this ls how he records the year
1883 in his clary:
"Monday, Dec. 31, 1883. This is the
last of '83. all its Joys and sorrows
are past, Its opportunities all gone, |
never to return. I have been blessed
of Ood the past year in health and
strength, and opportunity of labor
whereby to procure that which is
necessary for my support, and for
the support of those dependent upon
me; have r.ot lacked ln anything that
is needful, and more especially lor
the spiritual blessings received. 1
feel to give God thanks for all His
mtrei'•
wn and trust the coming
year will be filled with God's merc.es I
and blessings.”
My lather was then 48 years of age. (
and he lived 38 years after the above
was written, and wrote his diary each '
day until three days before his death
in 1921.
Boze ,
Somerville, Mass
,

Ends a Cold

RADIO

new 19!ll

SOONER

PHILC
l/ie radio fhai

PS

outsctHc ad oihcrc

Fur a limited time we offer an exiralibcral allowance for your old radio!
Trade it in now—get a new l’HILCO
and enjoy unexcelled tone and supreme
performance! A complete selection of
models with all the latest features.
PHII.COS

<42 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Br Dr ALLEN G ICELAND
Dretttffe Ptvud tad Heoth Ldtcaime
Un /eeiey bale Depertesrat et Roti* I einertnt

More About Malnutrition

week I cautioned you
judging a child by his
and height. We used to
these measurements as a
means to estimating
nutrition. They are
still used but only
as aids along with
a number of other
factors.
A child may be
slender, or, as we
say, wiry build. But
if his muscles are solid and elas
tic, like rubber, and his eyes are
clear; if he is cheerful and likes
to play, without tiring easily; and
if his appetite is good and he sleeps
soundly, the chances are you need
not worry, although someone may
say he is underweight for his
height. It is important to remem
ber that children follow very close
ly a family pattern. As a rule
short, stocky children have short
stocky parents. Tallness and slen
derness follow the same rule. If
in doubt, by all means consult your
family physician.
In any case, remember that mal
nutrition is serious. And it may
lead to even more serious condi
tions. To prevent it, rely .upon
our present-day knowledge of food
essentials, namely, milk, green
vegetables, fruit, bread and butter,
cheese, eggs, and a daily helping
of meat or fish and potatoes. And
;n
winter time—cod liver oil.
, „ .
week—Had Posture.
-----------------Lester H. Shibles, State 4-H Club
leader |n summarizing results of th€

Last
•gainst
weight
regard
_

year just completed says: “Oxford
County held the lead this year with
1.036 projects enrolled; Penobscot
next with 927; and Waldo third with
922. State increase over 1932 was
853, 270 being in Aroostook County.
Penobscot, Somerset, Knox-Lincoln,
Oxford and York each had an in
crease of over a hundred. All of these
figures are the greatest ever except
ih a few instances during the last
year of the World War.”
Though the Christmas tree custom
is popular throughout the world, it
was first introduced in the United
States by German and Dutch im
migrants. In 1821. the first tree ls
supposed to have been sold by a
woodsman ln New York City.

$22.53 IT—EASIEST TERMS

House-Sherman, Inc.

QOOR CHILD

/and the school

Ideal Retort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way
An enjoyable vie* from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
mrrounri the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

Booklet

I 25 YEARS AGO

Fredapplo, Nuova, Italy.—When a
baby boy was born to Alessandro
and Rosa Maltoul itussollnl 60
years ago lu July, this village of
8,000 was called Dovla. The boy
was to become Italy's present Duce,
and Dovla, the most fortunate vil
lage ln the country, was to be re
built and renamed l’redapplo N'ouva,
this last word ln Italian meaning
"new.”
And “new” ls right. New houses,
schools, city hall, church, square,
market, and music grandstand—all
built ln recent years and worthy
of any fair-sized city.
The road, 10 kilometers long to
Fredapplo Nuova from Forll ls good
and winds Its way through an Inter
minable series of gardens. The val
ley, known as Del Rabbi, affords
beautiful scenery. Luminous moun
tain tops crown the setting.
The duce's native home easily Is
discernible. Its old stones stand out
clearly In the sunlight from among
the newer constructions, almost as
those of a castle's might. The home
consists of three parts. The middle
section belonged to the Mussolinls
and since has been declared by the
state a national monument
To the left is the shop and home
of a carpenter. To the right lives
a modest family, the same one that
was there when Benito first saw the
light of day. Mussolini Insisted
that both parties continue to In
habit their respective quarters.
Throughout the region of Ro
magna people speak of the Dnce
with almost a hidden sense of Inti
macy which better may be ex
pressed as follows: “Be ls one of
ours.”
Any number ot peasants, or
tradesmen, here played with Benito
as a boy, and all agreed that when
ever anything "good” was arranged.
Mussolini was unantmously elected
their leader.
For a time Alessandro Mussolini
also was a mechanic and repaired
the first tractors owned by these
farmers. Benito, then twelve years
old, would trudge behind his father
carrying the tool box slung over one
shoUWer, these men recalled.
Ot the father, local Inhabitants
recall bis strong character and a
fiery passion for politics. Of his
mother, a “santa"—saint—always
ready to help the needy, a real
mother full of patience and for
giveness, they add.

Ever Conceived

CORAL

MvMMMMMMlMMaMM

Italy AI»o Pre»erves Home as
National Shrine.

AM AZ I NG
VACATION

TRADE

Every-Other-Day
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PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS

"The great rural interests flre hu_

man interests, and good crops

are

A review from the columns
of this paper of some of the
happenings which
interested
Rockland and vicinity tn this
month, 1908.
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20
19
21
22
17
i I&
Rev. Eertrand P Judd began his
pastorate at Pratt Memorial M. E.
25
2b
27
24
Church.
NV?
u
Aaron Koritzky went to Cuba for a
31 J
1 w 30
year's stay.
1 32,
1
Sturgis deputies were still active.
VbsV 34
fw
Mrs. Hattie Davies was elected
president of Edwin Libby Relier
35
Corps.
1
ST
39 MO 41
42
Johnny Walker, piano tuner, was in
the city on his 25th annual visit.
SS 94
45
Hb
William H. Maxey was elected
commander of Edwin Libby Post.
w
4^
1 52 53
G.A.R —A S. Bartlett was elected
50 51
H7
master of Pleasant Valley Grange —
Mrs. C. M. Walker was chosen presi
57
54
55
5b
dent of the Universally Ladles'
Circle.
ko
bl
59
John F. Wha’.en bought the home
stead property at Ash Point.
1
bT
H
b5
bL
The Elks memorial address was deltv<-ed by Alan L. Bird. One member
b7
bb
had died during the year.
Bert Bachelder picked a bunch of
mayflowers at Ballard Park.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) , VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
Heibert Winslow bought the G. S 1
18- Walking stick
1-To harati
50-Tableta
Rackllffe property on Oliver street.
52—Italian river
19- Seat in a church
6- Hemp-fiber
Sar.ford K Hatch was elected
20- Uneven
11-Tendlng to slip
54-The whole
j”esident of Kr.ox Aerie of Eagles.
21- Dart
56- Terrltory (abbr.)
away
Mrs. J. H. Quint was elected presi- i
24-A wager
57- A letter
Cent of the Congregational Woman's' 13-Odd
'Z-Poce
58- Weep
15- Yawn
Association.
30-lncited
16- A liquid measure
59- Walk
Ezekiel R. Davis was elected cap
33- Short sleep
17- American
tt-Venture
tain of Canton Lafayette.
34- Full of moisture
52-Rending
Temperance
Everett L Spear & Co bought from ’
(4-Prancea, as a horae 36-Haven
Society (abbr.)
C. M Walker and A. S. Littlefield the
37- Crimson
66- Made a mistake
18- Head covering
Brown wharf privilege and land and
38- Entrance to a mine
67- A green quartz
20-Aged
buildings opposite Rankin block.
40- Augmente
22- Small bird
Albert K. Gardner had a narrow
41- A dance
VERTICAL
23- Nickel (abbr.)
escape from drowning at Orono.
42- Tidings
24- A bulky package
Schooner Florence A., owned by
44- Combinlng form.
! 1-Started
25- Oietribute
Cap:. A. S. McIntyre, and command
Air
2- A Jubilant state of
27- Plural suffix
ed bj- Capt Kellej- was lost on Hand
45- Open (Poet.)
28- Ajar
mind
kerchief 8hoal
3- Partaket of supper 47-To sew loosely
29- Marry
Mrs. David Vose sold her house on
49-To indicate
4- Point of compass
$1-Weakena
Gay and Swettland streets to Oordon
51-On the ocean
(abbr.)
32-Half a score
Au.'pland.
53-Very fat
5- Musicai note
34- For what cause
Mrs. Mary Jane (Partridge) widow
55-A Shakespearean
6- Conjunction
35- Corner
of Nathaniel Burpee, died at the age
king
7- Aaaiatant Adjutant
37-Knock
of 88 years.
58-Girl'e name
General (abbr.)
39-Strike tightly
Thorndike & Hix packed 300 tons
60-Prefix. Before
8- To unite closely
43- Mind
of squash at their factory on the
E1-June-bug
9- Moat unsightly
44- Buatle
Point.
C3-I had (Contr.)
10- Thaws
The South Thomaston & Owl's: 46- Small valley
12-The flesh of a calf C5-Vice-President
47- Exiet
Head Railway was reorganized under
(abbr.)
,14-Story
48- U. S. coin
the name of Rockland. South Thom
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
aston <V St. George Railway with
John L. Donohue as president.
Rockland. Nov. 25. to Mr and Mrs.
Schooner John M. Brown was lost John Cunningham, a son.
at sea while on her way from
Rockland. Nov. 26. to Mr and Mrs
Brur wick, Ga . to St. John, N. B Nicholas Drew, a son.
Capt John A. Stevens and his men
Rockport. Nov. 29. to Mr. and Mrs
had spent five days in a motor boat, Arthur Ott, a son.
ir. th; open e:a when rescued by the
Vinalhaven, Dec. 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
schooner Brookline and were nearly J. S Black, a daughter.
exhaust ad.
Appleton, Dec. 5, to Mr. ar.d Mrs
Schooner Yacht Tempest was sold Benjamin Ness, a daughter.
at
auction
to
Capt.
Richard
K
Find Lost Sisters Live
Drer Isle, Nov 23. to Mr. and Mrs. [
Sr.ow.
Wallace E. Stinson, a daughter—'
Dr J. A. Rlchan ar.d John Acker18 Miles From Searcher
Sadie Helen.
Bucyrus, Ohio.—For six years mar. were about to call for Oermany.
Stonington, Nov. 15 to Mr and Mrs.
Union
Thanksgiving
services
were
Herbert Itupe, of Bucyrus, has been
Williams, a son.
held in the Congregational Church, Thomas
Stonington, Nov. 14. to Mr and
living within 18 miles of the sisters the sermon being preached by Rev. W
Mrs Bertie L. Brodis. a sen.
for whom he has been searching for O Holman.
Thomaston, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
20 years.
Fred W Savage of Lime street, who Swift, a son.
A chance remark of an acquaint had been engaged in lobster fishing
Thomaston. Dec. 4, to Mr. and Mrs. ing in that town. He was 7 years old.
ance led Rupe to Marion, Ohio, near at Andrew's Island was drowned at Arthur
Rev. Albert Hartt preached his fareF Brown, a daughter—Dons
here, where he found his sisters, Henricksen's Point, when his boat Harriet.
| well sermon at the Rockport Methostruck
a
rock
and
sank.
Hts
com

Mrs. Emery Davis and Miss Beatrice
1 dist Church.
Davis, whom be had not seen since panion Martin Michaelson of Dix
The marriages for this period were:
ttntf
i
early
shared
his
fate.
the old home ln Gallipolis. Ohio,
Camden. Nov. 10. Frank Lawton
The Congregationalism netted $350
bad been broken up 20 years ago
at their annual lair.
and Miss Grace Billings.
after the death of the mother.
J G. Piper had cut about 40.000
Rockland. Nov. 10, Clarence E.
Rupe and his sisters now are at 1 Christmas trees.
Barnard and Jeffnie B. Fuller.
tempting to locate another brother,
Isldor Alperin went to Turner's
* A DAY I
Boston. Nov. 7, Oscar Johnson ol
Everett Rupe, who separated from Fails to become proprietor of a mo
Boston
and
Mollie
E.
Looke
of
War

his family at the time all left Gal tion picture house.
ren.
The Arthur McMullen Co. was es
lipolis.
fcWUMld
Waldoboro. Nov. 4. Walter F. Scott I
tablishing a stor.eyard at the Southand
Edith
S.
Griffin.
end.
Hope, Nov. 14. Clifford Fernald of !
Pickpockets Show Police
Charlie Ward appeared on the
Rockport
and Miss A. Philbrook ol ,
street
nursing
a
bad
flesh
wound
Chief They Know Trade
under or.e of his eyes, inflicted with Simonton.
THINK OF ITI Only $230
Turlock, Calif.—The Joke was on an ice cutter.
Portsmouth, N. H., Nov. 16. Ray
Police Chief E. W. Gaddy, but now
a day single .... and $4.00
There were 48 vessels lying in mond K. Greene of Rockland and Eva j
he’s convinced that pickpockets plied Rockland harbor during a stormy M. Emery of South Thomaston.
double for this smart centrally
their trade during a recent carnival day.
Verona Park, Nov. 18. William E.
located hotel
N.
B.
Cobb
bought
two
lots
of
land
here.
Whitney of Thomaston and Mrs. i
After receiving many complaints on Limerock street from John Love Crisjida S. Patterson of Verona.
of pocket thefts Chief Gaddy visited joy of this city and L. H Lovejoy ol
Rockland, Nov. 18. Sidney Humes 1
the carnival with a bulky wallet ln Rcckport.
"The Man of the Hour" and "Mrs. and Miss Jennie E. Clark, both ol (
one pocket tn which he placed a
but what rooms they are I
Temple's Telegram" were among the j Washington.
note reading: “Did you ever get
Warren, Nov. 24. Judson Benner ,
current theatrical attractions.
fooled?” After an hour the chief
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, eadiwtti
Steamer City of Belfast was and Miss Mary H. Bisbee.
returned to his office with the wallet launched at Bath.
South Thomaston. Nov. 27, Elmer
private bath, shower, radio, circu
still In his pocket, but on opening
The Prem.er pool room, Frank H. R. Witham and Grace M Allen.
lating ice water and many other
Camden,
Nov.
25,
William
Lawber
lt he found a different note saying: Whitney proprietor, opened ln the
“Quit your kidding.” It was not building formerly used by Dreamland of Philadelphia and Miss Martha
features you'll be happy about
Lord of Camden.
Theatre.
signed.
Rockporl. Nov. 25. Louis H. Morrill
Thomas Woodbury Hix, 72, died at
hts home on Middle street. He was S and Miss Cora Cook.
Half of Home Injured
in the jewelry business for a long ] Rockland. Nov. 29, Charles N. Cohen
Quincy, Mass.—Half of a double time under the firm name of Blood of Boston and Theresa E. Watson of
Rockland.
house here will be razed so the & Hix.
Friendship. Nov. 26, Lewis Delano
Governor Cobb renominated Bernes
other half may be Insured against
fire. The building is a century old. Norton as warden of the State Prison. and Maude Simmons.
Sunset, Nov. 26, Thomas S. Cole
Peter Nelson was on the USS.
John Foley could not insure ills half,
and Elsie Weymouth.
5T*t STREET
which has been modernized, because Louisiana, writing home letters from
Stonington, Nov. 19. Charles D.
the other half owned by John Yokohama, Japan
' 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK
Two Alderbush League games were Bryant of Stonington and Louise D.
Rooney, was ln bad repair. The
Small of Deer Isle.
IOY MOULTON
played at Oakland Park Nov. 10.
•
•
•
•
compromise resulted.
Ex«cufrr« Vico-Prot. and Managing Dtr.
The annual UniversaKst fair netted
Henry Wooster opened a market on !
$300. Mrs. C. M. Walker was chair
WtITE FO« 0E5C«IFTIVE lOOKlfT
Main street, Camden.
man.
Edward
Gleason,
65.
prominent
in
C. I. Burrows went West for two
Black Hills Yield
church work and fraternities, died in
carloads of horses.
Gtorge D. Parmer.ter bought a lot Camden.
Ancient Writings
Rockport was without hydrant pro- i
on Broadway with the Intention ot
Bridgeport, Neb.—In search of
tection, its water contract having exbuilding.
archeological data which It ls be
Francis Harrington was elected i P*r«d.
lieved will prove that civiliza
president of the freshman class at i Mrs. Harriet B. Roney, 82, died tn
tion was in flower here as much
Thomaston.
Bowdoin College.
North Station
as 20,000 years ago, a party Is
Capt. David L. Haskell was running I The Rockport Ice Co. began the
excavating sites of nncirtit vil
the steamer Corirtna between Rock construction of an ice house with a
BOSTON
capacity of 6000 tons.
lages near here and Oshkosh.
land and South Brooksville.
Mrs. Dorcas Cleveland, 87, fell and
The party plans to continue
Scout Cruiser Chester completed a
series of successful trials on the Rock broke one of her hips, at Camden.
its excavations In tlie Black
St. George Orange dedicated its
land course.
Hills region in South Dakota
ROOMS
Major H. M. Lord was transferred new hall. Austin Davis of St. George
where sign writing has been dis
was contractor and builder and Ed
from
Al
burn,
N.
Y„
to
Washington.
covered on canyon walls.
F. L. S. Morse went to Cuba to join win Butler of Thomaston was boss
Ray E. Colton, newspaper man
th; staff of American teachers on the workman,
who was witli E. I',. Iteniial, pro
island.
: Benjamin P. Achorn, 55, died in
fessor of anthropology nt Den
The national election resulted in an i Rockport
ver university, in the South Da
Newell E. Vinal. master shipbuilder,
overwhelming victory for Taft.
died in Thomaston, aged 75 years.
kota area, believes the sign writ
EXTRA PERSON
Mr. and Mrs. I. P. Starrett of War
ing in the Red Canyon of Soutli
These births were recorded:
ren celebrated their golden wedding
Dnkota ls nlmost Identical with
Cushing to Mr. and Mrs. John Rdb- anniversary.
writing uncovered nt Chlclicn
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
inron a son.
The Idyler was the name of a newItza, Yucatan, and at Uxmal,
Rockport, Nov. 11, to Mr. and Mrs. young ladies' club organized in Cam
Mexico.
Walter Upham, a son.
den.
Ixacutlva Offlcq
Thomaston, Nov. 14, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Rebecca Montgomery Hall, 90,
Harold O. Vinal. a con.
died in Warren.
HOTEL MANGER
little value to the farmer unless they
Thomas'.on. Nov. 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
E. H. Bradstreet was elected master
NO«TH STATION, BOSTON
open the door to a good kind of life Clarence E. Johnson, a daughter— I of Moses Webster Lodge F.A.M. at
Plxai* ••nd--------lt»taqniTI«n Candl
Vinalhaven.
upon the farm."—Theodore Roose Margaret Elizabeth.
(or ui* by friendi aod aytalf, N»
Hope, Nov. 23. to Mr. and Mrs.
Rev. Perley Miller was ordained to
obligation.
velt.
Frank Thorndike, a daughter.
the ministry, the ordination sermon
Lincolnville, to Mr. and Mrs. Her being preached by Rev. W. J. Day.
Non*.
bert Richards, a son—Herbert BlaekJohn L. son of Mr. and Mrs.
tlKMreadth
Thomas French of Camden was fatal
lnigtoi).
Rockland, Nov, 26, to Mr. and Mrs. ly injured when struck by an electric
Cli* Ernes'. Lindsey, a son—Hastings W.
car near the Elm street school buildI
oi
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Hectic Excitement!
QN BOARD THE BYRD FLAG- ning from ear to ear at the strange
W SHIP JACOB RUPPERT, Oct. sights, sounds and smells. A hun
12.—What a hectic time we are hav dred newspaper men and women
ing and how tired 1 am! Here we asking everybody Innumerable
are on our great ship at Bayonne, questions. Sound movie men trying
N. J. I can't write it all out sen to get sensible interviews out ot
sibly. 1 can only give you a few Commander Noville, my chief In
hasty glimpses of the strange whirl structor, and everybody else on
board. Tomorrow night we must
of events I am going through.
The arrival on board with my leave for Norfolk to start our 10,luggage—in the rain. The howling 000 mile trip to the bottom of the
of 151 Eskimo dogs, some lu cages, world. Will we ever get all this
the rest chained to everything stuff on the ship and all the visitors
available nn our steel decks—all of off?
them yelling their heads off. A dock
And now we are getting our oil
worker has made a mistake .In and fuel aboard. That's what 1 am
handling a big particularly Interested ln. We are
valve and a lot of going to encounter variable wea
dogs have been ther conditions—temperatures that
deluged with oil. will be 100 degrees Fahrenheit at
Four veterinari the Equator and 70 to 80 degrees
ans are working below Zero ln the Antarctic. I won
over them now. der bow I'll stand that cold! The
They are In a coldest 1 have ever been was one
lot of discomfort I night at Kent School when I flooded
but wonderfully the skating rink at 10 degrees bepatient.
, low. They tell me that 1 can't have
The shouts of a bath all the time 1 am at Little
Commander stevedores. The America—about 16 months —.for
G. O. Noville hundreds upon fear of opening the pores ln a draft
hundreds ot orange painted gaso and catching pneumonia. And the
line drums The piles ot miscella drafts down there come from Icy
neous cargo. The boxes of oil. gales which sometimes blow 150
Walking through the holds 1 see 1 miles an hour. We have to rub our*
strange sights -- skits, snowshoes, selves over with cold cream to keep
immense piles of furs, queer look clean. This worries me.
ing little round stoves. (I'll tell
With all these temperature
you some Interesting things about
changes our engines—and what a
these later) The first welcome be'l variety of them we have!—demand
for food after working all night. a wide range of specially selected
Utter fatigue but no rest. Such ls fuels and lubricants. We are taking
the beginning of our great adven jon about 5,000 tons of fuel oil on
ture.
'the Jacob Ruppert alone. And 15,000
I know the dangers of loading gallons of aviation gasoline of
this cargo. We are using the utmost fighting grade, to say nothing of a
care in our Inspection of each gaso J few thousand gallons ot kerosene
line drum to prevent a leaky one and a staggering quantity of cyllnfrom coming aboard. What leaking 1 der pil, rod swabbing oil, aero
gasoline could do to us is horrible rocker arm grease and other things
to contemplate. And here, over the to keep our many engines working
side, comes two tons ot high ex
■ smoothly.
plosives, for blasting our way
Have you Joined our club yetT
through the Ice of Antarctica. At
night, when 1 go to bed. 1 hope 1 . All you have to do Is send me a
can forget that these things are on stamped, self-addressed envelope
addressed to Arthur Abele. Jr., Lit
board.
Already I am beginning to catch tle America Aviation and Explora
what Is known as the "Expedition tion Club, Hotel Lexington, 48th
Spirit.” Everyone ls tired. Every Street and Lexington Avenue, New
one has more work than he possibly York, N. Y„ our American head
can do.
But everybody Is good- quarters, and I’ll send you a mem
natured., cooperative, sympathetic. bership card. Later I'll see that you
It Is this spirit and his wonderful get a complete working map of the
preliminary campaign of prepara South Polar regions on which you
tion which makes Admiral Byrd's can follow our aviation trips, snowventures so successful. Visitors are j mobile Journeys, dog-sled dashes
swarming over our ship—Colonel and other adventures as I tell you
Ruppert, one of our sponsors, grin about them In these weekly letters.

CUSHING
Bad colds are prevalent.
Grim winter was with us last week,
bringing zero weather, and in someplaces the temperature falling lower
than that.
Miss Mina Woodcock has arrived tn
Thomaston
from
Massachusetts,
where she has been visiting for
several weeks among old friends.
Schools In town have closed for
the Christmas recess.
Mrs. Fred Geyer has been having
an attack of erysipelas in her fac?.
Her daughter Mrs. H. J. Marshall
has recovered from a bad attack In
the foot.
Mrs. L. B. Ulmer was the guest, of
Mrs. Leon Ames one day last week.
Oakley Ames has returned from
Magee Lsland where he had employ
ment for several months. He has
been busy making improvements on
his boat since returning home.
Miss Lillah Ames is in Rockland,
where she has employment.
Fred C. Jordan, representing John
Bird Co., of Rockland was ln town
Thursday.
William McNamara has gone to
Green Lake to spend an indefinite
time with his friend and former co
partner in business, postmaster
Charles Peterson and wife, who re
side there. They carry on in addition
to the postofflee. a general store and
have several cottages which they
rent to weekend parties, as well as
boats for lake fishing and boating.

GIVE
a

v
YEAR*/
» SUBSCRIPTION
TO THE

The Courier-Gazette

The sessions of Federal night'
school which for the past two weeks
nave been conducted at the high school
building under the supervision of
Russell Thurston, have been suspend- [
ed during the regular school vacation |
and will be resumed the first of
January
,
Mrs. F. A. Flanders of Searsport j
was guest Saturday of Mrs. Amy
Miller About 25 years ago Mrs.
Flanders was engaged ln the milli! nery business In Rockport and durj ing her stay here made many friends,
i With her husband, she will spend the (
winter in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes and
daughter Betty Ann came from Ma- j
tlnicus Friday to spend the two weeks !
j of school vacation with his parents.
I Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Rhodes, Sr.
Rep. Arthur K. Walker and Mrs
j Walker returned Sunday morning
from Augusta, where Mr. Walker has ;
been in attendance at the special |
session of Legislature.
Mrs. Mildred Rhodes substituted !
last week at the Rockville school durj >ng the illness of Miss Feme Whitney.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Storms went
I to Belfast Sunday to remain over the
holidays with Mr and Mrs. Arthur
: Elwell.
Delmont Ballard is at homc from
University of Maine for the Christ
mas recess.
Mrs. Mayme Carroll of Olencove ls
ill at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Albert Rhodes.
Mks Elizabeth Rolfe, a former asI sistant at R.HS now teaching at
Cumberland was a caller Sunday on
Mrs. Nellie Ballard.
The Johnson Society will meet '
' Wednesday evening at the Methodist !
vestry. A large attendance ls de- !
sired as the small Christmas trees are
! to be decorated and arranged for dis- I
, tribution among the shut-ins.
The Methodist Ladles' Aid will hold I
an all-day session Wednesday at the
! vestry.
Albert Rhodes, who with W. O.
Williams of Camden, has been on a '
business trip to New York, returned
home Sunday afternoon.
Mr. ar.d Mrs. John Buzzell. son
Howard and daughters. Marguerite 1
and Jeannette, were entertained Sun
day at the home of Mrs. Buzzell's
mother Mrs. Annie J. Gardiner, the
event celebrating Jeannette's birth
day anniversary.
The Christmas sale of Fred A. Nor
wood W R.C. Is being held today at !
G A R. hall, opening at 10 a. m.
The Baptist ladles'circle had the an
nual Christmas sale Thursday at the
vestry. The various booths were in j
charge of these committees: Aprons, |
Mrs. Rena Carroll, Mrs. Josephine i
Wall; fancy articles, Mrs. Eliza Jones, '
Mrs. Christine Currier; candy, Mrs
Christie Whitney; cooked food, Mrs
Minetta Paul. Contrary to the usual
custom in connection with this an- j
nual affair, the public supper was i
omitted. A satisfactory sum was
realized.
Clarence Butler, sen of Mr. and ,
Mrs. Gtorge Butler, who has been 1
very 111 the past week from pneumo- •
nia was taken to Community Hospi- j
tai Sunday night for special treat- j
ment. On Friday he was made very
happy by the presentation from the
pupils of his school and the princi
pal. Raymond Perkins, of two attract- [
ively decorated baskets filled with j
fruit and candies, and also a shower
I of cards.

They have visited here many times j
and won many friends.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur j
Johnson of St. Petersburg. Fla., were
pained to learn of his death. Dec.8.
at a hospital ln that city. He had
been ln falling health for some time,
but the end came rather unexpected
ly from uremic poisoning and other
complications. The body was taken
to Somerville. Mass, where funeral'
services were conducted Dec.11. with !
interment ln the family lot in Haver
hill. Mrs. Johnson (formerly Grace
Rivers of this town) with her daugh
ter Ethel, now Mrs. Charles Righter
of Chattaroy. W. Va., who Joined her
mother at Washington, came North
with the remains and are for a few
days with relatives, before returning
to their home. Only a few weeks ago
Mrs, Rightef lost an Inflant nine j
months old. and about three years
ago. her only brother Ralph. Thus
in the past few years many sad things
have come to them and their many |
friends here extend sympathy at.
this time.

MONHEGAN
Lorimer Brackett, returned Wed
nesday from a business trip to Port
land, bringing new goods for his
store and gift shop.
Miss Josephine Davis and Lewis
Day are visiting Mr. Day's parents in
Thomaston for a week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw
have returned home from Rockland,
where they spent a week with their
(laughters Mrs. Francis Richardson
and Mrs. Thelma Herrick.
Fred Morong is busy putting a new
railing around the lighthouse tower.
He is also working on Manana fog
signal station.
The many friends of Bill Roper,
former Princeton football coach,
were sorry to hear of his recent
death at his home in Oermantown.
Pa. Mr. Roper came here as a sum
mer visitor until the past few years
This correspondent is much in
terested in the Matinicus items, hav
ing formerly lived there. Come again.
Cael.
Mrs. Earl Fields Is ill at the home
of Mrs. Stanley Poland, R. N. in
Friendship.
The mail steamer Nereid made a
special trip down from Thomaston
Friday.
Seacoast Mission boat Sunbeam
made a trip here Saturday. The
people here are always glad to see
j the Sunbeam and her crew.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Studley were
' in Augusta last Wednesday.
Mrs. L. W. Osier was in Damaris| cotta last Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Burnes, Jr., cf
Moncongus were callers at. the home
of Mrs. Roscoe Collamore Sunday.
Miss Alberta Prior spent last week
with her brother Roy Prior at Mon
congus.
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Collamore

UNION
The Ambitious Maids' 4-H Club
met at the home of the assistant
leader Mrs. Addie Howard, Dec. 9.
A business meeting was held, followed
by a program of games and stunts.
Mrs. Howard furnished a birthday
cake in honor of Helen Mitchell’s
birthday. The next meeting will be
a Christmas party Dec. 20 at the
home of the leader. Mrs. Bertha Me
servey.
Seven Tree Grange will have a spe
cial meeting Wednesday evening to
confer degrees. The feature of the
evening will be a Christmas tree with
joke gifts.

CoDjrlttit, 1933, R. J. RtynoUi Tobacco Companj

PERFECT GIFTS -

CAM ELS and
PRINCE ALBERT
-IN GAY XMAS PACKAGES

This is the 1-lb.
glass humidor.
Keepithe Prince
Albert In prime
condition.

Four boxes of Camel
"fifties" all dressed
up for Christmas.

I

3

i
if
T

The pound tin of
Prince Albert.,,
with its special
gift wrap.

A whole carton (ten
packs of "twenties"!
in its special Christ
mas wrap.

. .. made from
finer, more expensive tobaccos
Recognized everywhere as being made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos tjian any other
popular brand, Camels naturally suggest them
selves as the gift for any smoker. Camels never get
on the nerves or tire the taste. The smoker to
whom you give Camels w ill appreciate the mildness
and satisfy ing flavor of those costlier tobaccos. So
to give pleasure, give Camels —now on display in
gay Christmas packages.

Fringe Albert_ _

THE NATIONAL JOY SMOKE

Among men who smoke pipes or “roll their ow n,”
Prince Albert smoking tobacco is known as “the
national joy smoke.” A special process takes out
every hint of harshness or “bite” — leaves P. A.
cool, slow-burning and mellow. No wonder that
more men smoke Prince Albert than any other
brand. The one-pound glass humidors and onepound tins are suitably packaged for the Christmas
season.

SOUTH WARREN
Edwin Gammon has been ap
pointed substitute on this R PD.
Miss Callie Smith of North Cush
ing was with her sister Mrs. Alice
Copeland a few days last week.
Mrs. Doris Maxey and Mrs. Olive
Fales accompanied by Mrs. Rena
Fales of East Friendship motored to
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Jordan. Mrs.
Nettie Copeland and Mrs. Lizetto
Jordan visited Mrs. Rosa Copeland
at the Meadows last. week.
The Grange will have a Joke
Christmas tree in the hall the eve
ning of Dec. 28.
Oood Will Grange held its annual
election of officers Thi^sday eveing: Master. Fred Maxey; overseer.
Earl Miller; lecturer. Fred Fernald;
steward. Charles Maxey; assistant
steward. Jesse Mills; chaplain, Evie
Fernald; treasurer, O. A. Copelar.d;
secretary, Nettie Copeland; gate
keeper, Douglas Bow ley; Ceres, Ella
Simmons; Pomona, Annie Miller;
Flora. Martha Whitehill; lady assist
ant steward. Mabel Mills; executive
committee. Ira Perry. Date of in
stallation to be announced later.

■

VINALHAVEN

Schools closed Friday for two weeks
vacation.
Martha and Edith Beckman arc
home from Portland.
Wednesday evening at her home
Mrs. Ernest Arey was given a pleas
ant surprise by a party of relatives
1 and friends, in celebration of her
birthday. There were two tables ol
bridge, and those present were Flora
Brown. Estelle Brown, Ida Libby. Eve
lyn Hall. Nellie Hall. Audrey Hall,
Mary Tolman. Ruth B. Arey, Mary L.
Arey and Nellie Williams. Honors
went to Nellie Hall and Estelle Brown.
Ice cream and cake, also a large deco
rated birthday cake, were served
The Noneaters enjoyed a chicken
dinner and Christmas tree Friday at
the home of Mrs. Alfred Raymond.
Mrs. Lawrence Ames entertained
the Saturday Nighters at her hom<
this past week. Honors went to Mrs
Carroll Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Gates of New
and John Whittmore were ln Rock Jersey arrived Wednesday at their
land last week.
cottage, which they recently pur
Thomas Yeaton arrived home chased of Zenas Burgess.
Sunday from Newport, R. I.
The Sewing Club will meet tonight
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carter, Mrs with Miss Elizabeth Pease.
Roscoe Collamore and Mrs. Leslie
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge wil:
Collamore were in Rockland last have a Christmas tree the evening of
Wednesday.
Dec. 26. All members are requested
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osler nda chil- to take a 10 cent gift.
talned the Whist Club Saturday eve
Allegra Ingerson and Donald Poole
ning.
caine Friday from University of
Mrs. Fred Maloney of Cushing is
visiting her daughter Mrs. Clifford Maine for two weeks’ vacation.
Mrs. Bessie Ames and daughter
Shuman.
Mr. and rs. L. W. Osier and chil Etta are in Whitinsville, Mass.
Mrs. John Chilles Is assisting at the
dren were guests of Mrs. L. J.
postofflee through the holidays.
Winslow In Glendon Sunday.
Kenneth Black has returned from
Mr. and Mrs. Astor Willey were
guests of Mrs. Willey’s parents Mr. New York.
Arthur Ott and son Herbert Ott ol
and Mrs. Norman Winchenbach
Rockport were recent guests of Mr.
Sunday.
Mir. and Mrs. Andrew Cott* of and Mrs. Charles E. Young.
The Legion Auxiliary met Thurs
Camden visited Mr. and Mrs. M. L.
day with tlie vice president, Mrs.
Shuman Sunday.
Mrs. Sherman Prior Ls the guest Myra Dyer,
Misses Louise Libby and Gertrude
of her daughter Mrs. Goldie Chad
Vinal left Saturday for Boston. Miss
wick ln Friendship.

Libby will spend the Christmas vaca Anita Malmstrom; piano solo, Aud
tion with her parents in Wollaston rey Coombs; Good Days of the Year,
and Miss Vinal will visit her sister Ada Bray; Cradle Hymn, Helen Dyer,
Miss Enna Vinal in Fitchburg, Mass.
A Christmas pageant. ‘‘Gifts to Ihe Alice Erickson, Florice and Doris
King,” will be presented at Union i Geary; Peppermint Jane, Kenneth
Church Sunday evening at 6.30. Di Anderson; A Very Good Boy, Arthur
rectly after the service the Christmas Cain; Christmas Bells, Marion Webb,
Carollers will go out and sing for the Muriel Baum and Ruth Wadsw’orth;
Snow for Christmas, Stephen Hamil
shut-ins.
Misses Phyllis Black and Flavilla ton; The Reason, Kenneth SnowArey are clerking for L. W. Lane at deal; Christmas is a Merry Day, Rich
ard Williams; piano solo, Joseph Nel
the L. R. Smith store.
Union Church choir rehearsal will son; harmonica solo, calen Smith;
be held at the home of Flavilla Arey, A Free Gift, Malcolm Whltington;
Recipe for Merry Christmas, Fernald
Thursday.evcning at 7.
The postoffice will be open every Young; Christmas Just the Same,
evening this week but the morning David Hall; tap dance. Ruth Wads
worth; Christmas, Doris Eisner;
mail will close promptly at 7.30.
There wall be a Christmas mask Christmas Is Coming, Helen Alsiala;
ball, with prizes, at Memorial hall piano solo, Marion Littlefield; reci
tation, Norman Johnson; Bobby’s
Monday night.
A Christmas tree and children’s Query, Richard Libby; At Christmas
program will be held at Union Time, Murray and Evelyn Hopkins;
Church Friday evening. Tlie Christ Christmas Thoughts, Muriel Baum;
mas message will be read by Miss piano solo, Alice Burgess.
In grades seven and eight, Marie
Gwendoline Greene. Committee for
tree, David Duncan chairman; deco i Teele teacher, these numbers were
rations. Mrs. Harvard Burgess and given by the children; Christmas
Mrs. Ralph Brown; program. Mrs. Tim" and Jingle Bells, school; ChrLst
mas Eve, Louise Burgess; Christmas
Elliott Hall and Mrs. Ernest Arey.
Carleton Clark is convalescing from Welcome, school; Tlie First Christ
an operation for appendicitis at the mas, George Headley; If I had been
a Shepherd Boy, Robert Barton;
Marine Hospital. Portland
Harry Snow left Saturday for Wa Christmas Song, Amy Columb, Doro
thy Young, Alice Nelson, Eleanor
terville.
Atlantic Chapter, RAM., win Calderwood, Eleanor Sawyer; The
confer the Royal Arch degree on one Shepherds, Arthur Nelson; Proved at
Last, Herbert Knowlton; A Christmas
candidate Hiursday night.
Wish, Raymond Alley; In Pine
• • • •
Woods, Eleanor Calderwood; Santa's
Christmas In the Schools
Trials, Eleanor Sawyer; Johnny's
In grades five and six, Dorothy Christmas, Frank Peterson; Star of
Thomas teacher, this Christmas pro the East, Amy and Flora Columb,
gram was given: Welcome, Floyde Dorothy Young; Useful Things and
Clothes, Donald Cotter; Christmas
Robertson; Song of Welcome, school; Atmosphere, Arthur Bucklin; Christ
Christmas Welcome, Albert Phil mas Spelling, Francis Beckman;
brook; The Best Day, Max Mills; hai piano duet, Louise Burgess and Elea
monica solo, Mont Roberts; tap nor Calderwood; “I'll Take What
Santa Brings, Alice Nelson; Silent
fiance, Eleanor Hutchinson; My Say, Night, by school. Louise Burgess was
Wallace Anderson; Christmas in accompanist for the program. Santa
Other Lands, Marion Brown ana distributed the gifts from the tree.

WHITE HEAD
Vincent Alley of the Light returned
from Jonesport last week, bringing
John, Janey and Evelyn Alley and
Miss Beal, daughter of Charles Beal
of Jonesport. The children's school
has closed for an indefinite vacation.
Miss Eleanor Beal of the Light who
ha» been teaching school at Spruce
Head returned homc Saturday, as her
school has closed for an indefinite va
cation.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Kelley and son
Courtland were in Rockland Wednes
day for an overnight visit with
friends.
Keeper and Mrs A. J. Beal of the
Lighthouse, while on a recent visit
to Portland, called on Mr. Perry oi
Matinicus who is a patient at a hos-

.■

pl'al there. They found him ln very
good spirits. They extend greetings
to Ernest Beal and Cecil White of
the Coast Guard who as they learned
after they got back home, are also
patients at the Portland Marine Hos
pital.
Mis Kathryn Andrews of Norton
I land Is with her sister Mrs. A H.
Calder ln Jonesport where she will
spend the winter.
Little Jacky Kelley was overnight
guest of Capt. and Mrs. E M Mills
at their apartment in Rockland Wed
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham
were in Rockland Wednesday on a
business trip.
The lighthouse tender Ilex was at
Whitehead Wednesday and pulled the
old whistle house boilers overboard
out of the way.

Merry Christmas to you —and
a perfect mince pie ior dinner]

Makes plump mince pies with

real old-time goodness. Xmas
pudding... fruil cakes, too. Quick-andeasy recipes in package. Gel genuine

None Such—in the bright red package.
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THE HIGHLAND SCHOOL
| with lamp-lit windows nestling
j among the trees.
Entertainment Given By Ray Pierce
Mrs. Pierce gave a brief talk on the Christmas Party For Pupils and
Guests Proves a Happy AITair
& Co. Received Wilh Appreciation i value of friendship, after which her
' husband appeared in a character
A large group gathered in the sketch, giving a rube composition on
^le Highlands school, taught by
Methodist vestry Wednesday evening ' bones.' Jip the trained dog was Miss Estelle Hall, presented a festive
toeniov the unique program present- brought in at this point and went scene Friday the occasion being not
_ .,
through several tricks, his bright1
ed by Ray Pierce and company, the brown eye# an£, a]m manner betok- only the last day of school but a
activlty being sponsored by the La- ’ ening his pleasure. Mr. Pierce in this Christmas party for pupils and
Parents and interested
dies' Aid Society. Mr. Pierce who is ; same act also gave examples of car- guests.
known as the "Singing Crayon Artist" : toon work on a blackboard, the pic- friends to the number of 30 gathered
. .
..
D
ua-i™, tures drawn from dots or curved 01 to enjoy the young folks in their
Pr^Kimball Sant, and Iasi but not
"radio" program. William
(MB tin audience. The final R„..es acted a5
for Part I(
least Jip the cute little trained dog
feature
was
Mr.
Pierce
singing
"On
whlch
d with a welcome extendwho stole the show as Mr. Pierce
he Road to Mandalay whUe engaged , Pd by Dicky GUes Olher features
knew he would
Mr. Sant acted as master of cere in drawing another charcoal picture wtye: Song, "Dear Old Santa Claus"
this time showing a sun lit sea with bv the
a clever reading stunt
monies. his announcements joined q/v'nmnnn
vfn<r rvi.rrx ansi miaint
_
....
..
with a "patter" that kept the audi accompanying palms and quaint Ori by Grade I; recitation by the sub
ental
boat.
His
drawing
quite
in

primary class; a song by flelen Paul,
ence in an expectant mood. Mr.
Sant joined Mr Pierce once in a vo trigued the audience as the picture and another by her tiny sister. Kath
was
done
upside
down.
leen a guest, who is not yet of school
cal duet, playing a guitar as accom
The attractive drawings were auc age; recitation, Robert Paul; song.
paniment. and also gave an English
McLaughlin;
recitation,
story in authentic style, he himself tioned off at the close of the pro Therese
gram.
Grade IV;
being an Englishman.
Charles Fernald acted as an
Mr. Pierce opened the program by
nouncer for Part II, the features be
giving a song, a Scotch impersonation
ing: Reading, Dicky Giles; song by
of one Captain John McPherson, with
Grade III; recitation, David Bicknell;
Miss Price at the piano Mr. Pierce
recitation, Eleanor Grass; song.
then appeared with a guitar and sang
Gwendolyn Dean, Virginia Risteen,
and played "River. Stay Away from
Barbara Whitmore and Elizabeth
My Door." and Mrs Pierce gave a Sis
Sawyer; recitation “A Present for
Hopkins impersonation.
Kitty," Dorothy Harden; song "Silent
Just when the audience was won
Night," by the school; A Christmas
dering why Mr. Pierce was billed as
lesson by Grade III, with Therese
"crayon artist," Mr. Sant announced
McLaughlin as teacher.
that Mr Pierce would give a “chalk
At the close of the program gifts
talk." While reciting "Heap o' Livin''
from the prettily decked Christmas
by Edgar Ouest and singing "Little
tree were distributed, also a candy
Boy of Mine." a picture was drawn
bag for each pupil. Candy, popcorn
in charcoaLs, depicting a lake and
and other goodies were served to the
mountain scene with the moon rising
guests, who pronounced it one of the
over the snow-tipped peaks and shin
nicest parties they ever attended.
ing down on a snug little brown house

PLEASED METHODISTS

TALK OF THE TOWN
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets to
night. and a Christmas party will be
held at the close of the business
session. There will be circle supper
at 6 15. preceded by a card party in
the afternoon.

A silhouette sign depicting The
Manor House attracts much attention
on the front of Crie's Gift Shop. It
reflects the Christmas setson ad
mirably.
H. B. Bowes, who recently disposed
of his interest in the Bowes & Croziei
undertaking business, leaves shortly
for a winter's sojourn in St Peters
burg. Fla., accompanied by Mrs.
Bowes.
Charles M. Cook has recently re
moved his candy and variety store
across the thoroughfare into what
was formerly the Pollock store at thc
corner of Tillson avenue and Lime
street Patrons find him very cosily
located.

Frank H Ingraham has transferred
his law office from Farnsworth block
to the quarters formerly oceupin1 by
Kimball & Miles diagonally across
the street, where friends will be the
recipients of Frank's customary cordial greeting.

,IdViqmi
Alter
»»»»«’
th»t

”

motor tuei-

Motor TueM

.... Oil Comr»°J
American

EDWIN L. SCARLOTT
Osteopathic Physician

All through the coming year Mr.
' and Mrs. Austin Brewer will enter
tain pleasant thoughts of the British
1 cruiser Danae which visited this port
last summer their recollection being
refreshed by the handsome calendar
bearirg a picture of the ship, which
was recently sent to them by friends
' on board.

Pussv willows which continued to
purr despite last week's zero atmos
phere were plucked at East Friend
ship Saturday by Carleen Miller, who
kindly remembered the pussy willow
editor of this paper.

Warren street has presented a
lively scene the past two or three
days, with the children taking ad
vantage of the fine coasting. The
same is true of Masonic, Grace and
other hill streets, but of course War
ren claims tire championsnip.
I
------When Thanksgiving Day fell upon
the last day of the month this year
it was the first since 1922 that it had
been thus belated. It will fall on that
.date again only four times in the
present century—1939. 1944. 1950 and
1961. In the next century it will fall
on Nov. 30 only 13 times, but that will
be a matter of small concern to most
of us.

Golden Rod Chapter meets Friday
night for a Christmas observance.
Rev. H. R Winchenbaugh will give
an address, "Star in the East," and
there will be chorus singing of Christ
mas carols and hymns. The quartet
The city schools are having a va will also sing and there will be other
cation which will encompass the two entertainment features. Circle supholidays. Many of the students are J per at 6 will have Mrs Carrie Win
i earning Christmas money in the time ehenbaugh as chairman
j honored fashion «candy selling being j
_____
the predominant method while
a ,rfsult of
lnlUatlon
others are wearing out the toes of monles on tde University of Maine
their shoes steering bobsleds down icy caniplls tne past week seven frateml
hills Lessons are quite out of the tje5 indlK;t€d a mial oj 70 new memquestion while this exciting period is
Among
new members
j onj are- Gerald Beverage of North Haven.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon; Lucien Green
STRAND THEATRE
Jr. Sigma Chi; Charles Crockett of
Stonington, Tau Epsilon Phi; and
"The Mad Game." with Spencer William Manning of Thomaston, Beta
Tracy comes Wednesday.
Kappa.
The story concerns itself with an
ex-gangster and former beer baron
At a recent meeting of Edwin Libby
who is doublecrossed by his associates Relief Corps these officers were
and railroaded to prison for a five- elected: President, Mrs. Ida Huntley;
year term. While in prison his for vice president. Mrs. Doris Ames; sec
mer aide in the beer racket turns to retary. Mrs Velma Marsh; treasurer,
kidnapping as a means cf livelihood. Mrs Hattie Higgins; chaplain, Mrs
The ruthless daring of this new lead Ella McMillan; conductor. Mrs. Wini
er terrorizes the country and the fred Butler; guard, Mrs. Margaret
Government declares war cn all kid Rackliffe; past president, Mrs. Adelnappers. Because of his knowledge ma Mullen. The installation will
of the underworld, the warden re take place Thursday, Jan. 4, with
leases the ex-gangster to help the Mrs. Millie Thomas, State president,
Government wipe out this new officiating. Each member may invite
menace. With an impenetrable dis one guest. The meeting this week
guise and an inside track on how will be the annual Christmas party,
modern racketeers operate, he gains with a tree, and the Grand Army vet
entrance into his former aide's gang. erans will be special guests. An en
He learns the hiding place where the tertainment will also be given. Circle
two latest victims are being held supper at 6 will be in charge of Mrs
captive ar.d loses his life in a success 1 Waiter Fernald and Mrs Nellie Mc
ful attempt to rescue them. Because Kay. The Corps is sending Christ
of his efforts, the police are success mas boes to several shut-ins.
ful in their crusade against the kid
napping racket
The feature for Thursday is “Stage FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Mother" with Alice Brady. Maureen
Attorney
O'Sullivan and Franchot Tone.—adv.

PROTECT YOUR HEALTH
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A Vacuum Cleaner
(or the Children
that actually cleans!

FRESH VEGETABLES-Priced Right

fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

A PRACTICAL GIFT
Specifications—111) volts, 1-20 h. p„ height
88”, width of nozzle 7", length of cord 10',
friction revolving brush, shockproof—Motor
fully insulated, 100 per rent safety,

fi
2

A. C. McLoon & Co.
503 Main Street,

Rockland, Me,

Visit Our Showroom for Practical Gifts such
as Frigidaires, Washing Machines, Vacuum
Cleaners, Oil Burners, Radios, Etc.

fi

t&tiA
O’. ’
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SPLENDID BRAND

Mince Meat
Mixed Nuts Squash
Peaches
I
25
Pickles
•Y
Raisins
Cranberry
Currants
Sauce
2
Figs . .
29 Peels
s

FANCY

fi
fi

$

s

FIVE VARIETIES

Cm,

EXTRA QUALITY

•sir
25
28*
15* BELL’S
18*
SEASONING
2k°:29* - 2t°’19*
10

Tall
17-Os
Can.

15-Ox
' Pkjs

■

THREE CROW-PURE

y

POULTRY

11-Ox
Pk,

SMYRNA

CALIFORNIAS

Special Pries

'/i-Lb

3-Ox
PVs

NATION-WIDE—PURE

Special Price

»21*
eio*
19*

Extracts
Pop Corn
Walnut Meats

VANILLA or
LEMON

1-Lb
Cell

LARGE YELLOW

Teas

3-Ox
Tie

NATION-WIDE

PITTED

Dates
Ribbon Candy*.
Big

-

1

10-Oz

Pk«

Y

Pks

Lb

19‘
25‘

FANCY CHRISTMAS

HANDSOME

5

Lb
BOX

2 5*
25*

ASSORTED
CHOCOLATES
GINGER
ALE

35*
5a.
■ ■ ■=
2 K 25*
2-Lb
Box

29

Contents

ORDER

Nation-Wide BUTTER

mu

GENTLEMEN:

ORANGE PEKOE or
FORMOSA OOLONG

Onsco ■ ■ ■ ■
Salting Powder

-

OR

UNPITTED

Clicquot Club

Coffee l.

fi
fi
fi

THREE CROW

VANILLA or LEMON

nation-wide

fi
fi
fi
fi

>

CITRON-LEMON—ORANGE
SLICED

y
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y
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Fun
Quart
J a,

NATION-WIDE
IMPORTED

V

WALNUTS
LARGE

SWEET CRISP
MIXED-NICE FLAVOR

Extracts

j

Luscious Halves or Sliced
In Heevy Syrup

LB

1

California Soft Shah

SANTA CRUZ

fi
fi
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1933 CROP

Larfa
N. 24

SOLID SIFTED
GOLDEN SQUASH

fi

f
9

2 S 49*

For Real Old Fashioned
MINCE PIES

BIRD S FANCY MARROW

8

A toy never before offered in Knox
County—Apex toy electric vacuum
cleaner, pictured here; is equipped
with an electric motor and operates
just like its big brother—the fa
mous Apex electric vacuum cleaner

fifi

Bu» Chriita,, toll

ONE OF THE NOBLEST WAYS TO EXPRESS
THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTMAS IS TO PURCHASE
CHRISTMAS SEALS FOR YOUR GIFT PACKAGES AND MAILINGS.

ALSO you WILL FIND AN ASSORTMENT OF

DIAMOND

fi
fi
fi
fi
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price of pork products can be forced
up and thus fatten his income, the
Has Nearly Reached Conclusion It Is consumer paying the cost as ever.
Time To Stop Singing “America"
We have heard much raving about
prohibition depriving us of our per
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
sonal rights and liberties but it was
Your article "Warning to Farm nothing compared with tlhose lost
ers’ as published in the Saturday's under the NRA and the AAA When
issue brings to mind one of the in a man cannot slaughter his hog and
teresting features of the New Deal, sell or give to his neighbor or friend
If a farmer wishes to raise a few a prison sentence it is time to stop
pigs for market so as to utilize his even a small piece of t.he same with
skimmilk and other by-products of out paying a tax or being liable to
the farm he must pay to the federal singing about "the land of the free
government a processing tax of one and home of the brave" and pledge
cent a pound at the time of slaughter ourselves to fight, for the liberties
and sale.
whicih the Constitution guarantees
The money realized from this tax. to all and for which our forefathers
minus the cost of administering the ' shed rivers of blood that we might
law. is used to hire the Western hog'enjoy them
W. A. Ayer,
breeder to curtail production so the | Union, Dec. 18.

NATION-WIDE MARKET

“MOTHER’S
LITTLE
HELPER”
Helpful

UNION FARMER’S KICK

AT YOUR FAVORITE

Buy Today or Risk Dissapointment!

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL

89.50

PHILCO
UH

ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
ROCKLAND,
MAINE

Turkey, Chicken or Meats

Only A Few Left

fi
fi
fi

House<Sherman, Inc.

PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY FOR

Ocean Spray

fi

P

Wglrt Tubarculait.-

NOW LOCATED AT 414 MAIN ST.
OVER F. J. SIMONTON CO.
NOTARY PUBLIC
150-tt

Keeps the Children Both Busy and

!

Yet, 1 small down payment will hold
anv new 1984 PHILCO for Christmas
delivery. Pay the balance next year
—on the easiest of terms! Come in—
inspect the new models—note PHIL
CO S smiling superiority in tone and
erformance and you will know why
HILCO outsells all others!

DICEMBER 11-18

CHJUourAaftotvU^de Stone.

SEEDED

fi

|S|j

fi

2,2
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PHILCO

8

and Counsellor at Law

Buy pictures for Christmas. Where?
38 SUMMER ST., •
ROCKLAND
At Gregory’s Picture & Framing
TEL. 136
Shop, 406 Mam St. Over Crie Hard
127*129tf
ware Co. Tel. 254 —adv,
•

PAY FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS

Lb

19*

ROYAL

■^-35*

25

I®
MA

COMMON hi
CRACKERS

A CHRISTMAS WRAPPED BOX Of

New Englander Cigars

$J.2

fi
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OR

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

idtalforjurkay Sti

CARTON

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT

TO BE SURE
OF QUAL',T
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, KO. | I c
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